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agement,. accurate 
statistics, easy 
report writing, and 
customized 
graphics. One 
solution-
the SAS ® System. 

You can choose 
between the simple English-like 
command language or a front-end 
menuing system. On-line help 
facilities make it easy to handle 
every application, quickly and ac
curately. You can track sales 
leads, determine market share, 
present results. File employee 
records, analyze benefit pro
grams, manage the payroll. Take 
orders, keep inventory, produce 
mass mailings. Schedule projects, 
determine product mix, make 
forecasts, produce spreadsheets. 
All this and more with the 
SAS System. 

One Solution that'. 
Friendly. 

It's easy with the SAS System. 
You can write front-ends for all 
your applications. And with a few 
keystrokes, you can change them 
as your information needs change. 
A convenient screen manager 
lets you edit, display, and control 
your work without ever leaving 
your desk. And if you need to 
move between several operating 
systems, you'll find the' language, 
syntax, and commands the same 
for the mainframe, minicomputer, 
and PC SAS System. 

the SASSys~~fun;~s~nIB?vi'370/30~43Xxi" 
and compatible machines 'under as. TSO.CMS. ,; 
DOSlVSE, SSX; and ICCF; on Digital Equipment 
Corp. VAXtII~600an:d 11/7:xxseries under' . 
VMS lV

: on Prime Comjuter. Inc. Prime 50 
series under PRIMOS ; on Data. General CorP. 
ECLIPSE<!ti MV series u.nder AOSlVS; on IBM 
XT/370 and ATJ370 under VM/PC: and on the 
IBM PC XT and PC AT under PC DOS. Not all 
products are available on all operating systems. 

Whatever your application, 
the SAS System is your Fourth 
Generation Software Solution. 
Call us today. 

SAS Institute Inc. 
SAS Circle, Box 8000 
Cary, NC 27511-8000, USA 
Telephone (919) 467-8000, x280 
Telex 802505 

SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA. Copyright 01985 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA. 



The new Rackmount 30:
M 

Sometimes a little more 
flexibility will put you 

over the top. 
USRobotics modular system 
gives you more modems and 
more automatic features. For 
more applications. 
Start with full-featured modems: 15 
dual modem boards, each with 2 auto
dial, auto-answer, 2400/1200/300-bps 
asynchronous modems, for a maxi
mum of30 modems per rack chassis. 
LED indicators on each modem give 
you continuous diagnostics. Use the 
Rackmount 30 as an auto-answer sys
tem for the asynch ports of your main
frame or mini. Use Rackmount 30 as an 
auto-dial modem pool for a cluster of 
PCs or data terminals. Or use auto-dial
ing to automate central site polling of 
remotePCs. 

Add a modular chassis design: At 
the back of the 19-inch-wide chassis, 
each modem board couples to a match
ing dual interface board containing 
cabling interfaces for telephone and 
computer. You can remove or install 
modem boards through the front of the 
rack without ever disturbing any cable 
connections or interrupting power to 
other modems. Choose your RS-232 
cabling interface-either DB-25 or mod
ular B-pin style. Redundant power 
supplies assure you uninterrupted 
operation. 

DuPont, Digital Equipment, Boeing, 
the U. of California-all have chosen 
USRobotics Rackmount 30. For flexibi
lity now and expandability tomorrow. 
Learn how the Rackmount 30 can push 
your business over the top. 

Call1-800-DIAL-USR 
In Illinois (312) 982-5001 

------------
Yes, please send me your free 6-page bro
chure on the new Rackmount 30, and how 
rack modems can benefit my operation. 
Name ______________________ __ 

Title ________________________ _ 

Company ____________________ __ 

Address ______________________ _ 

City _______ State ___ Zip ___ _ 

Business Phone ( 
1l/86-DA-30 

[]l1'11obotics 
The Intelligent Choice in Data Communications. 

8100 McCormick Blvd., Skokie, Illinois 60076. • .. _-----------------------------_ ... _-----------_ .. 
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INGRES. 
The Distributed 

Database Solution. 

The Distributed Database. 
With INGRES, you get a truly distributed 
database. Not just a networked system. 
Because INGRES is the one RDBMS that 
works across multiple operating environ
ments. From mainframes to minis to 
micros. Whether you have a few computers 
or a few thousand. Which means no matter 
how large your organization, your data and 
your applications can be shared. You 11 
have one consistent relational view of all 
your data. 

The key to your distributed database 
is INGRES/STAR. Its open architecture gives 
you universal access to data (supporting 
multiple vendors' hardware, software and 
networks), while preserving local control of 
data integrity and security. Users don't have 
to worry about where the data is located, 
how to get it or what type of hardware and 
operating system are used. 

Which means you can build applications 
and share data that span multiple com
puters just as easily as if all the data were 
located on one machine. Your entire 
company uses one powerful DBMS with 
consistent, reliable results. 

Integrated Application lOOls. 
Only INGRES gives you a comprehensive 
application development environment. 
With a 4GL that includes SQL, a Visual 
Forms Editor and host language interfaces 

(ADA, BASIC, C, COBOL, FORTRAN, 
PASCAL and PL/I). You11 work in an 
integrated environment that gives you 
unprecedented productivity in appli
cation development. 

Your end-users will find it easy to create 
forms, queries, reports and graphs, too. 
Because INGRES's Visual Programming 
tools give them the decision support capa
bilities they need. While reducing the MIS 
application backlog. 

IIigh-Perfonnance SQL 
And More. 
INGRES's SQL is broadly compatible with 
IBM's DB2. So you can stay with the in
dustry standard. And move applications 
easily and quickly, whenever you want. 

You can also count on higher perform
ance. INGRES is uncommonly fast. And 
provides special support for transaction 
processing and complex queries. What's 
more, INGRES gives you the high levels of 
data security, integrity and consistency 
you demand. 

So look into the only truly distributed 
relational DBMS solution. INGRES. You'll 
see how the INGRES advantage is the key 
to integrating your dissimilar computers. 
For more information, call toll-free: 

(800) 4-INGRES 
From Canada, (415) 769-1400 

To Hegisterfor a FREE'INGRES 
Seminar, Call 800-4-INGRES. 
Canadian Seminars, 415-748-3444 

CA Los Angeles .... Nov 20 
Sacramento .... Jan 13 
San Francisco .. Dec 3 
Sunnyvale ..... Nov 19 

CO Denver ....... Nov 13 
DC Washington .... Nov 19 
FL Jacksonville .... Nov 19 

Orlando ...... Dec 16 
GA Atlanta ....... Jan 6 
IA Des Moines .... Nov 18 
IN Indianapolis ... Dec 2 
LA NewOrieans ... Dec 16 

Shreveport .... Dec 10 
MA Boston ....... Feb 11 

Burlington ..... Jan 14 
Newton ....... Dec 4 

MN Minneapolis .... Feb 5 
MO St. Louis ...... Feb 18 
NC Research'lliangle 

Park ......... Feb3 

o 1986 Relational Technology 

NE Omaha.. . .... Jan 22 
NY Albany . . . .... Nov 5 

Feb 18 
New York City ... Dec9 
Rochester ..... Jan 28 

OH Cincinnati ..... Nov20 
Columbus' ..... Dec 10 
Thledo ....... Nov 18 

OK Oklahoma City .. Dec 4 
PA Pittsburgh ..... Nov 12 
TN Nashville. . .... Nov 6 
TX Dallas... . .... Nov 5 

Houston . . .... Nov 11 
VA Richmond ..... Dec 11 
WA Bellevue ...... Jan 27 
WI Milwaukee ..... Jan 8 

Canadian Seminars: 

Thronto ....... Nov 13 

lNORES, lNORES/STAR and Visual Programming are registered trademarks of 
Relational Technology. 
IBM and DB2 are trademarks ofinternational Business Machines Corporation 

Relational 
Technology 
1080 Marina Village Parkway 
Alameda, CA 94501 

INGRE8. The Distributed SQL 
Relational DBMS. 
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Track the 
buying activity of the 
micro market: 
Results of Datamation's 
1986 Microcomputer 
Purchasing Study 
now. available! 

Detailed marketing statistics and growth trends 
on hundreds of manufacturers of micro equipment, 
supplies and software 
Identify and compare your company's present and 
future growth with your competitors' by using the 
detailed purchasing activity and demographic infor
mation contained in this compelling new research 
report. Datamation's End User and OEM buyers of 
micro equipment, supplies and software report what 
and from whom and how much they bought in 1985 
for each of 26 different products. 

'IWenty-six different types of microcomputers, related 
equipment, supplies and software profiled in detail! 
• Invaluable marketing data on pricing and unit 

volume 
• Share-of-market shown as percent of dollar volume 
• Purchases broken out geographically to help you 

analyze sales territories and plan your marketing 
strategies 

Order your copy today! 
. The 1986 Microcomputer Purchasing Study is available 
now for only $250 per copy. Just send your com
pany purchase order or check with complete order 
information to: 

Datamation 
Attn: Mary Connors 
875 Third Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 

For additional information, call Mary at (212) 605-9678. 

CRTRMRTICN® 
Serving the needs of information proceSSing professionals .... worldwide. 
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DESIGNER 
SOFT II 

Geographic Systems GEOMAp™ MCS ANVIL-4000TM UNIRAS® RASPAK 

Tektronix, Inc. PLOT 10®TekniCAP Tektronix, Inc. PLOT 10® TekniCAD ESRI ARC/INFO 

Visual Engineering Visual:ProChart™ Sierra Geophysics, Inc. QUIKTM MacNeal-Schwendler MSC/GRASpTM 

PDA Engineering PATRAN™ Tektronix, Inc. MERLYN·P™ Tektronix, Inc. Smalltalk-80* 

Copyright © 1986 Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved. Each software package abCNe is the trademark of each identified company. Smalltalk-80 is a trademark of Xerox Corporation. VMO-l01A 
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Brigham Young University MOVIE.BYU SDRC/CAE I-DEASTM Zycor, Inc. B-MAP . 

ISSCO® DISSPLA® DIS/ADLPIPE, Inc. DIS Swanson Analysis Systems ANSYS® 

SAS Institute Inc. SAS/GRAPH® SPSS, Inc. SPSS GRAPHICSTM 

Whatever designs you have for for either RS-232 or IBM 3270 
graphics, you should know that environments. 
more major graphics applica- What's more, most of our pro-
tions software is designed duct families feature a built-in 
for Tek Graphics Processing , -~\" ,.- migration path. Which means 
Systems than any other ' ' " that when it comes time to step up 
equipment in the world. That's, .' .' ~ \ to higher-perforf!1anc~, capabilities, 
why Tektronix is at the heart of ~~ \, yo~ <?an do so In a simple, cost-
graphics solutions in CA~/CAM. '.,. __ a:::~/- " a f7;.,.,;;.) . '" efficient manner. 
Mechanical drafting. Scientific >:'Jkt4t+J:iii' ,- --~t '~ \. '" To discover additional reasons 
research. Technical data analysis. ~' "J""l J' why the world's leading designers 
Business presentations. Mapping. ,Ii design with Tek Graphics Processing 
Architectural design. And more. Systems, contact your local 

Contributing to that produc- representative. Or call 
tivity is Tek's wide selection of TEK GRAPHICS 1-800-547-1512. 
input and output devices In Oregon, 235-7202. 

PROCESSING SYSTEMS. 
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ACCESS IDMS/R. 
CAUFORNIA ALMOND 

GROWERS DID 

«Almonds grow on 
trees; sales opportunities 
don't. So now we have 
IDMSIR to let our sales 
people retrit;ve critical 
marketing information 
for customers in minutes 
instead of hours?' 

Roger ~r~~e~~~ld~ 
California Almond Growers 

Exchange 
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The California Almond 
Growers Exchange enjoyed 
a 94.5 percent share of the 
domestic retail almond market 
in 1984, but the international 
market was a tough nut to 
crack. To increase their 40 per
cent share of the worldwide 
market the Exchange recog
nized that they had to. improve 
customer service and capitalize 
on each and every sales oppor
tunity. They knew they could 
meet these objectives if their 
key people could obtain timely 
information in useful formats 
from the Exchange's main
frame database. That's what 
Cullinet's high-performance, 
integrated, relational, database 
management system· allowed 
them to do. 

When servicing existing ac- . 
counts and setting up new 
ones, the Exchange's mqrket
ing and sales staff now has a 
wide range of analyses, re
ports, tables, summaries, cus
tomer profiles, billing records 
and inventory breakaowns at 
their fingertips. The DP/MIS 
technical staff has an inte
grated relational database sys
tem that reduces application 
development times and is cost
effective to maintain. Most 
importantly, international 
market share is up dramatically. 

For more information on 
how your company can access 
Cullinet through IDMS/R 
call toll-free 1-S00-551-4555. 
In Massachusetts call 617-
329-7700. Or write to Cullinet 
Softwa,~~l Inc., 400 Blue Hill 
Drive,{ westwood, MA 
0209u-219S. 

Cullinet 
An Information Technology Integrator . 

For the 80s, 90s And Beyond. 



LOOK AHEAD 
GM LESSENING How much longer will GM be in the driver's seat of the 
ITS MAP ROLE? MAP bandwagon? Sources at the automaker confide that 

"GM wants to get out of leading the MAP standard." GM 
apparently feels that its mission to build MAP into a 
world standard is well on its way and that when the 3.0 
version of MAP is released, MAP will be stable enough 
to develop under its own momentum. Besides, the cost 
of promoting MAP on an international scale is becoming 
prohibitive. "There should be no need for GM to be the 
catalyst anymore," says the GM source. "That's what we 
are counting on." The word is that GM is talking to the 
Corporation for Open Systems about taking over the 
standards testing leadership role. 

NEW4300 PCM So you thought the days of new companies being formed 
ON THE BOARDS to make IBM-compatible hardware were gone for good? 

Not quite. A group of engineers, many from Storage 
Technology Corp. 's defunct pcm effort, have formed 
Synthesized Computer Systems Inc. in San Jose. They 
are working on a CMOS-based 4381-class compatible 
system, sources say. SCSI president Jacques Losq isn't 
talking about the project yet, but sources say the 
startup plans to have Japanese chip maker NEC manufac-
ture the 3MIPS to 4MIPS processor. Who would invest in 
yet another effort to challenge IBM's midrange comput-
er family? Well, one SCSI investor is Gene Amdahl, the 
founder of Amdahl Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., and the 
first pcmer. 

WANG TO BUILD Wang, the factory systems company? It may sound like a 
R&D CENTER contradiction in terms, but the company is planning to 
IN GERMANY set up an R&D center in Karlsruhe, West Germany, to 

produce Wang factory systems for markets around the 
world. The company has already built up an installed 
base of around 5,000 Wang 2200 and VS systems in West 
Germany, running production planning and control ap-

. plications with software from over 20 local software 
houses. It also has two CAD packages available on its 
systems and a deal with a local firm, Klaus Holscher 
Da tensysteme, to produce Wang-compatible factory-
floor data collection terminals. 

EXTENDING There is more than meets the eye in Data Switch's 
THE EXTENDERS newest offering for extending channels on IBM control 

uni ts. The Shel ton, Conn., company is about to intro-
duce the Channelnet 9055, a mainframe extender that 
takes advantage of recently available 44Mbps public 
fiber-optic communications links. The marriage will 
boost channel extension capabilities between comput-
er and data streaming control units to miles from to-
day's range limit of hundreds of feet. It could also 
eliminate the need for a redundant computer for remote 
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IBM MOVING 
TO ADOPT 
X. 4 00 IN EUROPE 

MORE ON THOSE 
TCM FAILURES 

HP LOW-END 
UNIT COMING 

RUMORS AND RAW 
RANDOM DATA 
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LOOK AHEAD 
backup storage applications. Although it is not yet 
certain what distance Data Switch will guarantee to 
its early customers, it is known that a set of 9055s is 
working at a Big Three automaker over a six-mile link 
containing at least two carrier central office 
switches. Company insiders say that a cpu-to-tape
drive link with two 9055s has been tested at up to 62 
miles under control conditions. Prices aren't firm, 
but insiders do say that the design target was under 

. $500,000 for a two-unit set of 9055s. 

IBM is moving closer to full adoption of the X. 4 00 mes
saging standard in Europe. Following the demonstra
tion of an X. 4 00 interface to PROFS earlier this year, 
the company is asking local software firms in West 
Germany to help implement X. 400 under MVS for the West 
German academic research network DFN. West German 
sources also say that IBM is putting together an X.400 
gateway to DISOSS. 

Maybe, you're saying to yourself, the reliability 
problems reported on thermal conduction modules in 
IBM's 3090 mainframe (see lip inning the Tail," Oct. I, p. 
22) were only isolated incidents. Well, a recently 
conducted but unreleased Gartner Group survey of 
large IBM users indicates otherwise. Sixty-eight 3090 
users were asked if they had run into breakdowns and, 
if so, what failed on their systems. Thirty-eight of 
them reported failures in their thermal conduction 
modules. Many of the users, however, considered the 
TCM failures nothing out of the ordinary, the survey 
found. 

It may not take the sting out of the recent delays in 
Hewlett-Packard's Spectrum minicomputer development 
program, but the company later this month will replace 
the low end of its HP 3000 product line with a low-cost 
NMOS-based product internally called the Micro 3000. 
The new entry uses HP's NMOS III process but not the 
Spectrum RISC architecture. It will replace both the 
CMOS-based 3000 Series 37 entry-level system and the 
TTL-based Series 42. 

Word has it that Locus Computing Corp., Santa Monrca, 
Calif., developer of DOS/Unix integration products, 
is planning to enter the commercial market sometime in 
1987 . Until now, the company has dealt exclusively in 
the oem markets .... Insiders at Gould Inc. 's Computer 
Systems Division, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., sayan ex
pected new family of high-performance computers (see 
Look Ahead, Feb. 15, p. 9), described as being in the 
minisupercomputer class, is on schedule. Look for 
more details to emerge sometime next month or in 
January. 



Introducing MICOM MODEM Dial Series. 

Stog your co~puter 
from making · 

dirtyvhone fo:alls. 
~~ "\ ~<c<:i 

',,- ~ o"\~"~ .. · ~ . ~ 
:\ <O~~~-~.-

\\\ ... , .. "'" .......... ~ Dirty commu
nications don't 
just upset net
works, they 

upset people. 
MICOMs Dial Series 

modems keep data transmissions clean and error-free 
thanks to MNP'TM Microcom Networking Protocol. 

Automatic flow control and 
data buffering means your 
MICOM MODEM will always 

interface at 2400 bps, regard-
less of its real operating speed. 

MICOM Systems, Inc., 4100 Los Angeles 
Avenue, Simi Valley, CA 93062-8100. 
EUfope:UK (44) (635) 832441. 
Int'l: USA (1) (805) 583-8600. 
Smart modem is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer 
Products, Inc. MNP is a trademark of Microcom. 

.. .. - .. .... . - .,' ....... . ............... . .. .......... ......... " " .. '" ... " 

The only thing dirtier than the 
communications transmitted by 
some modems is the language 
used by datacomm managers who 
have to use them. 

Not to worry. MICOM can give 
you leased line quality and perform

ance in a 2400 bps dial-up modem. 
So if you're looking for reliable 

modems that speed data transfer 
between PCs, terminals, and host sys
tems, look no further. 
MICOM's Dial Series is compatible 

with all popular standards, including Bell 
212/103 and CCITT V22/V22bis. And since 
they include 
the Hayes AT 
Smartmodem1M

, 

. command set, 
they're also 
compatible . 
with vir
tuallyall 
popular com

munication software. 
But that's just the beginning. Each call can be 

monitored via status messages on your PC or 
on an integral speaker. Automatic data-to-voice 
switching eliminates repetitive dialing. Data dis
ruption on multiline phones is automatically 
prevented. And all configuration data is safe-

guarded in non-volatile memory. 
That all adds up to the fact that MICOM 

understands what datacomm managers go through 
every day. To see what we mean, just call us toll free 

for applications assistance. 
We know you don't need headaches. So we 

don't cause them. Clean and simple. 

1-800-MICOM-US 

More ways to help computers do more. 



en it comes to 
more and more com 

There are times when you need 
full uninterruptible power supply 
(UPS) protection for your computer. 

And times you don't. 
That may sound like heresy 

coming from the world's largest UPS 
manufacturer (in combination with 
our partner, Merlin Gerin). But there 
are many potential low-cost alter
natives that you should be aware of. 

As Bell Labs reports in a major 
study of 24 computer sites, motor
generators solved 96 percent of 
their power line problems. 

Full UPS with 15 minutes of battery _ 
reserve took care of only two per
cent more. 

Don't let the culprits get you. 
They can be transients, sags, 

glitches, surges and brownouts. 
Dirty power bugs that can lose data, 
crash heads, blow delicate circuitry 
and grind your operations to a halt. 

Or they can be smoothies selling six-figure 
UPS systems because that's all they offer. 
When you may really need only an inexpen
sive rotary power conditioner. A computer 

power center. An isolation 
transformer. Or line 
. conditioner. 

Get an objective opinion. 
Make sure it's well-qualified, from someone 

with no ax to grind. 
Only one computer,power protection. spe

cialist has a complete product line from switch
gear to transformers to motor-generator 

sets to full UPS systems, both static and 
rotary. Emergency Power Engineering, Inc. 
EPE, for short. 

One-UPS-manship. 
For solid-state believers, our new Ultimate 

Power Systems subsidiary offers static UPS 
systems ranging from 3 to 3000KVA in easy-to
install parallel modules. All utilize state-of-the
art pulse-width-modulation voltage regulation 
techniques for ten-times faster response to 
critical load changes. 

Over 3000 of these systems are installed 
now world-wide. 

If you haven't looked at rotary UPS lately, 
EPE systems will amaze you. They're the only 
UPS systems you can grow into. Just start 
with our Powerbloc motor-generator modules 



power protection 
panies get the shaft. 

and simply grow UPS as you need it in afford
able steps, complete with battery back-up. 

We've caused a revolution in rotary. 
No longer are motor-generator sets big rum

bling cellar dwellers. EPE systems run cool so 
you save on air conditioning. 
They're small, highly 
reliable, cheap 
to maintain, 
handsome 
and quiet 
enough to 
blend right 
into your 
computer room. 

They can ride through 96 percent of the 
power disturbances you're likely to face. And 
they're the only ones capable of totally isolat
ing your computer from electrical noise. 

90 percent of your problem 
may be already licked. 

You may only need an add-on inverter and 
battery package that can transform your exist
ing motor-generator sets into a complete off
line rotary UPS system. 

Your savings could be enormous. 
EPE has one business, one thrust. 

Computer power protection. Distribution, 
conditioning, to full UPS. We got rolling in 1971 
by consulting for others. Custom switchgear 
and patented loadbanks quickly followed. 

Now, programmable, compatible EPE envi
ronmental systems (EMS) monitor your power 
status. We make our own isolation transformers. 
Computer power centers isolate, distribute 
and monitor AC power and provide critical 
systems grounds. 

We have no ax to grind. No specific prod
ucts to push. Just a burning desire to solve com
puter power problems the best way for you. 

Our solutions are working so well, weve 
grown over 50 percent each year since 1980. 
Today, we have over a quarter-million sq. ft. 
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of manufacturing facilities and employ over 
500 people. We have happy customers in 
90 percent of the FORTUNE 500 companies, 

an unbeatable technical staff and unmatched 
service that's close to you. . 

Attend a power seminar. 
Get straight answers about power line dis

turbances from Warren Lewis, co-author of the 
Bureau of Standards "Guidebook on Electrical 
Power for ADP Installations" (FIPS 94), at a 
location near you. Or write for our power pro
tection guidebook. Better still, visit us in 
Southern California. 

ellA ... 
Because knowledge is power. 

i---fminte~d!---l 

I 
Send me: 0 EPE power protection guidebook. 0 Infor- I 
mation on your seminars near me. 0 A salesperson. I 

t 
Info on: 0 UPS systems 0 Power conditioners 0 Com-
puter Power Centers 0 Isolation transformers 0 EM.S t I systems 0 Custom switchgear and loadbanks. 

I Name I 
Title _____________ _ 

I Affiliation Phone I 
I 

A~re~ , 

City State Zip __ 

I I have computers. I I (no., size, brand) I 
I Emergency Power Engineering, Inc. I 

1660 Scenic Ave .. Costa Mesa. CA 92626 

L Phone: (714) 557-1636 d 
DM-11 

-----.-.---~ ~ --- - ~-~ 
© 1986 epe 
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International Seminar on Transborder Data Flow Impacts 
in the ASEAN Countries. 
Nov. 14-16, Bangkok, Thailand. Contact Prof. Srisakdi Char
monman, TDF Project Director, King Mongkut's Institute of 
Technology, Ladkrabang, Bangkok 10520, Thailand, (66-2) 
326-9969. 

IMAGEXPO '86 (Imaging Materials Industry Conference 
and Exposition). 
Nov. 16-19, Geneva, Switzerland. Contact Diamond Research 
Corp., P.o. Box 128, Oak View, CA 93022, (805) 649-2209. 

17th Annual Canadian Computer ShoW. 
Nov. 17-20, Toronto. Contact Robert Grainger, Group Show 
Manager, Industrial Trade Shows Inc., 20 Butterick Rd., Toron
to, Ontario, M8w 3z8, (416) 252-7791. 

International Conference on Computer Technology. 
Nov. 17-21, Madrid, Spain. Contact CITEMA, Plaza de Alonso 
Martinez, 3-2 Dcha., 28004 Madrid, Spain, (33-1) 448 47 94. 

Experi Systems: R&D Activities in Belgium. 
Nov. 18, Mol, Belgium. Contact R. Billiau, Studiecentrum Voor 
Kernenergie/Centre d'Etude de l'Energie Nuc1eaire, Boeretang 
200, B-2400, Mol, Belgium, (0-14) 311801. 

IWCS (35th International Wire and Cable Symposium). 
Nov. 18-20, Reno. Contact L.G. Hewitt, IWCS, P.O. Box 7597, 
Shrewsbury, NJ 07701, (201) 544-2770. 

Localnet '86 (Exhibition of Local Area Networks). 
Nov. 18-20, San Francisco. Contact Online International Inc., 
989 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10018, (212) 279-
8890. 

PRONIC 86 (International Exhibition of Equipment and 
Products for Electronics). 
Nov. 18-21, Paris. Contact SDSA, 20 rue Hamelin, F 75116 Paris, 
France, (33-1) 45 05 13 17. 

Japan Office 86 (Trade Fair for Office Equipment and 
Technology). 
Nov. 26-29, Tokyo. Contact Lorraine Kallman, Kallman Asso
ciates, 5 Maple Ct., Ridgewood, NJ 07450-4431, (201) 652-7070. 

DECEMBER 

IFIP/Sec'86 (Fourih International Conference and 
Exhibition on Computer Security). 
Dec. 2-4, Monte Carlo, Monaco. Contact Marie-Martine Sain-
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flou, Agence de l'Informatique, Tour Fiat cedex 16,92084 Paris, 
La Defense, France, (33-1) 47 9643 35. 

Second International Conference on Ariificial 
Intelligence. 
Dec. 2-5, Marseilles, France. Contact Viviane Bernadac, Institut 
International de Robotique et d'Intelligence Artificielle de Mar
seille, 2 rue H. Barbusse, 13241 Marseille cedex 1, France, 91 91 
3672. 

Singapore Informatics '86 (Information Technology 
Exhibition). 
Dec. 3-7, Singapore. Contact Interport Ltd., P.o. Box 338, Sun
set Beach, CA 90742, (213) 592-4446. 

Management and Maintenance of Communications 
Networks Seminar. ' 
Dec. 4, New York. Contact M. Madrigal, New York Telephone, 
1166 Avenue of the Americas, Room 2300, New York, NY 
10036. 

1986 World of Electronic Data Interchange Forum and 
Exhibit. 
Dec. 9-10, Washington, D.C. Contact Edward A. Guilbert, 
TDCC/EDIA, 1101 17th St. NW, Suite 712, Washington, DC 
20036-4775, (202) 293-5514; 

International Oem Design Show and Integrated 
Manufacturing Exposition. 
Dec. 9-11, New York. Contact Bill Little (oem) or Carol Hurley 
(IMEX), Penton Expositions, Suite 900, 122 E. 42nd St., New 
York, NY 10168, (800) 634-4639. 

CMG '86 (Computer Measurement Group's International 
Conference). 
Dec. 9-12, Las Vegas. Contact General Chairman, CMG '86, 
CMG Headquarters, 6397 Little River Turnpike, Alexandria, 
VA 22312, (703) 354-3306. 

Interface in Japan '86. 
Dec. 11-13, Tokyo. Contact Linda M. Yo gel, The Interface 
Group Inc., 300 First Ave., Needham, MA 02194, (617) 449-
6600. 

DEXPO (DEC·Compatible Industry Exposition) East 86. 
Dec. 17-19, New York. For information, contact Expoconsul 
International Inc., '3 Independence Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, 
(609) 987-9400. 

Microcomputer Graphics Show and Conference. 
Dec. 17-19, New York. Contact Expoconsul International Inc., 
3 Independence Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, (609) 987-9400. 



The last thing 
you want from 
your l!lodem 

.~s excItement. 
~" . \\ Ven-Tel modems let you use your phone to exchange 

~~,:~ \ '~' " information with PCs anywhere in the world. We 
"'_IN,~~ r think that's pretty exciting. 

\..: _" ~ ,II 'I~' Getting line hits, dropped connections and 
\~ ~l , . \~ ~ ~ j incompleted calls from your modem can be 

, "", 0;/ ~ \: th?lling in i~s own way, too. B,!t that.'s not the 
\ , \!' . ,:- I --, kind of excItement you need In busIness. And >- '.~ ", /. we go to great le~gths to make sure you 
,/'~ ) don't get It. 

~ .. -

At Ven-Tel we've been mak
ing more reliable modems 

since 1974. 
Ven-Tel modems put less 

stress on your PC because 
they have fewer components-

70 vs. the 3000r so in other 
modems. And while other manufac
turers may settle for random testing, 

every Ven-Tel modem must pass a 72 
hour "bum-in" period-plus exten

sive testing on real phone lines. 
As good as Ven-Tel modems 

are, we still back every one 
with a free five-year warranty. 
No other major manufacturer 

even comes close. 
So if you want a modem that won't add the 

wrong kind of excitement to your workday, you want Ven-Tel. 

Ven=lel 
Modems 

Our free 24-page booklet, "How To Select The Correct Modem;' contains specific information 
about our full line of modems.To request your copy, call 800-538-5121. In California, call 
408-727-5721. 
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Does this look like 
an ordinary Gantt Chart? 

Look again. 
It's a Gantt Chart and a resource 

spreadsheet. Revise the Gantt and the 
spreadsheet changes automatically. 

On one screen, Project Workbench 
combines the two displays a project manager 
refers to most often for easy, simultaneous 
viewing. Logical, don't you agree? 

Then why is Project Workbench the only 
system designed this way? 

Probably because Workbench was designed 
by experienced project managers who 
understand y,?ur needs. Like automatic staff 

overload alert. Resource loading across multiple 
projects. Interproject dependencies. Automatic 
project rescheduling around target dates. LAN 
support. Even full text editing for explicit, 
presentation-quality reports. 

Our free demo diskette explains all these 
features, and more. To see what Project 
Workbench can do for you, think about your 
projects and then take another look at our 
screen! 

Call or write for a free demo dlskettel 

WORKBENCH 
Applied Business Technology Corporation - 365 Broadway - New York, NY 10013 - (212) 219 8945 

In Europe, Asia & Africa: Hoskyns Group Ltd., 130 Shaftesbury Ave., London W1V 7DN. Telex 893529 
Workbench was designed for the IBM PC, XT. AT, 3270PC and compatibles; the DEC Rainbow; and the Wang PC. Registered trademarks 
IBM-Intemational Business Machines Corporation. DEC Rainbow-Digital Equipment Corporation. Wang PC-Wang laboratOries. Inc. 
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LETTERS 

SAME OLD STUFF 
Richard Thomas DeLamarter is putting 
stale wine in new bottles in "Square Pegs, 
Round Holes, Big Bucks" (Oct. 1, p. 52). 

Allegations that IBM has been un
lawfully anticompetitive have been found 
to be unwarranted and firmly laid to rest 
by the Justice Department, the courts, 
and the European Economic Commis-
sion. 

It boggles the mind that anyone 
still thinks the information processing in
dustry-which includes more than 15,000 
companies worldwide-is anything but 
extremely competitive. 

It is difficult to take Mr. DeLa
marter, his article, and his book very 
seriously. 

PETER F. JUDICE 
Director of Information 

IBM 
Armonk, New York 

My thanks to the editors of DATAMATION 
for their courage in printing "Square 
Pegs, Round Holes, Big Bucks." I'm sure 
this controversial subject will not endear 
you to Big Blue. Yet, the truth will set 
you free. 

My thanks to Richard Thomas 
DeLamarter for his efforts in uncovering 
this scandal. It's ironic that a communi
cations company should create the high
tech "Tower of BabeL" 

V.T. MIGLIORE 
San Jose, California 

SAVE THE SLIDE RULE! 
Regarding the illustration for your arti
cle, "From Slide Rules to Supercom
puters" (Oct. 1, p. 88), I was appalled at 
the photograph of the slide rule that was 
mangled, destroyed, and stabbed into the 
dirt. Is this the way to treat an old friend? 
Is this the way to treat a device that was 
at one time the mainstay of mathematical 
calculations? Is this the way to treat a 
piece of equipment that was once the 
trademark of the "eggheaded" stud~nt? 
Why, I remember when you could tell en
gineering students by the fact that they 
wore slide rules on their belts in a manner 

similiar to Gen. George S~ Patton wearing 
his ivory-handled Colt .45. It was, indeed, 
a status symbol. 

I have been in this business for a 
quarter century, dating back to the days 
of IBM'S EAM punched card equipment. I 
owned a slide rule long before there were 
any such contraptions as "handheld cal
culators," and I still have a slide rule that 
I keep as an affectionate remembrance of 
the days when calculations had to be done 
without umpteen digits of exponentiation. 

Why, there is even a slide rule on 
display in the Los Alamos National Lab
oratory Museum that was used by J. Rob
ert Oppenheimer, the father of the atom 
bomb! Now those people know how to 
treat a slide rule. 

I make the following plea: 
If there is anyone out there who 

has a slide rule and who wants it to have a 
good home where it will be appreciated, 
revered, and treated with kindness and 
care, please send it to me. I will make sure 
that it is placed with my other historical 
museum pieces, such as original IBM vac
uum tubes, core memory, and transistors. 

CHARLES M. PROVINCE 
Union-Tribune Publishing Co. 

San Diego, California 

NOT STANDALONE 
In "Wide of the Mark" (Sept. 1, p. 31), it 
was inaccurately stated that Techmart, 
Silicon Valley's Marketing Center, has 
shifted its emphasis from a computer 
mart to a convention and conference 
center. 

Techmart is a high-tech marketing 
center located in a complex that includes 
a convention center and a business-class 
hotel. The Techmart Marketing Center is 
focused on providing a wide range of 
business/marketing services, product 
showrooms, educational facilities, and an 
exhibition center for new product intro
ductions. At the same time, Techmart can 
take advantage of the traffic generated at 
nearby conventions and conferences. This 
is an additional benefit Techmart offers, 
and not its main focus. 

In fact, these very capabilities are 
what distinguish the Techmart Marketing 
Center from other standalone "marts." 

HARVEY HARTMAN 
Director of Marketing 

Techmart 
San Jose, California 

THE NAME GAME? 
Your Readers' Forum is described as "an 
exchange of readers' ideas and experi
ences." Recently, in "Home News" (Sept. 
15, p. 157), you published an opinion 
from a gentleman who apparently has no 
ideas and very little experience. 

"01' Jake" obviously is unin
formed as to the positive merits of the re
cent Burroughs-Sperry merger. News 
must travel very slowly to the' "Rusting 
Hills Home for the Decrepit and Be
wildered." 

I have heard that the "Rusting 
Hills Home" is actually a retreat for poor 
souls who fell off high cliffs after follow
ing a statement of direction from "Big 
Blue." If this is indeed the case, hopefully 
"01' Jake" can still recover with help 
from "Mike Burr" and "Gerry Sperry." 

RICK KLUGE 
Account Representative 

Burroughs Corp. 
Wichita, Kansas 
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Motorola Computer Systems (MCS) can help you create a powerful alliance between 
the various levels of your computer environment-mainframe, minis, micros, and PCs. And 
we can integrate systems so that entire departments at different levels can share data, fIles, 
programs, and resources. Efficiently and cost-effectively. 

The open architecture and open operating system of our new mid-range computers 
make them a powerful ally in multi-vendor solutions. In almost any environment, including IBM. 

And to make sure that your solution, current and future, is complete as well as 
specifIc-no matter how vertical your application -we've formed some powerful alliances of 
our own with third-party vendors. We offer fmancial incentives, development support, and 
marketing assistance to both value-added resellers and independent software vendors. 

We also have Motorola corporate alliances-a unique program of vertical technology 
integration from silicon to systems to solutions. Because of it, you get not only better solutions 
but greater reliability and faster delivery. And through Motorola Credit Corporation, we 

can offer a variety of fmancing alternatives. 
You benefIt, too, from the internal 

alliances within MCS. For example, every 
installation is backed by our nationwide 
customer support operation and compre
hensive training ·programs. 

Think of us not just as computer 
manufacturers but as allies. The Peace
maker in the Computer Wars. \\rite to us 
at 10700 N. DeAnza Blvd., MIS 42-20A, 
Cupertino, CA 95014. Or call 800-252-4488, 
ext. 739 (in California, 800-262-4488, 
ext. 739). 

® MOTOROLA 
Computer Systems 

See us at Comdex/Fall 
Booth No. 1488 

Motorola Computer Systems, Inc. and Motorola Credit Corporation are 
subsidiaries of Motorola Inc. 
Motorola and the Motorola logo are registered trademarks of Motorola Inc. 
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. 
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POLICY 

OUT 
OF 
AFRICA 
IBM's move in South Africa may 
have symbolic importance but it 
won't spur an exodus by other 
U.S. or foreign companies: 
by Willie Schatz 
IBM is dead. Long live IBM. 

Sure, there'll be some changes. 
The new IBM presence in South Africa
most probably a trust providing the finan
cial foundation for a new company
won't have a direct connection to 
Armonk. The employees won't work for 
Big Blue. IBM USA won't own any equity 
assets. And, while the South African 
company will remain the exclusive dis
tributor for IBM products, it will be open 
for business with the rest of the world. 

Those moves, however, may be 
cosmetic surgery, and IBM's decision may 
have been motivated by more than just 
U.S. domestic political considerations. 

"Obviously, U.S. sanctions had a 
major impact on our decision," says Jack 
Clarke, managing director of IBM South 
Africa, "as this had affected the attitude 
of customers in South Africa. 

"The South' African government 
told IBM about three weeks ago [in early 
October] that unless they had more local 
content in their pcs or assembled more lo
cally, it would not buy any more equip
ment and the indications were that things 
would get even more difficult." 

Cees Roon, chairman of the South 
African Computer Users Council, says 
it's hypocritical for IBM to sell its subsid
iary because of the slow change in South 
Africa's policies. "Disinvestment pres
sure came at a time when IBM was experi
encing a drop in profits worldwide. This, 
coupled with the drop in the rand [South 
Africa's currency]-which made South 
Africa's contribution worth half as much 
as it should have been-made it the right 
time to dump the South African opera
tion because it was no longer worth fight
ing for." 

The South African government ft!
acted predictably to the news that IBM, 
South Africa's largest U.S. computer 
company and eighth largest U.S. employ
er, had apparently tossed in the towel. 

"IBM, General Motors, and Coca
Cola leaving South Africa is a matter of 
regret," said a speaker on the Oct. 23 

"Morning Comment," a Johannesburg 
radio show that reflects government poli
cy. "But the three corporations have not 
initiated total withdrawals from South 
Africa. The transfers to South African 
ownership will have beneficial effects, and 
the shock of such actions can be ab
sorbed. Foreign imposed dictates on 
South African business, such as the Sulli
van Code [equal employment principles 
that most U.S. companies in South Africa 
follow], will become increasingly irrele
vant. This in turn implies the diminution 
of U.S. influence in South Africa and the 
extent of this diminution will be related to 
the degree to which other American cor
porations follow the lead of their 
compatriots." 

There may not be much of a 
crowd. U.S. competitors are saying that 
IBM can go its way and they'll go theirs. 
No European or Japanese computer com
pany now doing business in South Africa 
is catching the first plane home. 

"We're not motivated by what 
IBM, GM, or anyone else does," says Con
trol Data spokeswoman Susan Bush. 
"We're going to stay in South Africa as 
long as we can contribute to peaceful 
change and operate a viable business." 
The day before IBM'S statement, GM said 
that it plans to turn its South African op
eration into a local distributorship. 

Similar sentiments were expressed 
by Hewlett-Packard and Burroughs, 
which, like CDC, derive less than 1% of 
their overall revenue from South African 
operations. HP spokeswoman, Karen Ger
vais says that IBM and GM "were leaders 
in affecting change, and we'll miss their 
leadership," but she confirms that it will 
be business as usual for HP. 

HP, CDC, and Burroughs, as well as 
IBM, remain on the 12-company "hit list" 
of the New York-based Interfaith Center 
for Corporate Responsibility (ICCR), one 
of the leading antiapartheid groups. ICCR 

has been active in many of the stop-doing
business-in-South Africa stockholder res
olutions that have been raised at these 
companies' annual meetings in the last 
few years. ICCR plans at the next IBM an
nual meeting to sponsor a resolution, for 
which it hopes to garner IBM employee 
support, asking the company to halt all 
sales to South Africa. 

Honeywell, which at press time 
was strongly rumored to be cutting out, 
hasn't had computer operations in South 
Africa since 1976. Its 160 South African 
employees provide sales and service for 
Honeywell's process control and instru
mentation customers in the country. 

The U.K.'s ICL, as well as West 
Germany's Siemens and Nixdorf, all con
tend that they will continue to operate in 
South Africa despite earning a minuscule 
percentage of their total revenues from 
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their South African operations. 
While not saying it with ruffles 

and flourishes, many European suppliers 
suggest a lack of confidence in IBM'S with
drawal. One, requesting anonymity, de
scribed it as nothing more than good 
public relations. A spokesman for BASF, a 
West German pcm, says, "There is no 
change in what IBM is doing, despite its 
statement that it is withdrawing from 
South Africa. As long as IBM continues to 
ship computers to South Africa there will 
be a pcm market and so we will ship, too. 
If IBM stops, we will reconsider." 

BASF sells Hitachi midsized and 
large business computers and hard disk 
drives through Persetel, a South African 
distributor in which BASF has no financial 
interest. Persetel is a subsidiary of Reun
ert Information Systems, the fastest
growing computer company in South 
Africa. Reunert is a unit of Barlow Rand. 

How much faster is Reunert/Per
setel going to grow in the wake of IBM'S 
departure? Asked about its future plans 
by DATAMATION, Hitachi, which was de
scribed by the New York Times as having 
taken sales away from IBM, says it had no 
idea what effect it had had on IBM sales in 
the past. The company also says it expects 

no major change in the future. Asked fur
ther if it has any objection to its products 
being sold in South Africa and if it plans 
to continue supplying products for sale to 
that country for the foreseeable future, 
Hitachi says it will conform to. Japanese 
government guidelines. The company 
says it has asked BASF to follow those 
guidelines and that BASF has complied. 

It's conforming to another set of 
policies that reportedly has U.S. compa
nies nervous. A new Sullivan Code rating 
is due shortly, and Reid Weedon from 

"Disinvestment pressure came at 
a time when IBM was experienc
ing a drop in profits worldwide. " 
Arthur D. Little, the Sullivan Code audi
tor that awards the ratings, was in South 
Africa recently to explain the tougher rat
ings. The feeling in South Africa is that 
there will be considerable embarrassment 
for several of the Sullivan Code signato
ries when the ratings are made public. 

So bye bye, Armonk; hello, rein
carnated IBM South Africa. But, as the 
French say, plus c;a change, plus c'est la 
meme chose. 

"We will be doing essentially the 

same business," IBM spokesman Rich 
Coyle says. "We'll be dealing with the 
same customers. We're trying to ensure 
that the new business remains the same 
size as the current one. And if it becomes 
successful, we can make a profit." 

So what else is new? For most of 
IBM'S 34 years there, South Africa was al
most as much of a gold mine for Big Blue 
as the country is for the rest of the world. 
IBM South Africa has about 20% of the 
overall computer market and as much as 
40% of the mainframe installations, 
worth $250 million in revenues. 

How this may shake out under the 
new arrangement remains to be seen, but 
already there are signs of change. Clarke 
will head the new company, but IBM may 
have a difficult time with its no-layoff 
policy for the 1,500 employes still there. 
A South African source says all current 
employees may not be retained, and those 
let go may not receive the same handsome 
severance as those who left a year ago 
(there were 1,900 then). Several have re
signed in protest. 

How's the lessening of IBM'S ties to 
South Africa going to play on the home 
front? Surprisingly· well, according to 
those who have been in the forefront of 
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the drive to pull Big Blue out of Africa. 

"I think it has some political sig
nificance because it's IBM and it's the big
gest computer com~any in South Africa," 
says Tom Conrad, author of Automating 
Apartheid, published in 1982 by NARMIC/ 
American Friends ·Service Committee, a 
leadingPhiladelphla-based antiapartheid 
group, of which he is a member. "It turns 
heads· and starts people who weren't 
thinking about this to start thinking 
about it. And it's pbsitive because they're 
selling their equity holdings. But we want 
them to stop all sa1es. So it's not all over 
now." 

"I commend IBM, GM, Coke, and 
others who have left South Africa," says 
Tim Smith, executive director of ICCR. 
"It's a significant shift. It would be a po
litical mistake to say nothing's happened, 
even if IBM is still maintaining its presence 
there. But for IBM, the issue. has never 
been what assets it's had in South Africa. 
It's who they're sei1ing to." 

That's defiriitely going to be the 
same old song. The new company will 
have a three-year software and hardware 
contract and a five-year parts agreement 
with Armonk. 

"We've been candid and up front 
about how we're doing this and how 
we're setting it up," says IBM spokesman 
Coyle. "To characterize it as a public re
lations effort misses the point entirely." 

Coyle says, however, that IBM ex
pects all current South African employees 
to become emplbyees of the new compa
ny."1f it's necessary down the road for 

u.s. competitors are saying that 
IBM can go its way and they'll go 
theirs. ' · 
the new company to reduce head count, 
IBM will help underwrite a safety net for a 
period of time," he says. 

Not everyone sees it that way. 
"It's all very well saying IBM is 

dead, long live the new company," says 
Tim Sargeant, managing director of CPL 
Computer Placements, an employment 
agency in Johannesburg, "but people in 
the South African c1p industry are fright
ened of the prospect that in the future 
they may be cut off from new technology. 

"IBM will enjoy a short honey
moon in the U.S., but when the. realiza
tion sets in that the company is still doing 
business with South Africa, the pressure 
will hot up [sic]." 

Isn't this where we came in? And 
why IBM tried to. get out? @ 

Assisting in the preparation of this story 
were Sarah Underwood, associate edi
tor, Europe; Bob Poe, Tokyo bureau 
manager; and Jennigay Coetzer, a free
lance computer writer in Johannesburg. 
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MIDRANGE COMPUTERS 

CATCHING 
THE 
WAVE 
IBM, pushing an open systems 
approach, is hoping to repeat its 
PC success with the 9370 and 
put the brakes on DEC. 
by Jeff Moad 
Is the combination of IBM'S marketing 
muscle and a scaled-down, low-priced 
version of its 370 mainframe architecture 
enough to stop Digital Equipment 
Corp.'s VAX system from continuing to 
make impressive gains in the medium
scale commercial departmental comput
ing market? Apparently IBM doesn't think 
so. 

With its recently announced 9370 
Information System, IBM is also attempt
ing to enlist broad industry support by 
opening its mainframe architecture for 
the first time to an array of preexisting, 
non-IBM controlled industry standard in
terfaces. Ethernet. Multibus. SOEM!. 
TCP/IP. The 9370 supports them all and 
observers believe it.will probably support 
many more in the near future. Add to 
that a new integrated I/O controller de
sign, meant not only to attract value-add
ed reselling, but also to encourage outside 
hardware vendors to market. compatible 
9370-class storage and even processor 
products; the result is a generic 370 that 
can be plugged into almost any data pro
cessing environment and that openly in
vites third-party hardware and software 
developers to jump on what IBM hopes 
will be a bandwagon. 

"For IBM, it's the architectural 
equivalent of fast food---,have it your 
way," says analyst Brian Jeffery, presi
dent of International Technology Group, 
Los Altos, Calif. "They've turned the 370 
architecture into a generic MIPS box." 

IBM'S idea, say industry observers, is 
to get general industry help in establish
ing the 370 architecture as the depart
mental computing standard. in place of 
VAX, before lower-cost multi-user Unix 
systems can gain a foothold. "IBM is play
ing catch-up with DEC in departmental 
computing, and it's looking for all the 
outside help it can get in establishing the 
370 architecture in the'midrange," says 
San Jose-based Dataquest Inc.'s analyst 
Kimball Brown. An IBM spokesman de": 
clined to make IBM officials available for 
an interview. 

The 9370 becomes the first 370-
compatible system to support Ethernet, 
the lOMBpS local area network standard 
that Digital has ridden to fame and for
tune. The 9370 will support Ethernet via 
a communications subsystem controller 
just as it will support the Serial Original 
Equipment Manufacturer's Interface 
(SOEMI) via a workstation subsystem con
troller. Through the SOEMI interface, 
standard microcomputer interfaces like 
Multibus or Unibus will be supported, 
giving the 9370 the ability to play with a 
varie'ty of hardware from differe~lt 
vendors. 

Already, a number of outside 
hardware and software vendors are work
ing on products that would gain leverage 
off the open characteristics of the 9370. 
Intel Corp., Santa Clara, has developed a 
high-speed interface called Fastpath that 
connects the 9370 with Multibus and 
Digital systems. FlexLink International, 
Palo Alto, is developing software that will 
expand Fastpath 9370 connects to include 
Apollo and Sun workstations. IBM is help
ing companies like FlexLink through its 
Marketing Assistance Program, which 
provides joint product demonstrations to 
large users. 

The 9370's I/O design should also 
make it easier for outside hardware ven
dors to jump on the bandwagon, although 
initially it may pose problems for existing 
plug-compatible vendor Canaan Comput
er Corp., Trumball, Conn. IBM splits the 
controller functions between those that 
work with the core 370 environment and 
those that work with the external storage 
or communication hardware on the other 
end of the controller. The internal con
troller functions are integrated into the 
9370 at memory card level, so observers 
expect that potential third-party 9370 
disk, tape, or communications hardware 
vendors would have an easier time devel
oping add-on 9370 products. 

That is in sharp contrast to Digi
tal's recent efforts to restrict third-party 
hardware vendors from attaching certain 
storage modules and other peripherals to 
its proprietary VAXBI bus. 

On the software side, one of the 
keys to the open 9370 is what IBM calls 
the Transparent Services Access Facility 
(TSAF), an enhancement to the VM/SP Re
lease 5 operating system that provides VM 
program-to-program support and trans
parent access to programs on other VM 
machines. TSAF also is the feature that 
provides operating system support for 
non-IBM environments. IBM says that sup
port in the fourth quarter of 1987 will be 
for Ethernet and TCP/IP,but analysts in
cluding lTG'S Jeffery expect TSAF eventu
ally will be used to allow the 9370 to 
support non-IBM standards such as IEEE 
802.5 (MAP), ISO/OSI, and possibly even 



At Grumman the people who need computer programs 
write the programs. And computer backlogs are as rare as a 
vintage Hellcat. 

Grumman Corporation is one of the leading 
manufacturers of aircraft and aerospace systems. 
Their size and scope placed a tremendous demand 
on their professional programmers, who were faced 
with developing applications for each of Grumman's 
different departments. Wang offered an effective 
solution-the Wang VS and Professional Application 

, Creation Environment (PACE). Now for the first 
time Grumman's employees are able to develop 
their own sophisticated applications. And profes
sional programmers are free to work primarily on 
applications that require their special expertise. 
Which means that no one at Grumman has to sit 
around waiting for something to happen. 

© 1987 Wang Laboratories. Inc. 
JDAG 

Every day Wang helps companies like Grumman 
improve the way they do business. Because Wang 

provides a simple way to reduce applications backlog. 
If you're tired of waiting, call1·800·225·WANG. 
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• • IBM Soft-ware 
o 0 

DB2: The smart way to get your data ... 
• • • . 0 

o 
IBM's Database 2 (DB2) is a data 

base management system you can 
relate to. Fast enough to handle 
most production applications. Yet 
friendly enough to give users easy 
access to data. 

In short, it's a smart way to man
age business growth and change .. 

A Programmer's Delight 

Because it's a relational system, 
DB2 is as simple to use as it is • 
powerful. . 

Professional programmers can 
easily write production applications 
for DB2 environments. 

With Structured Query Language 
(SQL)-a powerful and easy-to-use 
language-programmers can become 

.\~.:;/ 

• 
o 

o 0 

more productive because they can 
concentrate on what they want to 
process, rather than on how to get 
the data. For example, one line of 
SQL can do the work of many lines 
of COBOL. . 

And programmers can also be 
more efficient because of all the sup
porting software IBM has developed: 
high level programming languages, 
program generators and extensive 
programming tools and aids. 

A User's Dream 

What's more, SQL is based on 
English, which means that users can 
easily access information in DB2 
files, either directly or by means of 
products like Query Management 
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... into shape . 

Facility (QMF). SO users can satisfy 
their own information needs without 
adding to the application develop
ment bacldog. To assist users at every 
level, DB2 offers extensive online 
help screens. 

Relational Relations 

DB2 data is available to TSO, IMS 
and CICS users. DB2 was designed to 
take advantage of IBM's MVS and 
MVS/XA operating systems, and the 
multiprocessor architecture and 
large real storage 'on IBM systems. 

This adds up to a lot of produc
tivity for a lot of people. 

Of course, DB2 comes with our 
excellent service, in-depth support 
and extensive educational offerings~ 

The next step is up to you. We 
can recommend anyone of three 
smart ways to get more information 
on DB2. Contact your IBM marketing 
representative. Call 1800 IBM-2468, 
Ext. CC/82, for =-... == ~(J) 
I 0 .. - ---iterature. ruse· = = __ _ - - - ---the coupon bel,ow. = ___ = ': = 
.------------------. 
I IBM 11-15 I 

DRM, Dept. CC/82 
101 Paragon Drive 
Montvale, NJ 07645 

o Please send me information on IBM's DB2 software. 
o Please have an IBM marketing representative call me. 

Name; _______ Title. ____ _ 

Company' ___________ _ 

Address, ____________ _ 

City, ________ State __ Zip' __ 

~hon~ ________________ ~ 



NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 
AT&T's Starlan. 

The TSAF feature in VM also may 
make it easier for third-party software de
velopers to tailor applications for the 
9370, especially applications such as dis
tributed databases that are designed to 
take advantage of transparent remote ac
cess capabilities. Some observers expect 
IBM's own distributed database product 
development effort at San Jose, under the 
code name Starburst, to be keyed to the 
9370 and TSAF. 

Most IBM-oriented third-party 
software vendors don't need much en
couragement to develop applications for 
the growing departmental computing 
market. Many software vendors such as 
Cullinet, Westwood, Mass., have been 
hurt by IBM'S weakness in midrange sys
tems. "This [the 9370] could save Cul
linet," says John McCarthy, director of 
research at Cambridge-based Forrester 

"For IBM, it's the architectural 
equivalent of fast food-have it 
your way." 
Research Inc. Cullinet will accommodate 
products such as its IDMS-R database sys
tem to the 9370 while it continues with 
plans to convert its products to the VAX 
environment, a company spokesman says. 

At the same time, the 9370 could 
stop or delay some software vendors from 
supporting Digital. Applied Data Re
search Inc., Princeton, N.J., has been 
closely studying a move to support Digi
tal, says senior vice president Martin 
Goetz, "but the 9370 probably will keep 
us exclusively in the IBM camp," he says. 
"The 9370 will stop DEC in a majority of 
cases, especially among large customers 
that already have IBM mainframes." ADR, 
meanwhile, continues with its strategy of 
pursuing high-level languages such as C. 

Many software vendors expect 
'IBM to encourage third-party develop
ment for the 9370 through joint market
ing arrangements. Officials from IBM 
Information Services have been holding 
. meetings with third-party software ven
dors and, according to Cullinet, the mes-
sage is, "IBM expects at least half of its 
software revenue on this product to come 
from applications. To a significant de
gree, a lot of that will come as a result of 
IBM relationships with third parties." 

Sources say much of IBM's early 
effort has been focused on getting outside 
developers of technical and engineering 
applications to convert products to the 
9370, one version of which, the 9377, 
comes with floating point accelerator 
hardware and an arithmetic facility. 

While most observers give the 
9370 little chance of overtaking Digital in 
its core technical market stronghold, it is 
clear that most commercial users must at 
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least take notice of the 9370. Several large 
users contacted by DATAMATION have 
started evaluating the 9370 already, fo
cusing first on its price/performance pro
file. At just over $70,000 per MIPS, the 
9370, ranging between 0.5MIPS and 
2.5MIPS, stacks up well against the VAX, 
most users feel. By the time selected fixed 
configurations of the 9370 start shipping 
in the third quarter of next year, however, 
most observers expect any price/perfor
mance advantage the 9370 might current
ly enjoy to be erased by Digital. 

Users seem to feel there are several 
key questions about the 9370 still to be 
answered. One is compatibility. IBM will 
say only that most applications written 
for existing releases of VM and DOS/VSE 
will run on the 9370. Certain compatibil
ity restrictions will apply, however. For 
one thing, the application cannot depend 
on the presence of specific memory, I/O 
equipment, or' optional features since 
there are differences, including different 
disk drives and controller, between the 
9370 and other 370 systems. Also, the ap
plication cannot be dependent on proces
sor cycle times, IBM says. 

According to J.M. Graziani, MIS 
vice president at San Francisco-based 
Southern Pacific Transportation Co., 
"We've looked at DEC and Sperry for de
partmental computing, but what we like 
about the 9370 is the idea that we could 
use the same software in our systems 
from the bottom up. What we need to 
know now is how much of our software 
will run." Southern Pacific is considering 
the use of the 9370 for remote process 
control and high-volume data collection 
applications. 

Some potential 9370 users are dis
appointed at the system's limited MVS ca
pability. The system does not support 
MVS/XA at all. Although the larger 9375 
and 9377 versions do support MVS/SP and 
CICS, users choosing to run MVS on the 
9370 must also use the System/370 block 
multiplexor channel, but cannot attach to 
controllers supporting token ring, Ether
net, or the smaller, less expensive new 
disk and tape drives. 

. "That means I still can't have an 
MVS system running next to my desk," 
says Fran Hildebrand, district manager 
for future technology at San Francisco
based BOC PacBell .. 

IBM won't say if or when the 9370 
would support MVS/XA or if its plans in
clude making MVS/SP easier to run on the 
9370. Most observers do, however, expect 
the system to pick up more operating sys
tems in the future. IBM has already said it 
is evaluating support of the System 8100's 
DPPX operating system on a 370 machine 
and could act as .early as the first quarter 
of 1987. Many observers believe that ma
chine would be the 9370. IBM has given no 

indication whether the 9370 would sup
port S/36 or S/38 operating systems, 
however. 

Users are also concerned about 
support costs on the 9370. Although IBM 
brought 9370 hardware and system soft
ware costs down by liberalizing volume 
discount programs and introducing a 
graduated one-time software charge pro
gram many potential users are worried 
about having to hire programmers for a 
9370 operating as a distributed system. 
According to PacBell's Hildebrand, 
"We're evaluating the 9370 along with 
DEC, AT&T, Pyramid, and CCI [Computer 
Consoles Inc.]. Support costs on the 9370 
are something we're looking at hard. So 
far IBM hasn't given us a good idea what 
those costs would be." 

An IBM spokesman says the new 
vM/Integrated System os with optional 
integrated programming assist functions 
will allow the 9370 to be used by others 
besides skilled systems programmers. 
Still, the 9370 will run up higher support 
costs than the current System/36 or Sys
tem/38. The question for users-especial
ly those operating in sites not connected 
to a mainframe-is how much higher. 

Support costs will not be as signifi
cant an issue in large organizations where 
the 9370 can be supported remotely from 
an IBM mainframe through remote sup
port facilities built into VM/SP Release 5. 

"The 9370 plays right into the 
hands of MIS executives at those 
large customer sites." 
Many observers believe the 9370 will have 
its strongest appeal in such large, IBM-ori
ented organizations. 

"The 9370 may be more expensive 
to support than an HP or DEC machine, 
but it will get sold mainly into the en
trenched IBM customer base," says Data
quest's Brown. "The 9370 plays right into 
the hands of MIS executives at those large 
customer sites. The last thing they want 
to do is hire V AX programmers." 

Most observers feel Digital and 
others like HP will still have strong sup
port among smaller users, technical users, 
and those at remote departmental sites 
not tied to a mainframe. There, the mini
computer vendors seem to offer better 
user interfaces and better pc support. 

If IBM'S efforts to open the 370 ar
chitecture and attract third-party and re
seller support payoff, however, the 9370 
could also find success in niche markets . 
outside large MIS shops. According to 
Forrester's McCarthy, "DEC'S going to 
pound hard on the idea that they have it 
today, while IBM'S midrange strategy is 
promises, but IBM, by opening up the sys
tem, has taken a big step in catching up 
with DEC." @ 
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SEJIKH SOFTWJIRE JlMERlCllIets,... 

ICEEP UP WI'" 
'''E JO ____ J 

MD'''E 
and a" the other names you care to find. 

I N THE 
NAME MATCH I NG 
BUSINESS 
LOST NAMES MEAN 
LOST BUS I NESS t T I ME 
AND PRO D U C T I lyl I T Y • 

As computer disk storage has 
become cheaper, more and more data is 
kept rather than discarded. Consider the 
vOlume of data and names that you have to 
sift thru. This can be disastrous if retrieval 
systems are time consuming or inefficient. 
Whether the names belong to customers, 
members, offenders or staff, SSA has the 
software for precise, quick, accurate name
matching whatever the hardware, database, 
or access method you use! 

A MAJOR 
BREAKTHROUGH IN THE 
DESIGN OF NAME-~;EYS 
SOL lylES THE ERROR 
AND lylARIATION 
PROBLEM. 

Our unique algorithm is designed to 
give fast response to on-line enquiry into 
databases as large as 50,000,000 records. 
SSA's rate of accuracy of 98.72% easily 
outperforms the capabilities of SOUNDEX 
and PHONETICS. 

Whether they are the names of 
people or companies, despite the high rates 
of error and variation in names, regardless 
of their language of origin, our software 
allows you to achieve optimal performance 
from your database. SSA can help your 
business to Significantly improve the quality 
of your searches while reducing the 1/0 by 
as much as 95% compared to traditional 
approaches. 

I F CUSTOMERS ARE 
YOUR BUS I NESS t 

YOU MUST BE ABLE 
TO USE THEIR 
NAMES. 

Whether you have called your cus
tomer Smith, Smythe, or Smite, Roderiguez 
or Roderiques, whether you are talking to 
him or reading signatures, you have to be 
able to use his name and find his informa
tion. It is no longer good enough to rely on 
social security numbers, account numbers, 
policy numbers or dates of birth. Good 
service demands that you can use his or 
her name despite the phonetic, orthographic 
and anglicization problems in your data. 
Search Software America lets you start a 
new relationship with every name in your 
database system. 

Oulte simply the most Intelligent and accurate 
name-matching softwa,e a,ound. 

1------------------. -----.---------, 

I Find out more about Search Software America's different programs Mall to Search Software America or call I 
to suit any database, access-method, or hardware. Fill out the P.O. Box 3359 1-800-826-1100 I coupon today. New York, N.Y. 10185 Outside U.S. Mail only. I 

I COUPON INFORMATION: I 
I 

How large are your present files? Name Other individual you would like information sent to: I 
025,000 to 100,000 ' 

I 0100,000 to 500,000 Company Name I 
o 500,000 to 10 million I 0 10 million plus Address City State Zip Name I 

I Industry of your application: '""""; '''p",,,, "lOre" City '"" Zip I 
I System Use: ! 
I 0 Human Resources and Personnel 0 File Registries "M@I 
I 

0 Customer or Prospect Management 0 Document Retrieval based on names ... - ~ I 
o Security orJustice File Searches 0 Other _________ • 
o Directories of Members or Users 0 Would you be interested in SSA's 

I design consulting services at your site? SearchSoftwareAmerica I 
L~ ___________________________ ~ 
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 
PRICING 

WANNA 
MAKE 
A DEAL II? 
Mainframe software price cutting 
continues as suppliers adopt 
some new strategies to deal with 
increasingly savvy users. 
by Karen Gullo 
Price cutting is alive and well in the main
frame applications software market. In 
the year since DATAMATION reported 
that some vendors were slashing as much 
as 50% to 75% off the list price of main
frame accounting software (see "Wanna 
Make a Deal?" Nov. 15, 1985, p. 38), the 
situation apparently has changed little. 
Most sources say discounts of 40% to 
50% are common, and price cutting has 
spread to the market for database soft
ware as well. 

What's different today are the atti
tudes that buyers have adopted toward 
discounting and the pricing strategies 
software vendors have embraced to cope 
with life in the discount aisle. Buyers have 
come to expect significant discounts, ren
dering price a higher priority in competi
tive bidding situations when two or three 
vendors vie for the same business. On the 
supplier side, some offer short-term leases 
or graduated price scales or use various 
packaging and price strategies to keep 
sales up. 

Price cutting has taken its toll of 
the software industry. First, it seems to 
have driven prices up somewhat. Many 
observers hint that by raising prices, ven
dors may be trying to offset the effect dis
counting has on the bottom line. No 
software vendor would admit as much, 
however. "Vendors have created their 
own nightmare," says Bill Ammann, 
business systems manager at Newsday, 
Melville, N.Y. "They've discounted so 
much that now everyone expects it and no 
one will pay list." 

Just what effect discounting has 
had on software companies' bottom lines 
is a matter of debate. The industry slump 
will result in a flat year for many compa
nies, say analysts, but, more specifically, 
there are those who believe that discount
ing plays a part in poor financial perfor
mance. "Of course it affects the company 
bottom line," says RIchard Linting, direc
tor of applications software development 
in the consulting division of Arthur An
dersen, Chicago. "The whole industry has 
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felt the impact of a tough market and 
margins are not what they had been." 

Just as important, however, is the 
psychological effect discounting has had 
on the software industry. While users 
have come to expect discounts, they com
plain that taking advantage of price cut
ting often causes political tension between 
the MIS department and end users. "The 
biggest cost involved [in discounting] is in 
employee morale," says Joe Lerro, assis
tant vice president, corporate controller 
at Bankers Trust Co., New York. "You 
give a team of people the mission of evalu
ating a product, and they come up with 
an evaluation into which they've put a lot 
of time and effort, then someone comes 
along and takes someone out to dinner 
and all of a sudden you get $35,000 off list 
price and we throw out the evaluation. 
It's not good for the software industry." 

Richard Korsak, accounting man
ager at Siemens Gammasonics Inc., Des 
Plains, Ill., says when his company 
bought an order entry and accounts re
ceivable package from Management Sci
ence America, Atlanta, in the spring, the 
company threw in a general ledger pack
age. "It was a good deal and very lucra
tive, and you get a feather in your cap for 
knowing someone and getting a good 
deal, but it caused a big hassle among the 
users," Korsak says. "Discounting causes 
a lot of political BS." 

In many cases price is not a lead
ing factor in a buyer's decision to pur
chase software, say both users and 
vendors. Even so, vendors are looking for 
creative pricing strategies to deal with the 
discounting environment. Martin Goetz, 
chief technology officer at Applied Data 
Research, Princeton, N.J., says his com
pany has been moving away from perma
nent leasing and is offering one-month 
and six-month leases. Ifbuyers looking at 
ADR software are offered a discount from 
a competitor, Goetz says, ADR will re
spond, as long as the buyer puts it in writ
ing that he or she was offered a discount. 
Contrary to what most vendors say, 
Goetz believes there is less discounting in 
the industry than there was a year ago; 

Steve Weinberg, vice president of 
marketing at McCormack and Dodge, 
says that while discounting is still preva
lent, the average discount on a deal is 
lower now than it was in 1985. "A fair 
amount of the time we're responding to 
discounting by our competitors," Wein
berg says. "We are forced to lower our 
prices sometimes." Weinberg wouldn't 
say what the average discount was, but 
guessed it was less than 10%. He did say, 
however, that some M&D prices have in
creased 8% in the last year and will likely 
increase by as much next year. He stress
es, however, that M&D does not increase 
prices in response to discounting. 

Doug MacIntyre, vice president of 
marketing at MSA, M&D'S chief rival, says 
he has seen no change in discounting over 
the past year. "There's no more discount:.. 
ing than there has been. It's not good or 
bad, it's just the way things are done." 
MacIntyre says that most of the price 
cuts MSA offers are legitimate discounts 
for second-site purchases and multipack
age deals. "Much of what is called dis-

• counting is a reconfiguration of the 
package. Forty percent is a standard dis
count for anyone buying a second site for 
a system he already has, and more people 
are buying for multiple sites." 

"Discounting has made the client 
a lot smarter, and now he knows how to 
play vendors off each other," says Jeff 
Goodman, president of Software Interna
tional, Andover, Mass. "We've created a 
monster and it's alive and well." 

There's a mentality among soft
ware vendors that getting 50% off list is 
better than getting nothing, says Dennis 
Yablonski, president of Cincom Systems, 
Cincinnati. Yablonski says Cincom does 
not discount but sees plenty of it. 

Cincom offers functional pricing, 
that is, pricing based on the number of 
terminals or cpu size. That way, smaller 
users pay lower prices for their first sys
tems, and then pay more as they grow. 
"We've been doing this for a couple of 

"Vendors have created their own 
nightmare. " 
years, but right now I would say we use it 
as a mechanism to respond to discount
ing," says Yablonski. 

Meanwhile, IBM and its recent an
nouncement of a new line of small 370 
processors and software offerings looms 
in the distance. MSA, M&D, ADR, Software 
International, Computer Associates, and 
Cincom all say they are working to move 
their software over to the new hardware. 
The software vendors polled by DATAMA
TION eye the announcement with guarded 
indifference, . claiming that they are not 
affected by IBM. 

Thomas J. Lawton, editor of Como· 
puter Services Report, Belmont; Mass., 
says the announcements could have a 
striking impact on the industry. "The 
trend has been continuous increases in 
software prices, so for IBM to turn around 
and announce price reductions could be a 
very big event for the industry." 

While the general feeling in the 
software industry is that price cutting is 
having a negative impact, there seems to 
be no end in sight. "Ultimately, the soft
ware companies lose, but so will buyers," 
says Goodman at Software International. 
"With vendors getting less than list for 
products, they will have less to reinvest in 
new products and enhancements." . @ 



GET HALF·A·COMPUTER 
ORACLE stores data from different 

tables on the same physical disk page. 
This technique-called multi-table 
clustering-permits you to access data 
from multiple tables in one disk read 
operation. Clustering improves ORACLE 
performance on all multi-table opera
tions, such as join queries, update trans
actions, etc. FREE 

WITH ORACLE VERSION 5 D REASON #5: HIGH-SPEED 
RELATIONAL SORT FACILITY 
OPTIMIZES DATA AGGREGATION 

Ad hoc relational queries frequently 
request that data be grouped, ordered or 
otherwise sorted. V5's internal sort facility 
performs aggregation and elimination early, 
faster than previously thought possible. 

D REASON #6: EFFICIENT Row. 
LEVEL LOCKING OPTIMIZES 
'mANSACTION THRUPUT. 

Row-level locking and a read-consistency 
model optimizes ORACLE V5 transaction 
concurrency. For the first time, high 
transaction thruput is achieved by a fully 
relational DBMS. 

THE ULTIMATE REASON 

With ORACLE version 5, you save half the computer you thought 
you needed in order to "go relational': .. some benchmarks indicate 

.you save even more. 
Oracle introduced the first relational 

DBMS and the first implementation of 
SQL back in 1979. Thday ORACLE is 
installed on thousands of minis and 
mainframes, and over ten-thousand PCs. 
ORACLE is the only SQL-compatible 
relational DBMS that's portable across 
IBM mainframes, DEC, DG, HP and 
most other vendors' minis and micros, 
including the IBM PC. And ORACLE 
applications and databases are 
connectable across different hardware 
and operating system, providing you 
with a true distributed solution to your 
information needs. 

WHY IS VERSION 5 OF 
ORACLE So FAST ON 
MAINFRAMES, ON MINIS 
AND ON MICROS? 

D REASON # 1: AI OPTIMIZES 
QUERY PROCESSING. 

Relational DBMSs have always dealt 
with logical sets of data. But they 
manipulated only one physical record at 
a time. V5 eliminates overhead by physi
cally delivering arrays of hundreds, even 
thousands, of records at a time. 

D REASON #3: PARALLEL
PROCESSING OPTIMIZES COMPUTER 
RESOURCE USAGE. 

V5 applies artificial intelligence to SQL 
query optimization. For example, few 
DBMSs can optimize the query "Select 
accounts 90-days overdue and accounts 
over $10,000." But only ORACLE can 
optimize "Select accounts 90-days overdue 
or accounts over $10,000." 

D REASON #2: ARRAY PROCESSING 
OPTIMIZES ACCESS To LARGE SETS 
OF DATA. 

V5 is 100% re-entrant shared code, and 
ORACLE's parallel-processing architecture 
fully exploits modern dyadic and quadratic 
processors from IBM, and other multi
processing computers such as those 
from DEC and Stratus. So ORACLE uses 
all the MIPS in parallel-processor 
configurations. 

D REASON #4: MULTI-TABLE 
CLUSTERING OPTIMIZES JOINS. 

Spend half a day at an Oracle seminar 
in your city, and find out how you can 
have the benefits of a portable, DB2-
compatible relational DBMS ... and save 
half a computer. Call our national seminar 
coordinator at 1-800-345-DBMS. Or write 
Oracle Corporation, Dept. V5, 20 Davis 
Drive, Belmont, CA 94002. 
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$395 includes 
the bells and whistles 

• Auto dial/auto answer· 2400/1200/600/300/110 bits per 
second operation • Synchronous/asynchronous • Remote 
and local diagnostics • Integral adaptive equalization • 
CCITI V.22 bis, V.22 AlB, Bell 212A, Bell 103/113 and Hayes 
command set compatibilities • Optional MNP* and x.PC** 
error correction protocol 

$395 includes our signal processor 
with surface mount technology 

We've designed our own signal processor. We do not rely 
on a market dominating vendor like our competitors must. 
We incorporate surface mount and low power technology 

, in our manufacturing. These two reasons are why our 2400 
bps modems are less expensive than almost everyon'e else's. 

$395 includes a two year warranty, 
stocking distributors who provide 

immediate service and a company whose 
history is 90 years of reliable products 

Enough said. Call us toll free at 1-800-328-6104 for more 
information or for your nearest CTS DATACOMM distributor. 

CTS~ 
DATACOMM 

DATACOMM Products Division CTS Fabri-Tek, Inc. 
6900 Shady Oak Road Eden Prairie, MN 55344' 

612-941-9100 
NEW TO THE INDUSTRY SINCE 1896. 

*MNP is a trademark of Microcom 
**X.PC is a trademark of Tymnet. Inc. 
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 
MICROCOMPUTERS 

ROCKING 
THE 
BOAT 
'Amstrad's low-priced micro spurs 
a round of software price cutting 
in Europe. 
by Sarah Underwood 
Europe's microcomputer users never had 
it so good. Following the launch of a 
range of inexpensive IBM-compatible mi
cros in Europe last September by U.K. 
electronics company' Amstrad, major 
software companies such as Digital Re
search, Microsoft, and MicroPro have 
slashed prices on some of their most pop
ular products. 

Bundled with the $600 Amstrad 
pc1512 machines in Europe are Digital 
Research's Gem programs, worth $300, 
as well as Microsoft's MS/DOS 3.2. The 
bargain basement prices don't stop with 
system software; applications packages 
such as WordStar and SuperCalc are 
down to the $100 mark for the new Am
strads. In Europe, the usual prices for 
those packages are up to six times that 
amount. 

Some observers believe that in Eu
rope, at least, the price cutting may be a 
trend. Says Simon Pearce, director of mi
cro services at the European subsidiary of 
market research company IDC, "The of
fering of SuperCalc 3, WordStar Easy, 
and Reflex at a cost of $100 in Europe 
will result in a round of dramatic price 
cuts by all major software houses. Users 
can look forward to the prices of standard 
packages of the spreadsheet, word pro
cessing, and database variety falling by 
more than 50% in the next few months." 

The hardware that brought on this 
price slashing was conceived in the East 
End of London and built in South Korea. 
Amstrad, which made its name in the 
consumer electronics business, intro
duced six models in its new pc1512 IBM
compatible range, from the low-end 
model with a single disk drive and mono
chrome screen for $600 to a 20MB hard
disk, color screen system at $1,350. 
Amstrad hopes to sell 800,000 machines 
in the first year. 

Although the Amstrad launch has 
rocked the European micro software 
boat, it is unlikely to have the same effect 
in the U.S. "The Amstrad is irrelevant in 
the U.S. because the market's a year 
ahead and Amstrad has neither the repu
tation nor the price advantage it has 



In on-line transaction processing, cost per 
transaction is ... 

THE BOTTOM 
LINE 

Concurrent Computer Corporation offers you the per
formance, full functionality, reliability and growth path 
you need for your on-line transaction processing sys
tem. All at a price you just can't beat. And we can 
prove it. 

The PrOof-Whether you measure cosVperformance 
by the Debit-Credit benchmark (ET1), the TP1 
benchmark, or your own, we've got the numbers. 

Transactions Per $ 
r---DEBIT/CREDIT ET1 

I I , ~1~ & INQUIRY SYSTEM} BENCHMARK 
11 44 176- . 

1040160- ~ 
9 36 144-
8 32 128-
7 28 112-
6 24 96- 3280 
520 80- ____ 

4 16 64- ~ -=------ 3250 
~ 1~ ~: ---. 3210 3230 
1 4 16- 3205 

~ 40 ~ 00 W 00 
K$/Transactlon/Sec (Debit/Credit) 

Systems start at $15K per transaction. And can grow to 
more than 100 transactions per second depending upon 
your application. 

The Rest-Our computer family is fully compatible so 
your system can grow as your application does, without 
rewriting your software. 
We offer a high degree of IBM (SNA) and ISO connec
tivity as well as a full set of communications networking 
facilities. 
You donl have to sacrifice functionality to get cost'per
formance either. We offer a powerful, easy to use rela
tional database manager and transaction controller, as 
well as fourth generation languages and a comprehen
sive office automation package. 
If total system cost is as important to you as performance, 
we can help put numbers on your bottom line. 
Call 1·800·631·2154 or write to: 
Concurrent Computer Corporation 
2 Crescent Place 
Oceanport, NJ 07757 
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Concurrent 
Computer Corporation 



The Hrst StatMux 
WthA t-Jn Spare. 

RacaI-Vadics 
7400 Series: 
leased-line 
multiplexing 
withdial . 
back-up. 

You wouldn't drive around with- your data on the road.The 7400 
out a sparetire.Yet every dayyou risk 'Series also offers an optional"He1p!" 
losing valuable time and data by re1y- modem, a built-in Bell103-type de-
ing on a network of multiplexers vice with automatic dial and answer 
connected only to leased lines.WIth capabilities. If a problem develops 

. most muxes, when a leased line with the mux, the "Help!" modem 
drops, communication stops dead. automatically calls a preset te1e-

Not so with Racal-Vadic's 7400 phone number to let you know.You, 
Series Asynchronous Statistical Mul- or a service engineer, can also use 
tip1exer: A 7400 mux automatically the "Help!" modem to remotely 
goes to the switched network when a access the mux's supervisory mode. 
problem develops on the leased line. Your 7400 gets your data mov-
There's no heSitation, no operator ing sooner too. No other muxis as 
intervention, and no lost time, data easy to set up and operate.You can 
or money. When the leased line is re- use the "Help!" modem to do a soft
established, the mux automatically option installation on your own, or 
retunis to its original operating let Racal-Vadic's technical experts 
mode.W1th up to 16 lines running do it for you over phone 
through yourmux, that can save you lines. And you can 
a lot of money. even start trans-

And the dial-up spare isn't the mitting on the 
only thing that helps a 7400 keep switched network 

fI}S&£JfJ 
The Electronics Group ~~~~CJ~~©Jc~ 
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while you wait for your leased line 
to be installed. 

The 7400 Series is also an all
terrain vehicle. It's compatible with 
H-P and Wang protocols, and ready 
to work with whatever you want to 
connect. And that includes every 
mini on the market. 

The 7400 Series is extremely 
modular.The basic4-channe1mode1 
can be field-upgraded to 8, 12, or 16 
channels just by adding 4-channe1 
cards to the original box. . 

Now, if that isn't enough to con
vince you, sit down and figure out 
how much transmission downtime 
costs yourcompany. 

Then call Racal Vadic 
at 1-8()()-482-3427 
and ask aboutthe 
stat muxwith the 
spare dial. 

1525 McCarthy Boulevard, Milpitas, CA 95035 
Tel: (408) 946-2227 e 1WX: 556-409 RAVA MLP 



Everybody's ·Copying Our 
Micro-to-Mainframe Link 

FREE-LINK" 
With Unlimited Site Licensing 

As Many Copies as 
You Need 
For the first time, you 
can make as many copies 
of our FREE-LINK micro 
software as your organ
ization needs. It's no 
longer necessary to pay 
for each individual copy 
or to ask your vendor to 
authorize additional co
pies. We've already taken 
care of that for you. A 
renewable yearly license 
for our mainframe soft
ware lets you link as many users to the 
mainframe as you want, at no additional 
cost. We've even included free main
tenance as well as continuous software 
updates. 
The Leader in Li·nk Software from 
the Beginning 
FREE-LINK is the most talked about 
micro-to-mainframe link in the indus
try. Since its introduction, over 600 
users have found FREE-LINK easy to 
use and adaptable to their specific 

needs. FREE-LINK has created. a new 
generation of link users-people who 
were looking for an inexpensive, no 
risk way of addressing their organi
zations' micro-to-mainframe link needs. 

Powerful, Practical Software 
FREE-LINK is powerful, practical soft
ware. Now users can take full advantage 
of their PCs by accessing mainframe 
data quickly and in a format that's 
ready to use. With a single keystroke, 
FREE-LINK users can download and 

reformat mainframe VSAM files for 
insertion into popular PC software like 
Lotus® 1_2_3™ and dBASE U® IIII.TM 
FREE-LINK's menus and help facilities 
make this link incredibly easy to use. 
Best of all, FREE-LINK installs in just 
hours. 
On-Line Software-A Name that 
Means Expertise 
On-Line Software wants to share its 
expertise as a software developer, edu
cator, and consultant with you. Ask 
about our free seminars in major cities 
nationwide. We've even written a book
let, Micro-to-Mainframe Links-Separ
ating State· of the Art from State of 
Confusion. For your free copy, call Ms. 
Bernie Burke toll-free at (800) 526-0272. 
Everybody's copying our micro-to-main
frame link, and you should too! 
Call us now for more information on 
our products, courses, seminars, and 
our free booklet. 

o 
On-Line 
Software 
International, 
Inc. 
Two Executive Drive, Fort Lee, NJ 07024 

1·800·526·0272 
Or in New Jersey call 201-592-0009. 

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. 
dBASE II/III are trademarks of Ashton-Tate. Lotus 1-2-3 is a registered 
trademark of Lotus Development Corp. 

IBM®Software Authorities 
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 
here," notes Pearce in London. 

Sears World Trade, which has an 
exclusive deal with Amstrad to sell the 
machines in the U.S. starting in January, 
is out to prove that the tough pricing can 
work in the U.S. Otto Georgi, senior 
manager of Sears' consumer electronics 
group, argues that "Customers paying 
$600 for a computer won't want to pay 
$500 for software." 

The company already markets the 
Amstrad pcw8256 word processor 
through its U.S. retail chain, but admits 
that sales have been slower than antici-

Some observers believe that in 
Europe, at least, the price cut· 
ting may be a trend. 
pated because Amstrad is a relatively un
known quantity in the U.S. Bearing this 
in mind, Sears is considering a move into 
software distribution, backing the new 
IBM clone from Amstrad with popular 
packages labeled as "tried and tested." 

However, the 'comparatively large 
number of low-priced compatibles on the 
U.S. market-from companies such as 
Tandy and Epson-has already triggered 
some lower prices for packaged software. 
In the U.S., there has been some pressure 
on microcomputer software prices, 

brought on by such companies as Borland 
International Inc., Scotts Valley, Calif. 
(see "A Moving Target," Dec. 1, 1985, p. 
47). Borland's strategy of drastically re
duced software prices apparently has not 
taken hold, throughout the industry. 
What's more, not every major interna
tional software company is convinced 
that it should move down market-even 
in Europe. 

In the U.K., Lotus and Ashton
Tate refused to drop prices at first, argu
ing that low-priced software would force 
vendors to scrimp and save on service and 
support. Ashton-Tate has since changed 
its mind and promises to produce ver
sion~ of dBase II and Framework for un
der $200. Lotus, however, remains 
adamant. "Customers' criteria for buying 
our software are not based on price but on 
value. We're interested in high-quality, 
high-value sales," counters a company 
spokesman. Lotus maintains that its sup
port of the corporate market has allowed 
it to hold the $495 recommended retail 
price that its 1-2-3 spreadsheet package 
has carried since its launch in 1982. 

Lotus's stance is unlikely to affect 
European sales of the machines. Pearce 
expects the U.K., Italy, France, and 
Scandinavia to take as many machines as 
Amstrad can make. In fact, by the end of 
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I....... LPI liiiiiii 
IIIII=_.IIUI ........ •••••• 1. 

~~~~~~ ~; 
LPI-RPGII, LPI-COBOL, LPI-PLlI, LPI-BASIC, LPI-FORTRAN, LPI-PASCAL, LPI-C, LPI-DEBUG 

LANGUAGE PROCESSORS, INC., 400-1 TOTTEN POND RD., WALTHAM, MA 02154 (617) 890-1155 
LPI is a trademark of Language Processors, Inc. UNIX is a trademark of AT&T. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines. 
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only the second day after the Amstrad 
launch, Danish users alone had ordered 
2,000 of the pcs. U.K. orders, meanwhile, 
are now close to 150,000 units. 

Although it remains to be seen 
what effect, if any, the Amstrad entry will 
have on the U.S. market, the evidence ap
pears clear that it has forced changes on 
the European scene. The question now 
being posed, however, is how widespread 
and long-lasting those changes will be, 
and how long Amstrad will 'hang on to its 
competitive edge. @ 

Fred Lamond, technology editor, Europe, 
assisted in the preparation of this article. 

WEALTH 

HOW TO 
GET RICH 
Computers can make you very, 
very rich. So can tuberous 
vegetables. 
by Parker Hodges 
An annual ritual of the overprivileged is 
behind us for 1986. All over the country, 
rich folks, their fans, and their depen
dents waited-presumably breathlessly
for Forbes magazine to publish its yearly 
Forbes 400, a catalog of the 400 richest 
Americans. Plutocrats wondered, did I 
make it? Plutocrats' spouses wondered, 
shall I move to a community property 
state? And the rest of the world wondered 
how it could get rich, too. 

Computers put several people on 
the list. The richest was EDS'S H. Ross 
Perot, clocking in at $2.5 billion. David 
Packard has $2 billion. William Hewlett 
has $1 billion in HP stock. Dr. An Wang 
has $550 million. After going public with 
Microsoft, Bill Gates is new to the list this 
year with at least $315 million. (Micro
soft stock also enriched Microsoft co
founder Paul Gardner Allen, now ceo of 
Asymetrix, but his $175 million didn't 
quite make the list's $180 million cutoff.) 
Ken Olsen has $275 million worth of DEC 
stock. Max Palevsky's $200 million net 
worth is based on the $100 million he got 
when he sold Scientific Data Systems to 
Xerox. William Millard is still worth 
$200 million from his Computerland 
holdings, despite his court losses. In the 
basement of the 400 is Steven Jobs with a 
net worth of $185 million. Nevertheless, 
dp fortunes account for only $7.23 billion 
of the $156 billions-at minimum-that 
are owned by the 400. And, nowhere to 
be found on Forbes's list is anybody from 
the Watson family. 

Selling computing is certainly not 



The success of a corporation is increas
ingly dependent on its ability to satisfy 
the growing demands for accurate and 
timely information. 

To ensure sllccessful information man
agement, Software AG has engineered 
a system that is both integrated and 
comprehensive. A system that integrates 
the functions of data communications, 
end user services, applications devel
opment, data base management, and 
the advantages of an automated office 
environment - without compromising 
performance. 

In addition, Software AG protects your 
investment by providing environmen
tal independence. Your applications 
become portable across multiple hard
ware and operating systems ... while 
giving you the tlexibility to grow and 
change over time. 

Forming the foundation of this fourth 
generation technology are ADABAS, 
NATURAL, and PREDICT ... the basis 
of successful information management 
for over 2200 clients - worldwide. 

We're Software AG. For nearly two dec
ades, we've been engineering success. 
Our clients experience it ... our cus
tomer service teams support it ... and 
our status as an international leader 
proves it. 

Software AG. Because success is your 
olllyalternative. 
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ADABAS NATURAl. PREDla ••• AIID MORE 
UffCJM DATA BASE MANAGEMDtT fOUJmI GDlEIlAnOlf APPI.KATIOItS NIGH PftODUCTMTY ACJM 

DEVDDPMEKT DlCTlOIfAIlT 

~ SOftWARE FIG 
r;;;/ PROGRAMMING BUSINESS SUCCESS 

United States: Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit Ft. Lee (New Jersey), Houston, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New 
York, Orlando, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington, D.C. International: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, 
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
United Kingdom, Venezuela. 
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When you really sit down and 
analyze it, the critical element in a 
successful PC network isn't what you 
connect. It's who you connect with. 

At Businessland:that's a qualified 
. systems engineer. . 

And our systems engineers are 
uniquely equipped to implement the 
best possible PC connectivity solution 
for any business environment. For one 

thing, they average 20 network installa
tions in experience. They specialize in 
multi-vendor systems, having worked 
with major networking product ven
dors. They come, not with products, but 
with a business/solutions orientation. 
And an open mind. 

The systems engineers don't make 
recommendations until they'fully 
understand your way of doing business. 



nee 

When they do, it's not a sales installation, software set-up, training 
proposal. It's an objective, long-term and service.They assure competence 
plan based on your situation, their and continuity in every network. 
expertise, the best technology from the The Businessland systems engi-
best vendors and Businessland's neer is a real part of your networking 
experience with over 1700 successful solution from day one. It's a different 
network installations, nationwide. way of working. And it works. 

That's the beginning. Systems 
engineers stay involved in each project . BUSlItE.SSfAtD. 
as a key team member, through A Different Kind of Computer Company 



If Networking Is 
\Our Objective, 

TalkTo Someone 
Objective About It. 

There are literally thousands of possible 
PC networking solutions for every application. 

There are also hundreds of companies 
with networking produGts to sell you. 

At Businessland~we've tested virtually 
- every product out there. And we work with 

the best from the best vendors. Including IBM~ 
3Com~ Novell~ COMPAQ~ and Apple~ And 
a new company called Centram Systems West, 
whose product TOPS® lets IBM PCs and 
Macintosh™ co-exist on a network. 

With over 1700 of our networks currently 
at work in large and small businesses across the 

country, we have a unique perspective on what 
works in what environments. And what doesn't. 

If you're ready to reap the benefits of 
networking your PCs, take advantage of our 
objectivity and experience. Find out what kind 
of networking solution Businessland would 
recommend for your business needs. 

Call us for the location of the Businessland 
Center nearest you. 

·.· .. ····· .. ·.··.···~·D 
~~~-:I¢O 

f-". . .. 

IBM, 3Com, COMPAQ, Apple, TOPS, and the Businessland logo are registered trademarks of International Business 
Machines Corp., 3Com Corp., COMPAQ Computer Corp., Apple Computer Inc., Centram Systems West Inc., and Businessland, 
Inc., respectively. Novell is a trademark of Novell, Inc. Macintosh is a trademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc., and is being used with 
its express permission. CIRCLE 23 ON READER CARD 



NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 
the surest way to vast wealth. The smart
est career choice? Inheritor. Almost half 
the 400 got rich by wisely choosing to be 
born that way. For example, about 10% 
of the list owe their money to membership 
in either the Rockefeller, Mellon, or du 
Pont clans. Self-made tycoons are likely 
to have scored in real estate, retailing, or 
the media. But the big green can come 
from almost anywhere: Forbes describes 
the "primary, source" of Idahoan John 
Richard Simplot's money as "potatoes."@ 

TAXES 

TWO 
THIRDS 
OF A LOAF 
The computer industry seems to' 
have done fairly well under the 
new tax law. 
by Willie Schatz 
Now that it's on the books as P.L. 99-514, 
the Tax Reform Act of 1986 seems to be a 
tale of legislative and executive sound and 

fury, but in the end signifying not very 
much. 

"It's not likely that many systems 
within a corporation will be impacted by 
the tax law," says Larry Schoenberg, 
chairman and chief executive of AGS 
Computers Inc., Mountainside, N.J. "In 
fact, I can't envision what systems would 
be impacted. We've got items like fixed 
assets and accounts payable and I can't 
think of any significant changes to them. 

"From an MIS standpoint, I think 
it's going to affect an MIS director more by 
implication than by a direct hit. If your 
company's in a bracket where the lower 
corporate rate improves earnings, then 
capital expenditures could be affected. 
That may either help or hurt the MIS 
budget." 

Those numbers will obviously af
fect equipment purchases. Some serious 
number crunching will have to occur be
fore a company decides whether 1987 will 
be a downer or an upper for software and 
hardware. Ironically, one factor in that 
determination may be the death of the In
vestment Tax Credit (ITc). 

You remember the ITC. An
nouncements of its death almost two 
years ago (see "What Price ITc?" Feb. 15, 
1985, p. 40) were not greatly exaggerated. 
It expired last Jan. 1. And now that 

there's a hole in the Internal Revenue 
Code where ITC used to live, there are a 
large number who mourn its passing. 

"I don't see the tax bill affecting 
the internal way the corporation runs," 
says Paul O'Connor, director of taxation 
for Cullinet Software, Westwood, Mass. 
"There won't be a lot of day-to-day 
changes. I don't see Cullinet's product 
mix-fixed assets and other systems-

"There may be an indirect slow
down in software purchases 
because the motivation for 
computer purchases may be 
decreased. " 
changing. We've lived with other tax 
changes before and the sun's still coming 
up the same way. 

"But I think the ITC is a big loss. 
That motivated people tq buy computers. 
Was that the sole reason? Of course not. 
It was nice, but no one bought just be
cause of the ITC. There never was an ITC 
for purchaSIng software, so there's going 
to be no change there. But there may be 
an indirect slowdown in software pur
chases because the motivation for com
puter purchases may be decreased." 

The lTC'S benefits weren't restrict
ed to the high-tech slice of the business 

BUILDING 
A COMPUTER 

CENTER? 
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If you're planning a new, expanded or remodeled DP facility, you 
need Datasphere's help. 

.; / I' I " ~ I ",' I" / J ' I J I I I 

Since 1968 Datasphere's unique combination of services has 
saved dollars, frustration and time for large and small firms 
around the world. 

From turnkey-design/build computer rooms to con
sultation on the smallest project, we'll do all or part-on sched
ule, within budget! Datasphere is unique-we're engineers, 
consultants, planners and builders specializing in computer 
facilities. 

Software AG customers at thousands of sites around the 
world have proven NATURAL to be the single, most success
ful path to efficient applications development ... the begin
ning of the end for applications backlogs. 

Datasphere's engineers are expert in all computer support 
systems including: 
• Un interruptible Power Systems • Elevated Flooring 
• Computer Power Centers 
,. Computer Fire Protection Systems 

• Frequency Converters 
• Line Filters 

• Computer Type Air Conditioning • Security Systems 
• Gas Turbines/Diesel Generators • Systems Monitors 
• Operation Command Cente.rs • Voltage Regulators 

CALL DATASPHERE 
800-221-0575 

IN NEW JERSEY CALL: 201-382-2300 

((\~ 

~,Inc. 1255 WestjieldAl'ellue, Clark, New Jersey 07066 
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How has NATURAL achieved this unmatched record of 
improved productivity? 

• By providing a simple means to develop complex applica
tions with a common set of tools; 

• By accommodating a wide variety of file structures, 
operating systems, teleprocessing monitors, and hard
ware configurations; and 

• By providing the foundation for extending NATURAI:s 
4th Generation technology directly to the end user. 

Offering the most advanced, most powerful program
ming capabilities in an intelligent manner, maximizing 
efficiency and productivity ... that's NATURAL. Because in 
business, success is your only alternative. 

foa tr!10:tlljArra:l O:J f::1JU:w. Wl l-:CD-33{J-37{" 
0" V"G''''A 01 CA"ADA, CAU 103-.60-5050) 
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RIGHT IIO~ YOU COULD BE USIIIG THE 
WORLD'S MOST ADIIAIICED COMMUIIICATIOIIS SfRIIICES. 

A highly sophisticated and versatile com
munications network is ready right now to 
help you transmit information like never 
before. At far faster speeds. In far greater 
volume. And with far better efficiency. 

Responding to your needs, this network 
has been created by the companies of 
Ameritech to provide your business with a 
growing variety of digital network services. 
High speed, high capacity, extremely 
accurate services. With the flexibility to 
meet your changing and growing business 
communications needs. 

Which services are best for you? Not 
only today, but in the future? Call on the 
Ameritech Bell companies of Illinois, Indiana, 

Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin. Our people 
know your area and your specific business 
and can provide the service you need. 
They're able to use the vast resources of 
the companies of Ameritech to develop 
the most effective solutions for your 
voice and data requirements. 

For all the many ways our network can 
help you communicate, contact any of our 
Ameritech Bell companies. Or phone us: 
1 800 562-2444. 

i~f;riEiiiTECH iiiiiiii 
AMERICAN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

Helping you communicatesM 

The companies of Ameritech: Illinois Bell· Indiana Bell· Michigan Bell· Ohio Bell· Wisconsin Bell· Ameritech Communications 
Ameritech Mobile Communications· Applied Data Research· Ameritech Credit· Ameritech Development· Ameritech Publishing 
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 
pie. The 8% to 10% credit-depending 
upon the bookkeeping employed by the 
taker-applied to equipment purchases 
across the board. So everything will be 
more expensive, not just that software 
package or hardware upgrade for which 
your company's been itching. 

"Losing ITC hurts everything," 
says Ted Heydinger, vice president for 
government relations at CBEMA. "It's go
ing to have some negative impact, but I 
don't think it's going to be all that bad. It 
doesn't hit us specifically. 

"We aren't changing our purchas
ing patterns because the ITC is gone," says 
Gary Benson, property tax specialist for 
Pillsbury Products, Minneapolis. "The 
ITC has died many deaths before and al
ways comes back. I give it 18 months this 
time." 

That's going to be a hard road to 
travel if the high-tech community decides 
it wants to make the trip. But it will be a 
stroll in the park compared with the 
struggle over maintaining the Research 
and Development (R&D) Tax Credit. 

After expiring last Dec. 31, the 
R&D credit survived some serious may
hem to emerge relatively unscathed. It 
was given a new life span of three years, 
until Dec. 31, 1988. The incremental 
credit was reduced to 20% from 25% of 

the excess of the qualified research 
expenses for the taxable year. The rate 
reduction was a downer, as was the elimi
nation of leased equipment expenses from 
the credit. Limiting the credit to 75% of a 
taxpayer's tax liability in excess of 
$25,000 makes the R&D credit the same as 
any other business tax credit. 

But the bill finally brings equality 
to software development costs. With 
some exceptions, software costs are to be 
treated the same as hardware costs for 
taxable years before the effective date of 
the new specific rule. The regulations will 

"Extension of the R&D Tax 
Credit and including software 
was a major victory." 
apply retroactively to taxable 1981 
through 1985. So the software industry 
can say good riddance to the confusion 
that has prevailed since issuance of the 
1983 proposed regulations on the R&D 

credit. 
Creative software geniuses aren't 

quite home free, though. According to an 
analysis by Mary Jane Saunders, an 
ADAPSO attorney, "Costs associated with 
software that is developed by or for the 
benefit of the taxpayer primarily for the 
taxpayer's own internal use will be eligi-

bIe for the credit only if the software is 
used in 1) the taxpayer's otherwise quali
fied research, or 2) in a production pro
cess that meets the requirements of the 
credit." The example cited in the confer
ence report is software developed for use 
in robotics, where the robotics will be 
used in a manufacturing process. The tax
payer's research expenses in developing 
the underlying robotics are eligible for the 
credit. But if neither of those two shoes 
fits, the taxpayer can't wear the R&D cred
it. So costs related to software will not be 
eligible for the credit where the software 
is used internally. 

"The R&D situation definitely af
fected us," AGS'S Schoenberg says. "We 
cut back on our R&D spending in this year 
because we thought there was a low prob
ability of the credit being available." Now 
that it's real, as of last Jan. 1, look for an 
increase in R&D spending. 

There's more good news for soft
ware companies. A tax law on the books 
since the 1930s subjects personal holding 
companies to a 50% tax, in addition to 
the corporate income tax, on personal 
holding company income that is not 
distributed to shareholders. That's essen
tially everything left over after payment 
of taxes. 

If the names Lotus and Microsoft 
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2.IIATURAl 
FOURTH GENERATION APPLICATIONS DEVEfDPfJlEIJT 

In the DBMS world, productivity comes from power. ADABAS 
unleashes the power of information by presenting it simply, 
and by delivering the performance and relational features 
you need to use it effectively. 

With ADABAS, information is available when you need it, 
thanks to an innovative architecture that accommodates 
change and recovers from problems more effectively than 
any other DBMS. 

And as your information needs change and grow, ADABAS 
adapts to new requirements without incurring costly, time
consuming maintenance ... giving you more time to develop 
new applications. 

Powerful relational capabilities, non-stop availability, and 
adaptability to change are just three of the ways ADABAS 
helps you solve critical information management problems
without creating new ones. 

Power, performance, flexibility, and efficiency ... that's 
ADABAS. Because in business; success is your only alternative. 

FOR IIIFORMADOII 011 AMIAS CALL 1-800-336-3161 
(III VIRGINIA OR CANADA, CALL 103-860-5050) 

DM1115 
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DATA GENERAL ASKS: WHAT WILL YOUR 
OFFICE SYSTEMS COST YOU DOWN THE ROAD? 
OUR CEO® BUSINESS AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS 

GIVE YOU THE LOWEST COST OF OWNERSHIP. 

Bypass the high cost of other companies' office 
automation systems. With Data General's line of fully com
patible computers. The industry leaders in productivity. 

Our new MV 120000'D1 provides superior pricel 
performance. Better than DEC's VAX'D' or IBM®'s 4300 series. 
While our MV/2000DC'M sets the standards for departmental 
computing systems. 

ment to industry standards in communications and 
data management. 

It all adds up to advanced Business Automation solu
tions. To give you the lowest cost of ownership. 

All of which makes Data General the best route to take. 
For more information, call1-800-DATAGEN (in Canada 
call 1-800-268-5454) . Or write: Data General, 
4400 Computer Drive, MS C-228, Westboro, MA 01580. 

t. Data General 
a Generation ahead. 

([j 1986, Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA 

We take you beyond office automation. By integrating 
mainframes, PC's and applications into our industry-leading 
CEO Business Automation. And by cost effectively distrib-
uting your information resources. , I ! \, 

We also protect your investment with our commit- ]~I~~~~ 
MV/20000, MV/2000DC are trademarks, and CEO is a registered 
trademark of Data General.lBM is a registered trademark 
of International Business Machines Corp. 
VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 
come to mind as examples of personal 
holding companies, go to the head of the 
class. The Internal Revenue Service had 
never come down on those or other per
sonal software holding companies. But 
just having the law around was making 
many companies dash to their tax advi
sors. Enforcing it could have meant as 
much as a $10 million to $15 million tax 
liability for the industry's biggest names, 
and a source close to the situation reports 
that Microsoft and the IRS were already 
talking about working something out. 
Now, such talks have been recessed. 

The Tax Reform Act makes an ex
ception from the definition of personal 
holding company income for computer 
software royalties received by corpora
tions that are engaged "in the active con
duct of the trade or business of develop
ing or manufacturing computer software" 
provided that, among other conditions, 
the software must be developed or manu
factured by the corporation in connection 
with such trade or business and the royal
ties, meeting the first requirement must 
account for at least half of the corpora
tion's ordinary gross income for the year. 
The provision is effective for royalties re
ceived on, before, or after Dec. 31, 1986. 

So, after all this, just how did the 
high-tech industry do? 

"We got about two thirds of a 
loaf," Saunders says. "Extension of the 
R&D Tax Credit and including software 
was a major victory. So was the software 
exception for personal holding companies 
[which was added on the last night of the 
House-Senate conference]. And the re
duction in rates is obviously good." 

No lie. According to Betty Seezor, 
director of shareholder relations for Man
agement Science America, Atlanta, the 
company paid taxes at a 49% rate in 
1986. That will drop to between 40% and 
43% in 1987 and to 38% in 1988. 

"If you buy the argument that 
high tech was paying more than its fair 
share compared to other industries, we 
won because the rate will be lower," says 
Cullinet's O'Connor. "We'll now be more 
balanced relative to other industries." 

"We're pleased with the overall 
outcome," says CBEMA'S Heydinger. "It's 
going to lead to fairer distribution of tax
es. Now high tech will pay its fair share, 
not too much like it was doing. 

"We were supportive all along. 
We even had a consensus on what posi
tion the association should take. We 
didn't get everything we wanted, but I 
don't think anybody did." 

That must mean Congress did 
something right. @ 

BENCHMARKS 

,EARNINGS UP, AND DOWN: 
Digital Equipment Corp. saw earnings 
soar 153% on a 26% gain in sales for the 
most recent quarter, compared to the 
same quarter a year ago. IBM, strapped 
with an incompatible product line, re
ported income for the same periods down 
by 27% on a mere 1.8% rise in sales. 
While Digital rejoiced, IBM shuffled exec
utives at the top of the corporation, re
placing chief financial officer Allen 
Krowe with Frank A. Metz Jr., former 
group executive at the Information Sys
tems & Products Group, and realigning 
reporting responsibilities for three key 
product lines. Krowe becomes group ex
ecutive in charge of PC, small processor 
and storage, and communications activi
ties. Among the communications activi
ties affected is the Rolm telephone 
subsidiary. 

OSI FEVER SPREADS: Europeans 
are preaching the OSI networking gospel 
with renewed fervor. Heading the list of 
new OSI organizations is' SPAG Services, 
set up by eight members of the European 
Standards Promotion and Application 
Group (SPAG)-Groupe Bull, ICL, Nix
dorf, Olivetti, Philips, Siemens, Thom-

, ill,' '/'7 I 
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When you need a powerful, active data dictional)', choose 
PREDICT from Software AG. 

PREDICT's no-bottleneck, integrated architecture 
delivers consistent availability and fast response ... reducing 
resource contention and increasing your productivity. 

Clearing Winter Storm, Yosemite National Park, California 1944, Photography by Ansel 
Adams, Courtesy of the Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust. All rights reserved, 

PREDICT's Active Cross-Reference facility captures and 
maintains critical management information accurately and 
automatically. So you always know precisely where and how 
your data base resources are being used, even at the field 
level. 

SOME OF THE GREATEST THINGS IN AMERICA 
NEVER CHANGE. SOME DO. 

U.S. Savings yet, through your 
Bonds now pay Payroll Savings 
higher variable Plan. For the 
interest rates- current interest 
like money Paying BeHer Than Ever. rate and more 
market accounts. Plus, you get information, call toll,free 
a guaranteed return. You can 1,SOO,US,Bonds. 
buy Bonds at almost any US. SAVINGS BONDS\'" 
financial institution. Or easier Paying Better Than Ever ~ -
Variable rates apply to Bonds purchased on and after 1111182 and held at least 5 years, Bonds 
purchased before 1111/82 earn variable rates when held beyond 10/31/87. Bonds held less than 
5 years earn lower interest. 

A public service of this publication. 

And PREDICT's command driven/menu-assisted design 
makes novice users productive quickly, while giving experi
enced users immediate access to every PREDICT function. 

Managing the production DBMS and 4GL development 
environments with sophistication and power ... that's 
PREDICT. Because in business, success is your only 
alternative. . 

FOR INFORMA""" ON PRfDICJ' CALL '-800-336-3761 
('11 "'''GlII'A 0" CAIIADA, CAU 103-860-5050) 

, _', '. '-=-1 ;.~ I ~ ~ I J ~ I :-: , :-;-l= I ~ I~'= 
':):.'I)'H,'/,I,',I.:tl,'{II:II •• ,,'/J.,\ ,jl{t.J." 
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Many of the country's 
largest organizations have 
eliminated the tedious, 
manual process of systems 
specification. Instead they 
automate their systems 
analysis and design with 
Excelerator-the best
selling computer-aided 
software engineering 
(CASE) tool. 

Their systems 
development teams use 
Excelerator in the early 
stages of DP projects to 
quickly create, analyze, 
and modify a design. 
With Excelerator's help 
they tackle large, critical 
projects such as customer 
billing and manufacturing 
requirements planning 
systems. 

Excelerator's highly 
integrated, automated 
design environment helps 
them build accurate, con- ; 
sistent, complete, and suc
cessful specifications. 
Excelerator offers: 

• Extensive graphics 
with a fully integrated 
dictionary 
• Analysis facilities 
including "where used" 
reporting, level-to-level 
balancing, and exten
sive "ad hoc" reporting 
capabilities. 
• Easy-to-use screen and 
report prototyping. 
• Data sharing between 
analysts, projects, and host
based dictionaries. 
• Documentation facili
ties that produce complete 
specifications documents. 

Your systems analysts 
and developers can join 
the more than 8,000 sys
tems professionals who 
design better systems more 
efficiently - even systems 

I ' o 

Main Menu Structure Chart 

Data Flow Diagram Data Dictionary 

Index Technology Corporation 
The Leading Developer of Computer-Aided 

",Software Engineering products ' 

with special requirements: 
• Excelerator IRTS lets you 
design time- and control
critical systems. It's being 
used to develop systems 
that will fly the next gen
eration of commercial 
airliners. 
• For organizations with 
specialized development 
methods, we've developed 
Customizer which lets you 
tailor Excelerator and 
Excelerator IRTS to your 
own custom development 
environment. 

Ca11617-497-4473 
to learn how you can 
develop better systems. Ask 
for our Excelerator infor
mation kit or order the $30 
Excelerator introductory 
package, which includes 
a 20-minute video and de
tailed product literature. 

® 

Here's what users say: 

"We cut nine months 
off a scheduled year-long 
project.~' 

"DP employees now tend 
to do the kind of documen
tation they had not done 
before because it was too 
complex. Now documenta
tion is 'one the same way 
every 11 'e increasing 
standardiL . .1tion. " 

"Communications during 
the analysis and design pro
cess is improved because 
systems analysts and end 
users can sit in front of the 
sc'reen and review the 
design." 

Index Technology Corporation 101 Main Street Cambridge, l\tJassachusetts 02142 617-497-4473 
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son, and Italy's STET. The new organi
zation will provide conformance testing 
to OSI norms set by European standards 
organizations. 

Another new initiative in coordi
nating the technical aspects of OSI is the 
U.K.-based IGOSIS, a group of 20 U.S. 
and European companies including Digi
tal, ICL, and British Telecom. IGOSIS will 
work on functional OSI standards, com
plementing Eurosinet, the U.K.-based 
body developing permanent demonstra
tions of OSI internetworking. 

While not a member of these stra
tegic groups, IBM is nevertheless outward
ly increasing its European commitment to 
OSI. It has opened an OSI center in Rome 
that will work closely with IBM'S net
working groups in Palo Alto and Heidel
berg, West Germany. 

IBM ELECTRONIC MAIL: IBM has 
announced its first product integrating 
the DISOSS office software, SNA network
ing, and its DIA/DCA protocols. Called 
Screen mail, it's the work of IBM'S Busi
ness Network Services group in the U.K. 
If all is successful, IBM plans to take the 
electronic mail system into international 
markets. Screenmail is available to 3270 
users connected to a host on IBM'S value
added network, as well as PC and Sys-

tem/36 users running Personal Services 
software. The Displaywriter and 5520 
Administrative System are supported. 

NCR SCORES: NCR Corp. has been 
awarded a $20 million contract from E.F. 
Hutton, New York, to supply 10,000 
model 3390, Intel 80286-based worksta
tions. NCR reportedly beat IBM, Data 
General, and Hewlett-Packard for the 
contract. Hutton account executives will 
use the machines, which replace Bunker 
Ramo System 7 terminals, at 400 domes
tic retail branches and worldwide offices. 

STEPS DOWN: The president and 
chief executive of Floating Point Systems 
Inc., Lloyd Turner, resigned from the 
Beaverton, Ore.-based maker of vector 
processors. At the same time, C.N. Win
ningstad stepped aside as chairman. Re
placing Turner as chief executive and also 
assuming the chairmanship was Milton 
R. Smith, a Floating Point cofounder 
who has been on the board since 1970. 
George P. O'Leary, a former vice presi
dent and director, was named president 
and chief operating officer. The executive 
changes come at a troubling time for 
Floating Point, which was expected to 
post its second consecutive losing quarter 
late last month. 
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FORMER EDITOR DIES: William 
Rolph, a former DATAMATION editor 
known for his sense of humor and elegant 
writing style, died last month in San Pe
dro, Calif. He was 62 years old. Rolph 
joined the magazine in 1965 and served as 
articles editor until 1973. His fellow staff
ers credit him with selecting and editing 
articles that set a high standard for tech
nical and literary excellence in computer 
journalism. "He did an exceptional job," 
recalls Ed Yasaki, former managing edi
tor. "He was responsible for establishing 
the magazine'S unique style during the 
period of its biggest growth." Michael 
Cashman, former products editor, says, 
"He was a great teacher, a real mentor." 

Before joining DATAMATION, 
Rolph had been a proofreader at the Los 
Angeles Times, a writer at Electro-Data 
Corp., Pasadena, Calif., which became 
the core of Burroughs' computer opera
tions, and a freelancer. Upon leaving 
DATAMATION, he joined Xerox Data Sys
tems, EI Segundo, Calif., where he contin
ued to write. After retiring from Xerox in 
1981, Rolph worked again as a freelancer, 
writing, among other things, gag lines for 
cartoonist Henry Martin, whose work ap
p~ars in the New Yorker and DATAMA
TION. He is survived by his wife Patsy, 
daughter Sarah, and son Jonathan. 
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Now Available! 
The Datamation 
1986 Microcomputer 
Purchasing Study 4.SOFIWMf AG 
Featuring detailed marketing statistics and growth 
trends on hundreds of manufacturers of micros, 
related equipment, supplies and software. 
More than a survey ... an in-depth proftle 
of the micro market 
Identify and compare your company's present and 
future growth with your competitors'. Datamation's 
End User and OEM buyers of 26 different micro 
products report what and how much they bought 
in 1985 ... including: 
• Detailed pricing and unit volume information 
• Share-of-market shown as percent of dollar volume 
• Geographic breakout of purchases 

To order your copy ... 
Send your company purchase order or check for $250 
per copy to: Datamation magaZine, Attention: Mary 
Connors, 875 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022. Or 
call Mary at (212) 605-9678 for additional information. 

CRTRMRTICN® 
Serving the needs 0/ in/ormation processing pro/essionals ... worldwide. 

ADABAS, NATURAL, and PREDICT are part of Software AG's 
family of more than 35 strategic products, designed to address 
your comprehensive information management needs. Whether 
it be 4th Generation applications development or data base 
management; office automation or communications; end user 
facilities or micro-to-mainframe linkage, Software AG's product 
line offers power, flexibility, and full integration. 

But even a technologically superior information manage
ment system isn't enough. Without effective customer sup
port and services, your chances for real success are slim. 
Software AG provides an outstanding array of customer 
services and support teams, including Custom Solutions, 
Professional Services, Customer Education, and Customer 
Support Centers on duty 24 hours a day. 

Advanced, flexible technologies, fully-integrated product 
lines, 24-hour support ... that's Software AG. Because in 
business, success is your only alternative. 

fOR INfORMAnOll ON SOfJWARE Ali CAU. 1-800-336-3161 
ON VIRGINIA OR CANADA, CALL 103-860-5050) 
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Symphony® is the one software product no business and no business person can afford to 
be without. 

Based on the 1-2-3® spreadsheet technology, Symphony pulls together five key functions 
in one program. Functions that help a marketing manager work smarter. Give a [mancial analyst 
a clearer picture. Run an entire com pany more effectively. 

An all-in -one investment, Symphony increases in value over time. It offers continuous 
growth through Lotus® Add-in products like Spelling Checker, Text Outliner, Symphony Linf" 
and through more than 250 specialized applications designed by independent software 
developers. 

What's more, Lotus backs Symphony with a free telephone hotline and Lotus PROMPT;" 
a new comprehensive user support program. 

One product to train on. One company to support you. One investment that grows over 
time. For all these reasons, you should consider standardizing on Symphony to meet the 
personal computing needs of your corporation. 

Symphony 
............................................................................ 
A complete general-purpose software tool built around the world's leading spreadsheet technology: 

© 1 ~S(i Lotus Del'eloprnent Corporation. Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. 
Symphony Link and Lotus PRmlPT are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation . 
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TALL 
IN THE 
SADDLE 
Pcmers Amdahl and NAS are 
riding high in mainframes these 
days, but the peripherals side of 
the business is still facing 
credibility problems. 
by Jeff Moad 
You wouldn't expect the few survivors of 
what has amounted to a bloody war of 
attrition against makers of IBM plug-com
patible mainframe hardware to be quite 
so buoyantly optimistic. After all, the last 
few years have seen a parade of hopeful 
pcm processor and storage vendors stum
ble and fall victim to IBM competitive 
challenges and their own technical or fi
nancial inadequacies.· The roll call of 
those having fallen in battle is long and 
includes midrange cpu makers Magnuson 
Corp. and IPL Systems Inc., large-scale 
pcm developer Trilogy Ltd., and pcm 
disk makers Control Data Corp. and Ibis 
Systems, to name just a few. 

Why, then, are survivors like Am
dahl Corp. and National Advanced Sys
tems smiling? It's not that they are 
unaware of the challenges they face. In 
recent years, both Amdahl and NAS have 
come closer than they'd like to admit to 
joining the iist of dearly departed pcm 
vendors. But now when the two major 
surviving plug-compatible manufacturers 
look around them, they don't see skele
tons. They see opportunities. 

After years of struggling-to 
match IBM mainframe and storage offer
ings, to keep up with increasingly aggres
sive IBM production schedules and pricing, 
practices, and to deal with IBM legal chal-

. lenges or their own technical problems
Amdahl and NAS are, at least for the time 
being, able to compete on almost an equal 
footing with IBM. In the last six months, 
the two companies have started shipping 
large-scale mainframes that meet or ex
ceed the performance of IBM'S most pow
erful 3090 mainframe. Both NAS and 
Amdahl, with the help of their Japanese 
technology and manufacturing partners, 
are now shipping large mainframe disk 
storage devices that match IBM'S current 
top-of-the-line 3380 Model E device. 

In a business where product avail
ability cycles are everything, Amdahl and 
NAS are riding high. Both companies 
claim they are picking up mainframe 
market share at the expense of IBM. Ana
lysts have raised their 1987 Amdahl earn-

ings estimates to $1.50 a share from 60 
cents in 1986. NAS is also profitable, with 
annual sales of about $400 million. More 
important, both maintain they are slowly 
succeeding in their efforts to convince 
large data processing users that the pcm 
vendors are here to stay. Says Amdahl 
president and chief executive Jack Lewis, 
"We have to stay up with IBM on product 
cycle. But in the last 15 years, we have 
proven· we can react well enough to do 
that. Users are now viewing us as being 
more reliable, and they're now more com
fortable than ever in' pursuing a multiven
dor strategy." 

And, just as the pcm vendors seem 
to have caught up with IBM mainframe 
technology, they believe they may be in 
store for another break. There are signs 
IBM may soon be forced to modify its ag
gressive pricing policy, which has pushed 
mainframe and storage tags down indus
trywide by more than 20% per year and 
put pressure on the pcms and their Japa
nese suppliers. If IBM does stabilize or 
even slightly boost mainframe and DASD 

prices in order to prop up its own sagging 
bottom line, the pcmers say they could be 
in a position to improve their own profit 
margins or to make even more market 
share gains. 

Amdahl owned 10.3% of the IBM

compatible mainframe market in 1985 
with about 330 mainframes shipped, ac
cording to Dataquest, the market re
search company based in San Jose. Lewis 
predicts that in 1987 the company could 
double its mainframe market share if IBM . 

does not significantly upgrade its 3090 
mainframe. If all goes well, analysts pre
dict Amdahl could top the $1 billion an
nual sales mark this year. 

NAS, 'a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Santa Clara-based National Semiconduc
tor Corp., distributes processors and stor-

JACK LEWIS of Amdahl: "We have to 
stay up with IBM on product cycle. We 
have proven we can do that." 



age devices built by Hitachi Ltd. The 
company controlled 8.4% of the compati
ble processor market in 1985, according 
to Dataquest. NAS, by the end of Septem
ber, claimed to have shipped 18 of its new 
28MIPS AS/XL-60 mainframes, outdistanc
ing Amdahl's 5890-300 shipment rate. 
According to sales vice president Jerry 
Ungermann, NAS does not expect to stay 
ahead of Amdahl in this area, but the 
company could increase its mainframe 
shipments in 1987 by between 60% and 
100%. "We're becoming a viable, mean-' 
ingful alternative to IBM," says Unger
mann. "Users are finding out all the 
things we have been saying are true." 

The pcm horizon is not without its 
troubling clouds, of course. Surviving 
U.S. pcm disk and tape vendors Memorex 
and Storage Technology Corp. are having 
a hard time making significant market 
share inroads. In fact, they are still play
ing catch-up in both the 3380 disk and 
3480 cartridge tape drive markets. At the 
same time, Storage is struggling to restore 
its tarnished image and to reemerge from 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy status, while offi
cials at Memorex-a Burroughs Corp. 
subsidiary-must continually reassure 
users that they will not abandon the pcm 
market in favor of becoming a captive 
supplier to Burroughs and Sperry. 

Amdahl and NAS, too, must deal 
with uncertainty, and not just that 
brought on by speculation over when IBM 
will upgrade or replace its current Sierra 
mainframe product line. Fujitsu, which 
owns 49% of Amdahl and supplies the 
U.S. company with processor logic and 
packaging technology, is currently facing 
a legal challenge from IBM. That compa
ny, in a formal arbitration proceeding, is 
claiming that Fujitsu's operating system 
borrowed too freely from MVS/XA, and 
IBM is reportedly seeking a large cash 
award and incentives for Fujitsu to re
write its os. The move has prompted Fu
jitsu officials to hint that in the future the 
company will move its architecture away 
from IBM compatibility. 

Most recently, Fujitsu Ltd. execu
tive director Shoichi Ninomiya said, "We 
remain enthusiastic about providing IBM
compatible functions in Fujitsu systems 
to the extent there is customer demand 
for specific functions. But Fujitsu does 
not intend to feature every function pro
vided by IBM as a plug-compatible suppli
er would." Fujitsu is said to be planning 
the first shipment of one of its M-380 
mainframes running a native version of 
the AT&T Unix operating system. 

The issue already has pushed Fu
jitsu's West German oem, Siemens, to 
drop its mainframe distribution agree
ment after it expires in 1989 and to con
sider a joint mainframe venture with 
BASF, which currently sells a plug-com-

DAVID MARTIN of NAS: "We need to 
change the image of pcm vendors as 
parasitic copiers." 

patible version of the Hitachi mainframe. 
Siemens says a definitive decision on com
bining pcm operations with BASF will be 
made by the end of this year. So far, Sie
mens has shipped about 250 Fujitsu sys
tems, 25 of them running the Fujitsu 
operating system. 

The outcome of the IBM-Fujitsu le
gal struggle should not directly affect 
Amdahl, which sells the Fujitsu technolo
gy built into its own architecture, running 
software licensed from IBM. Should Fu
jitsu be forced in future product genera
tions to move away from an 
IBM-compatible architecture, it would put 
a crimp in Amdahl's and Fujitsu's plans 
to bring their product architectures closer 
together and saye on product develop
ment costs. Lewis says Amdahl and Fu
jitsu will continue to look for common 
technological ground. But, he suggests, 
under the current circumstances, there's a 
limit to how close the two companies' ar
chitectures can come. "If we could con
vince Fujitsu our architecture is the right 
one, it could go further," Lewis says. 

Even in the unlikely event that Fu
jitsu ended its relationship with Amdahl 
altogether, many observers feel Amdahl 
has the technical resources to continue on 
its own. "Amdahl uses Fujitsu only for 
subassemblies. Architecturally, Amdahl 
doesn't depend on Fujitsu," says Ulric 
Weil, an analyst with the Washington, 
D.C.-based Gartner Group. "Amdahl 
could carryon on its own, but it would 
not be easy." 

Despite the current optimism 
coming from NAS and Amdahl, many ob
servers believe both Fujitsu and Hitachi 
have lost a good deal.of their enthusiasm 
for the pcm market. While Fujitsu al
ready has made it clear it is reevaluating 
its direct participation in the pcm busi-

ness, Hitachi won't discuss its pcm strate
gies, perhaps still smarting from the 
government's IBM-inspired trade secrets 
case against the Japanese firm in 1982. 
Goldman Sachs analyst Charles Elliot, 
who is based in Tokyo, says, "Hitachi 
would have us believe they've sorted out 
their legal problems. But IBM may be test
ing itself on Fujitsu to see what it can do, 
and then will turn its attention to Hitachi 
again. The conclusion reached with Fu
jitsu will set the guidelines." 

Under an agreement signed by Hi
tachi in 1982, IBM could force Hitachi 
into an arbitration similar to that Fujitsu 
now faces. According to Phil Townsend, 
an analyst for Morgan Stanley in Tokyo, 
"They haven't announced it, but Hitachi 
seems to want to get out of the pcm busi
ness. They courted both Burroughs and 
Sperry, but nothing came of it." 

Hitachi has also been negotiating 
an agreement with Sperry under which 
Hitachi would sell Sperry advanced stor
age devices and logic technology. Al
though that relationship is now up in the 
air following Sperry's acquisition by Bur
roughs, some observers see the talks as in
dicating Hitachi's desire to expand its 
U.S. marketing channels beyond NAS and 
beyond the pcm business. Analysts in Ja
pan still believe Hitachi is some day likely 
to take over direct U.S. distribution of its 
mainframes from NAS, which currently 
has no exclusive marketing deal with Hi
tachi. According to analyst Weil, "Hita-

"Users are now more comfortable 
than ever in pursuing a 
multivendor strategy." 
chi may be asking itself if National 
Semiconductor is the right partner for 
what they want to achieve." NAS says ad
ditional distributors would be good for 
users, conceding that any exclusivity with 
Hitachi is not in the cards. 

Still, although Fujitsu and Hitachi 
seem to be questioning their own pcm 
strategies, in the long run the two compa
nies have little alternative if they want to 
remain in the large mainframe market, 
observers believe. As traditional suppliers 
like Sperry and Honeywell continue to 
lose mainframe market share, the main
frame market is increasingly IBM compat
ible. According to Goldman Sachs Tokyo 
analyst Willliam Arrah, "The general 
feeling here is that Fujitsu might like to 
move away from plug compatibility, but 
given the extent it is committed already, it 
wouldn't be practical." 

. Many U.S. users seem less inter-
ested in the uncertainty surrounding the 
American pcm vendors' relationships 
with their Japanese suppliers than they 
are in what they call the superior per
formance and reli~bi1ity of the pcm gear 
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BEHIND THE NEWS 
itself and in the resale value of the equip
ment. Most NAS customers, in fact, seem 
to take some comfort in the fact that Hi
tachi has a stake in the NAS installed 
equipment base and probably would step 
in if NAS ran into insurmountable prob
lems. According to one NAS user, Tom 
Blodgett, who is senior vice president of 
Miami-based Southeast Bank, "When we 
first got involved with NAS in June of 
1984, there was some fear that one day 
they might go out of business. But we 
concluded that the risk was zero because 
they're backed by Hitachi, and Hita
chi's not going to walk away from its 
customers." . 

Southeast Bank is one of those us
ers that has been convinced in recent 
years that pcms represent a viable alter
native and bring competition among ven
dors, which ultimately means lower 
prices and better support for users. Ac
cording to Blodgett, "Two and a half 
years ago, Southeast Bank was an IBM 
monopoly." All of the bank's cpus, disks, 
tape, and 5,000 terminals were Blue. 
Then, in June of 1984, facing perfor
mance problems with IBM 3380 disk 
drives, Blodgett convinced bank manage
ment to try NAS 3380-class disks. "When 
we were satisfied with that installation, 
we started looking at other NAS prod
ucts," says Blodgett. 

A year ago, the bank cleared out 
two IBM 3081 GX systems and over 200 
gigabytes of disk storage and brought in 
more NAS disks and two NAS mainframes, 
an As/9080 and an As/8063. As part of 
the deal, Southeast Bank this summer up
graded the 9080 machine to NAS'S new 
AS/XL-60 mainframe. NAS bought back 
the used 9080, a tactic the company has 
used extensively to win new hardware 
sales. Altogether, Blodgett· figures, the 
bank saved $4 million on the NAS hard
ware and improved its on-line uptime 
from 97.5% to 99%. 

Just as important, says Blodgett, 
by replacing an IBM monopoly with a 
multivendor strategy, the bank has 
earned itself improved support and ex
pects better pricing when it comes time to 
upgrade again. According to Blodgett, 
"There is still a group of management 
people who simply won't talk to them 
[pcms]. That is unfortunate, because it 
means IBM is running their dp shop. That 
should be management's job, not IBM'S." 

Despite rumored early perfor
mance problems on the xL-60, users in
cluding Southeast Bank, Dialogue 
(Lockheed's subsidiary in Mountain 
View, Calif.), and Grumman, Bethpage, 
N.Y., all told DATAMATION the air
cooled $4.8 million system has performed 
at or above advertised levels, roughly 
10% better than the IBM 3090-200. Blod
gett says a microcode problem between 
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the XL and the bank's 3705 communica
tions processor has been fixed. 

NAS'S successful early experience 
with the XL solved a serious competitive 
problem for the company. Before NAS 
started shipping the XL in June, sales of its 
9080 had dwindled to a· trickle as IBM 
started shipping its more powerful 3090. 
In the interim, NAS tried to focus market.:. 
ing efforts on its midrange As/8000 prod
uct line. And NAS prayed that the 
advanced XL, which uses 2,000- and 
5,000-gate ECL chips, would actually 
work as a plug-compatible machine. NAS 
also took a number of large customers to 
Hitachi's computer works in Japan to see 
the XL working. Now NAS claims XL 
bookings are limited mainly by the size of 
its 80-person sales force, which the com
pany is increasing by 40% this year. 

Amdahl was in an even more pre
carious position as it approached the first 
5890-300 shipment in August. Perfor
mance problems in software development 

Surviving U.S. pcm disk and tape 
vendors Memorex and STC are 
not making significant market 
share inroads. 
and in its previous 5860 mainframe gener
ation meant the company could not sup
port IBM'S MVS/XA operating system for 
one year, nor could the company ship a 
dual-processor version of the system for 
three years after IBM did. The problems 
cost Amdahl much of its hard-won cus
tomer support. In fact, according to ana
lyst Weil, "Amdahl lost market share 
because of its 5860 problems. They are 
encouraged by 5890 performance, but so 
far they have only started to win back 
their market losses." 

"We went through hell with the 
5860," says Ronald L. Woodall, executive 
vice president at Chilton Corp., an Am
dahl user since 1977. But, says Woodall, 
Amdahl finally solved many of the per
formance problems when it finally 
shipped the 5870 dual processor. The 
5890-300 has been flawless, Woodall says. 
In fact, in August Amdahl said the 5890-
300 was running at between 36MIPS and 
38MIPS at early customer sites, or 10% 
faster than Amdahl initially said it would, 
making the system significantly faster 
than the IBM 3090-200 and about on par 
with the 3090-400. Amdahl says it is on 
schedule to ship a four-processor version 
of the 5890 with 1.7 to 1.9 times the per
formance of the 5890-300 in the fourth 
quarter of 1987. Amdahl figures the 
5890-300 and 5890-600 will then bracket 
the 3090-400 in performance. A 31 MIPS 
dual processor, the 5890-200, is due out 
in the first quarter. 

Both NAS and Amdahl are looking 
for improved 1987 sales based partly on 

the higher prices they can charge for the 
new machines. They are hoping IBM is se
rious about putting the brakes on price 
cuts. Earlier this summer, IBM chief finan
cial officer Allen Krowe said in published 
reports, "Strong competition and slower 
growth mean pressure on profits. Price 
reductions are likely to be a less attractive 
alternative .... " 

The pcms are hoping that means 
IBM will both moderate its official list 
price reductions and ease up on its aggres
sive volume purchase agreements through 
which it has offered large customers dis
counts of up to 39%. According to NAS 
sales vp Ungermann, "We see IBM trying. 
to r~verse customer psychology where 
they expect two price cuts per year and 
large VPAS [volume purchase agree
ments]. In the last year, IBM has found the 
market has lost much of its price elastici
ty. IBM's last 10% price cut basically lost 
them their 1986 profitability." 

Amdahl's ceo Lewis isn't a whole
hearted believer in the IBM price stabiliza
tion theory. "Historically, IBM has priced 
its new systems at $5 million. Before they 
bring the new ones out, they try to get the 
old ones down to about $3 million. I don't 
see that changing." 

But, agrees Lewis, IBM may tem
porarily try to hold prices steady to boost 
sagging margins. "They don't have that 
lease base revenue cushion anymore, and 
I think they're realizing that price elastic
ity isn't what they thought it was," says 
Lewis. 

If IBM does hold pricing steady, 
don't expect the pcms to put their surviv
al on the line in a big volume market 
share push. Instead, the compatible main
frame vendors are more likely to hold vol
umes relatively steady and focus on 
improving profitability. According to 
Lewis, "We have to plan our volumes a 
year and a half in advance, so we're not in 
a position to boost them overnight. Be
. sides, we don't want to get greedy and 
build up capacity the way STC did, only to 
get hurt." Amdahl ·has said it will ship 
between 200 and 300 processors next 
year. 

While they attempt to divine IBM'S 
pricing plans, the pcm vendors must also 
guess at when IBM will roll out its next 
generation, the multiprocessor Summit 
mainframe product line. IBM has called 
the current Sierra family its mainframe 
line for the '80s, and the pcms are hoping 
that's true. If so, Amdahl, NAS, and their 
Japanese partners can continue to lever
age their current mainframe technologies 
for at least the next three years. 

Of course, the pcmers don't expect 
IBM to stand still. Both are working on 
four-, six-, and eight-processor implemen
tations of the current designs, and they 
anticipate IBM operating system and I/O 



hat do you call a computer 
that's about the size of a 
drinlring fountain, comes 
racli.-mounted lili.e a stereo, 
needs no air conditioning, 
sets high standards for price 
and perlormance, worli.S on 
a variety of networks, plugs 
into a regular wall socli.et, 
is easy on beginners and 
runs the same software as 
the biggest mM mainframe? 
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They look like superminis but meter high and can sit beside a desk. The largest 
no supermini ever did before. can go wherever you might put two filing cabinets. 

They work like mM mainframes but go places In fact, anywhere people can be, a 9370 can 
(in both buildings a~d budgets) where no main- be. Air conditioning isn't necessary, and 110-220 
frame has ever been. r------------------, volt wiring is all you need. 

The mM 9370 Informa- The new mM 9370 Also, a 9370 works al-
tion System is new, not simply most inaudibly, requires very 
as a family of machines, but Infonnation System little attention, and can be 
also in the sense of changing SIZE: Height-1.0 or 1.6 m. (3'3" or 5'3") installed in just a few hours. 
( PC 

Floor-.75 or 1.5 sq. m. a.8 or 15.6 sq. ft.) 
as s once did) some basic OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE: VM, VSE, IXl370, MVS/SP 

CONNECTIVITY: IBM SNA, IBM Token-Ring, Ethernet~ 
notions about how computers Bisynch, ASCII, TCP/Ip, X.25, SOEMI Growth WI·thout 

ARCHITECTURE: S/370 
are used. PROCESSOR STORAGE: 4 to 16 MB growing pains. 

RACK·MOUNTED STORAGE: 368 or 824 MB DASD, up to 39.5 GB 
Now companies with . PERFORMANCE: 5,000-25,000 transactions per hour, There are four 9370s: 

0.12-0.79 MFLOPS·· 
mM mainframes can distri- TEMPERATURE RANGE: 10·C-40·C(50·F-I05·F) Models 20,40,60 and 90. They 

PRICE RANGE: Hardware system starts at $62,600 

butenot only data, but their '---______________ ---' are more alike than different. 
full mainframe capability. The 9370s run most mM Each comes rack-mounted in a special shell, 
mainframe software. and there's a variety of interchangeable devices. 

At the same time, departments are free to Four processors give the 9370s a five-fold power 
run their own programs to meet special needs, and range, and two types of disk drives can be combined 
to mal{e connections up, down and around the to provide up to 39.5 
system. gigabytes of storage. ,'_=_------, 

. And if your IBM 9370 is the biggest As your needs g""'" 
computer you have, should you ever outgrow it, grow, your 9370 can 
your move to an mM mainframe will be painless. easily be upgraded, >.:.~ ... :; "., , 

From the smallest 9370 to our biggest 3090 allowing you to make i :i1ig:~E~~;E~§21~ 
mainframe, mM now offers a 100-fold range of good use of what you i ~§g§[j 

~~:.::' :!~~~ °o:ed~~:t;~:ri:v~~~~:~her already own. , l~mrFl~~ 
in applications and training is protected. 

Easy to work with, easy to live with. 
In size, the 9370s range from small 

to not very big. The smallest is only a 

The IBM 9370 Information System. 
From left to right: Models 20, 40, 60, and 90. © Copyright IBM Corporation 1986. 'Ethernet is a trademark of the Xerox Corporation 
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And because it's an open system, you can 

attach both ruM and non-ruM devices. 
packaged. You won't need them all, but as much as 
possible, we want the oper.ating system you need 
to be one that we offer. 

Choice and flexibility, incorporated. And while the 9370s run mainframe software, 
The ruM 9370s are well ,----------------------, you won't pay mainframe 

suited for both commercial and software prices. Software 
engineering/scientific work, a Now you can costs have been reduced for 
balance that comes partly from t mM ina:infr the 9370s, and with grad-
technology and partly from ge 3.IIle uated charges, much of it is 
plain common sense. architecture in priced relative to the size of 

Technology: The 9370s a frunily of nrld-size your 9370 system. 
use ruM's new one-million-bit 
memory chips. And among' cOlllputers. New connections 
other significant innovations for you, and us. 
there are new high-speed chips L....--_____________ ----J An ruM 9370 can be a 
that can store or retrieve two unabridged diction- hub for up to 384 directly attached workstations, 
aries a second. and supports many popular communications 

Plain common sense: The 9370s can use any protocols and networks. 
of four operating systems, two of which come pre- Among others, there's ruM Systems Network 

'. "--1' n _.;,:,,' -~; 
:;---.~ ! 

• -----

Architecture (SNA), plus two local area networks, 
the ruM Token-Ring and Ethernet: 

But the first connection you'll 
L~L l~- want to make is with your ruM sales 

.~.:.;c:·:;::-:::·::::::;::.:;.:.:;;:::~:::::.:;;:::. f,j. I representative. Just ask about the 
superminimainframe. You'll get 
lotsofinformationandafreebrochure. 

= .~~::::. == '/ 
_ .. tmIIW~~ 

h..a ~;w.\.W ~~ .... ~ ...... -.... ~
tI:d 1\MN<*1i\'dI_~ 

~~~"' ... ~ 
~~~~, ~-

"These IBM 9370 full precision UNPACK data have not been published in the Argonne National Laboratory Technical MemorandurT), but are based on IBM measurements and will be submitted to Argonne National Laboratory for publication. 
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BEHIND THE NEWS 
channel upgrades that will better differen
tiate the 3090 from its 308X predecessor. 
Some observers expect a six-processor im
plementation of the 3090 to be announced 
in the first quarter. A 4.5MBpS channel 
speed upgrade has long been expected. 
According to Lewis, "There are some 
things they could do in the operating sys
tem where large segments of MVS code 
can only be supported on one cpu at a 
time." , 

The pcm suppliers are assuming 
that the Summit follow-on mainframe 
line will support more processors' on a 
single system and may involve major op
erating system upgrades. But a key issue 
is the number of processors that the base 
Summit system will support. While Sierra 
is based on the two-processor so-called 
diadic architecture, the next generation 

"There is still a group of 
management people who simply 
won't talk to pcms. That is 
unfortunate because it means 
I BM is running their dp shop." 
could be a four-way or a six-way-based 
design. "We're looking at that, and right 
now we think it will be four-way," says 
Lewis. 

Anticipating IBM'S moves and re
sponding to them rapidly continues to be 
the pcms' bread and butter. But, with 
their desire to present themselves as via
ble, long-term players, they have increas
ingly focused on offering unique product 
features IBM doesn't have. Says N~S presi
dent David Martin, "We need to change 
the image of pcm vendors as parasitic 
copiers." 

To that end, Amdahl recently 
leapfrogged IBM and announced a 
4.5MBpS channel on its semiconductor 
disk storage device, a debut more signifi
cant for its timing than for its content. 
Amdahl also offers a native implementa
tion of Unix on its mainframe line and a 
feature it calls multiple domains, which 
allows a system to be split into what 
amounts to two independent processors. 
Amdahl is still expected to market a 
transaction processing operating system 
code-named Aspen, which has been long 
in development. Aspen probably will be 
sold as an option running under multiple 
domains. 

Lewis admits Amdahl's goal 'in of
fering products not available from IBM is 
to make it more difficult or more expen
sive for customers to switch back to IBM 
once they have moved to Amdahl. At the 
same time, Amdahl hopes to be able to 
sell its innovative products at prices equal 
to IBM's. "Other vendors who don't inno
vate have to compete more on price," says 
Lewis. 

NAS officials flare at the suggestion 
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STILL LOYAL TO HIS DREAM 
If, as vendors of IBM-compatible main
frame gear claim, their presence has kept 
IBM honest and driven prices down, users 

'have one man to thank. Gene Amdahl 
created the pcm market when, in 1970, 
one year after IBM decided to unbundle its 
operating system software from its main
frame hardware, he founded Amdahl 
Corp. in Sunnyvale, Calif. 

Today, Dr. Amdahl is chairman 
of Trilogy Ltd;, the Cupertino, Calif., 
parent company of scientific supermini
computer vendor Elxsi Systems in San 
Jose. But he still keeps a close eye on the 
pcm business. For the most part he is en
couraged by what he sees. "Amdahl 
Corp. is nearly a $1 billion company to
day, and they have gained a lot of custom
er acceptance," says Amdahl. "Also, 
there is more recognition that if users 
don't have more than one supplier, they 
will be at the mercy of IBM. Without com
petition, IBM can be merciless." 

That's not to say the plug-compat
ible manufacturers don't face major chal
lenges. Dr. Amdahl expects IBM to try to 
take back much of what it gave when it 
unbundled software in July of 1969. 
"IBM'S next step is likely to be to bundle 
more I/O interfaces into its systems, mak
ing it more difficult for pcms to respond 
and getting around EEC requirements that 
they share specs on interfaces between 
two separately priced products. I'm sure 
they will do that, and there's a good 
chance they will get away with it legally. 
IBM carries a lot more clout than the Jus
tice Department." 

But Amdahl believes the pcms will 
be able to respond to such a challenge, 
partly because today Amdahl Corp. and 
National Advanced Systems are backed 
by large, technologically rich Japanese 
companies, Fujitsu and Hitachi. "Their 
participation is essential for the survival 
of pcms. IBM has managed to kill off U.S. 
pcm competitors. But the Japanese are 
suited to the pcm business because' of 
their cultural cohesiveness and because 
they take a long-term view." 

Amdahl insists he is still glad Fu
jitsu became an early investor in and tech~ 

they don't provide product innovation, or 
worse, that they reverse-engineer IBM de
signs. "Anyone comparing the technolo
gy, architecture, and resulting per
formance of the XL cannot conclude that, 
we reverse-engineered anything," says 
Martin. But he says NAS does take a more 
conservative approach to product innova
tion."We're trying to make decisions 
about what we announce based on what a 
large number of customers actually 
want." Among features available from 
Hitachi and under review by NAS are 
6MBpS channels, an integrated database 

GENE AMDAHL, chairman of Trilogy 
Ltd., is encouraged by what he sees. 

nology partner with Amdahl Corp. But 
he continues to be resentful that Fujitsu, 
now a 49% owner of Amdahl Corp., 
eventually took more control of the com
pany than he wanted. Amdahlblames the 
company's other investors and its board 
for that. "They were overly concerned 
with protecting Fujitsu's interests," he 
says, contending that they turned over to 
Fujitsu manufacturing too much of Am
dahl Corp. 's product. 

Amdahl's bid at Trilogy in the 
early 1980s to compete with a plug-com
patible mainframe against Amdahl Corp. 
and Fujitsu failed. But Amdahl disagrees 
with current 'pcm vendors and observers 
who say there will be no new players in 
the pcm market due to entry cost barriers. 
"I don't believe that," asserts Amdahl. 
"It's getting harder, but it's not impossi
ble with real innovation. I'm also looking 
at getting involved." In fact, in recent 
months Amdahl has become a private in
vestor in two new pcm ventures: Keylogic 
Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., which is devel
oping a compatible transaction operating 
system, and Synthesized Computer Sys
tems Inc. of San Jose, which is building a 
4381-class processor. 

-J.M. 

-processor, and an integrated storage facil
ity using 1MB memory chips. 

The pcm vendors' ability to ship 
competitive products and 0 provide key 
compatible innovations seems to be pay
ing off. At least one very large user, the 
Hartford Insurance Group, Hartford, 
Conn., is seriously evaluating both the 
AS/XL and the 5890 after years as an IBM
only cpu shop. According to Hartford di
rector of data center technology Gary 
Cox, the insurance giant will decide by 
the end of the year whether to start re
placing its four IBM 3084s and four IBM 



Now you can get your hands on more power than ever 
before with PC/FOCUS. More power in your decision 
support operations. More power in your applications " 
development work. More flexibility when porting data 
applications to other FOCUS environments like IBM 
mainframes, VAX/VMS, WANG/VS, LANs and UNIX. 
Plus, for a limited time, free training, tool 

PC/FOCUS provides a complete environment for PC 
application development and decision support using the 
same high level Fourth Generation Language for all 
functions. It gives you facilities for report writing, 
graphics, statistics, financial reporting, spreadsheets 
and micro/mainframe links, combined with a full
featured relational database management system. 

And, if you're already using FOCUS in another 
environment, you can port applications and data without 
change from your PC. 

Since its first release, PC/FOCUS has proven to be 
the most functional and useful system PC users have 
been able to get their hands on. Today, under Release 
2.0, it's even more helpful.. .just look at the added 
features you now get: 
• Compatibilty with FOCUS 5.0 for mainframes. 
• Color, high resolution graphics including support for 

40 new graphic device drivers. 
• PlotTalk, a new window-driven, facility for 

automatically creating graphs. 
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• High-speed IRMA file transfers, (350/0 faster than 
native IRMA transfers). 

• Support for the new Lotus/Intel/Microsoft Expanded 
Memory Management Specification. 

• A VT emulation mode that enables you to log on to 
DEC VAX machines, work in a full-screen mode and 
transfer files between systems. 

• A faster data maintenance facility. 
• PC/FOCCALC, a full-function integrated spreadsheet 

is also available. 
• All new documentation. 

Free Training 
With each copy of Release 2.0, you get one free student 
day of education at anyone of our14 FOCUS Education 
Centers, conveniently located throughout North 
America. (Offer expires midnight, December 31, 1986). 

Time is limited. Act now to learn more about the 
money saving FREE TRAINING offered with this 
powerful new release of the industry's best-selling 
4GLlDBMS for PCs. Fill in the coupon below and mail to 
Information Builders, Inc., Dept. PCE, 1250 Broadway, 
New York, NY 10010. 
------------------------, 
Information Builders, Inc. I 
De~.PCE I 
1250 Broadway, NYC 10010 
Dear Information Builders: I 

Yes! In want to know more about PC/FOCUS Release 2.0. I 
Please send information about the FREE Training offer plus I 
complete technical detairs, hardware requirements and pricing I 
information to: I 
NAME I 
COMPANY TITLE I 
ADDRESS 

I 
I 

CITY STATE ZIP I ________________________ J 
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3081 systems with pcm hardware. "We're' 
at the decision point," says Cox. "We've 
spent six months taking a hard look at the 
pcms for the first time in a long time." 

Driving the Hartford's interest in 
pcms is a desire to cut software costs by 
minimizing the number of its mainframes 
as well as to continue to partition cpus 
running different IMS sessions as the com
pany can now do on the 3084 but could 
not do with IBM'S new 3090-class systems. 
"We're trying to cut our costs, and we're 
looking for the kind of flexibility IBM 

can't give us right now," Cox says. Cox 
adds he is particularly intrigued by Am
dahl's multiple domains feature. 

In addition, the Hartford is con
vinced it can get much better vendor sup
port by bringing in different cpu vendors. 
The Hartford has used StorageTek disk 
and tape drives for years. Cox say's Hart
ford's concern over Storage's technical' 
and financial problems has been more 
than offset by the improved vendor sup
port the company has received from both 
IBM and StorageTek. "Sure, a year and a 
half.ago we were concerned about STC, 

and we have reduced their presence in our 
shop somewhat," says Cox. "But when 
we decided to go to a pcm for storage, it 
was a long-term decision. We still look at 
it that way, and we think STC will con
tinue to be a viable vendor." 

, While the pcm vendors of large-
scale mainframes seem to be gaining 
ground, the U.S. makers of pem storage' 

Many observers believe both 
Fujitsu and Hitachi have lost a 
good deal of their enthusiasm for 
'the pcm market. 
products continue to struggle. Eighteen 
months after IBM started shipping its dou
ble-capacity 3380 Model E storage de
vice, both Memorex and StorageTek are 
just beginning to ship their own compara
ble products in volume. Both companies 
had to solve technical problems on their 
3380 single-capacity drives before they 
could move on to double capacity. 

Memorex starts shipping its dou
ble-capacity drive in limited quantities in 
the fourth quarter. The company hopes to 
get "close to full volume" by the second 
quarter of next year, according to Robert 
J. Bodnar, director of storage product 
marketing. 

. Although most observers feel 
StorageTek still has shipped only limited 
quantities of its dOUble-capacity 8380 E 
drive, company officials say volume ship
ments started in July. In fact, StorageTek 
president Ryal Poppa claims, "We feel we 
are currently the dOUble-capacity volume 
leader among pcms now." Still, he ad
mits, "We don't like being this far behind 
IBM. We would have liked to have the 
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same product on the same day." 
Both StorageTek and Memorex 

say the timing of their double-capacity 
shipments does not present a major prob
lem because users have been slower than 
expected to migrate from single-capacity 
to double-capacity drives. While IBM 

charges only $21 per megabyte for dou
ble-capacity drives compared with $28 
per megabyte for single capacity, the 
pcms say most dp shops use only about 
60% of their E Model capacity for perfor
mance and c;lata protection reasons. In an 
attempt to stim.ulate dOUble-capacity de
mand, IBM has inaugurated free tempo
rary trial offers. 

While both StorageTek and Mem
orex believe there is still time for them in 
the 3380 Model E market, Memorex's 
technical problems and StorageTek's fi
nancial woes have helped IBM strengthen 
its hold in compatible disks. They also 
have opened the door for NAS and Am
dahl, selling Hitachi and Fujitsu prod
ucts, to gain a foothold in the market. In 
April NAS started shipping a double-ca
pacity drive, upgradable from its single
capacity model. The company claims to 
be shipping about 250 dOUble-capacity 
drives per month currently and hopes to 
boost that next year, when Hitachi com
pletes a new plant at Odiwara, Japan, and 
another in Noqnan, Okla. NAS claims to 
be filling about 8% of all double-capacity 
orders currently, and peripherals now 
make up about 40% of the subsidiary's 
sales. 

Hitachi also is understood to be 
doing well on double-capacity sales in Eu
rope through NAS and BASF. Another pos
sible outlet for the Hitachi drives is a 
startup marketing company, Aweida Sys
tems, run by StorageTek founder and fdr
mer chairman, Jesse Aweida. Aweida is 
reselling 3380-class Hitachi drives that it 
buys through NAS and is remarketing a 
3480.:class cartridge tape drive made by 
Aspen Peripherals, a Longmont, Colo., 
startup. 

Amdahl has been less aggressive 
in the disk market. It will start fhipping a 
double-capacity model in the fourth quar
ter. But Amdahl expects to ship as many 
as 6,500 single-capacity drives in 1986, 
primarily to current cpu customers. 
"We're not trying to be number one in 
DASD," says Amdahl's Lewis. "We'll of
fer a high-reliability product to our cus
tomers, but in storage product design you 
have less flexibility. You have to be com
patible right down to the way you format 
the'disks. That's not our kind of market." 

NAS also claims an advantage over 
its pcm competitors with availability of 
Model 22- and 23-class cache disk con
trollers. StorageTek currently markets 
older Model 12- and 13-class controllers, 
and Memorex .has no comparable cache 

controller. That has kept Memorex out of 
some large government bids, including a 
massive Department of Agriculture con
tract on which NAS, StorageTek, and IBM 

are bidding. 
StorageTek is also hoping to score 

big in the emerging 3480 cartridge tape 
drive market. Long the pcm nine.:.track 
tape leader, the company is the only end
user pcm vendor developing a 3480-class 
product in-house. Poppa says StorageTek 
will announce its product early in the first 

While they scramble to find or 
build marketable products, pcm 
peripherals vendors face another 
problem: credibility. 
quarter of next year for shipment in mid-
1987. StorageTek also plans a cartridge 
library device, to be available in the third 
quarter. 

NAS, Memorex, and Amdahl all 
hope to find Japanese-made 3480-class 
products they can market in the U.S. 
None claims to have oem contracts in 
place yet, and most seem to be hoping the 

. 3480 . market, like the double-capacity 
3380 market, will take a while to develop. 

While they scramble to find or 
build marketable products, pcm peripher
als vendors face another problem: credi
bility. Control Data's exit from the pcm 
peripherals market and the highly public 
problems of Memorex and StorageTek 
have hurt. Some users, like the Canadian 
provincial government of Alberta and 
Lockheed's Dialogue division have had to 
replace many strings of drives that didn't 
work. While some affected users have 
turned to other pcm suppliers for replace
ment drives, others have gone back to 
IBM. "To some extent we all get painted 
by the same brush," says NAS director of 
peripherals marketing Kenneth J.A. 
Page. "If STC or Memorex misses a dead
line, we're all affected by that. It takes 
years to establish your own identity in the 
business so that you can overcome mis
takes of others." 

StorageTek's Poppa agrees: "It 
will take us a lot of sales calls and a cou
ple of years to resolve all the questions." 

Even the surviving pcm vendors 
aren't immune from questions about their 
viability. According to NAS president 
Martin, "A lot of people look back and 
see the skeletons-the Magnusons and 
IPLS. The difference is they all tried a ver
tical approach to the market. The name 
of the game is a broad product offering so 
customers can look to you as a permanent 
alternative to IBM. It takes a pragmatic 
approach to partnering." @ 

Associate editor, Europe, Sarah Under
wood and Tokyo bureau manager Bob 
Poe contributed to this story, 
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Putting fie rvice online 
takes ove man-years 
and 3 mil]i ~ ~es of code. 
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A major project like automating field seIVice can be 
viewed from two very different perspectives: 

An appealing challenge. 
~ ,.....,.. leading software for "Incident Management" applications. J 

Or a programming headache. 

If your MIS Department already has more 
than enough programming challenges in the queue, 
look into Fieldwatch.™ With over 160 installations, 
Fieldwatch is the world's leading software system 
for the support and management offield seIVice 
organizations. 

Fieldwatch is the most flexible solution available. 
The system is made up of8 integrated modules you 
can install together or one piece at a time. It's fully 
documented and available with source code.And it's 
completely supported nationwide by the DATA 
Group Corporation,aNYNEX Company. 

So if you're being asked to develop an effective 
incident management system for your company's '\v. 
field seIVice organization - tell them about "'c 
Fieldwatch. With a complete lease/purchase planb 
and an ROI payback in less than a year, you won't ~ 
have to sell very hard. 

'------

PHONE 

.."..... BEST TIME TO CALL / I I Software Environment: 
, .. ,.....' I IBM:ggf;8~~~ECICS/OSIMVS-XA,CICS/OSNSl,. 

'".-....... :.[ i( DEC: VMSIFMS Version 2 
Hardware Environment: 

:/ I IBM: 43xx Series and 30xx Series \./J: DEC,VAXSeri" 

~ f 1 FIELDWATCR 
t--------------------------------
I 

The DATA Group Corporation 
Burlington Business Center1\vo 

77 South Bedford Street 
Burlington,MA 01803 

1-800-247-1300 (617-272-4100 inMA) 
A NYNE..'t Company 

I 

I 
) 

I .(.,; ........... ~ .. ~ -
__ -_ ············~·.;Xf.· ;.;; .•..... ~ 
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It's the last 
round. CICS 
response is 
down for the 
count. How do 
you find out 
who is throwing 
the punches? 
With a powerful An Impact Profile clearly shows 
new technology the impact on CICS. 

from Candle Corporation called Impact Analysis. 
This exciting breakthrough in OMEGAMON@/CICS tells 
you how much PAYROLL, TSO, JES2, or even other CICS 
regions are impacting CICS performance. OMEGAMON 

All this and much more is available with Candle's 
newest version of its fully integrated family of CICS 
performance management products. They provide 
the breadth and depth you need-either as quick 
overviews or as detailed information about system 
performance. For more information, just call Terry 
Forbes toll free at (800) 843-3970. 
Don't let CICS be KO'd. Now you can get the 
information you need to help keep CICS from being 
pounded out of shape ... and to keep your users from 
feeling the impact. 

clearly shows the precise impact of other jobs on CICS, 
as well as the impact of CICS on itself. OMEGAMON ~ tr'1 ..111 
also introduces easy-to-use Recommendation Menus .. vanUlle" 
with valuable information about preventing and solv- Candle Corporation 
ing most CICS performance problems. Of course, you 1999 Bundy Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90025 
also get support for IBM's latest CICS release, 1. 7. Copyright © 1986 Candle Corporation. All rights reserved. 
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Who ties the whole kit 
and caboodle into one very 

produdive ball of wax? 

v-,Ow 
I 

Computer Corporation of America. 
Computer Corporation of America introduces ProdNet. The 
Productivity Network7M The most comprehensive networking 
system on the market. One that literally uses your mainframe 
as the hub of the system. 

Not as just another peripheral system. 
Why is CCA, known primarily for advanced DBMS prod

ucts, moving into data communications? 
Because as the developer of Model 204, the industry's 

most productive database management system, we have a 
very vested interest in making sure your company's data gets 
used to its utmost advantage. That means creating the most 
productive internal communication network possible. 

We've taken PORT:M the industry's most dynamic LAN, 
and built a complete system around it. 

Prod Net is designed as a system that can grow with your 
needs, without having to reinvent the wheel every time you 
add another workstation, more peripherals, or an entire LAN. 

With ProdN et, everyone can share everything you want 
them to. From word processors, electronic mail, PCs, LANs, 
and IRMA boards, to terminals. Everything. 

And your mainframe is the hub of the network. Direct
ing the traffic and keeping the network operating in a very 

productive fashion. 
And, when it comes to product support, ProdN et is 

backed by CCA's full-timesupport organization. Support that 
consistently wins high marks from CCA customers. 

Find out more about tieing your whole kit and caboodle 
into one very, very productive ball of wax. Just send the 
coupon. Or, call John Donnelly at 1-800-258-4100, ext. 707. 

·PORT is a trademark of Waterloo Microsystcms Inc. 

~---------------I 

I Please send me the complete story on ProdN et. I 
Mail to: Four Cambridge Center, Cambridge, MA 02142. 

I Name I 
I Company I 
I Title Telephone I 
I Address I 
I City State Zip I 
I Computer Corporation of America I 
I ~.; A Crowntek Company I L __________ , _____ D~ 
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WORLD WATCH 
SHANGHAI - For the first time, Japanese companies have gotten in on the 
ground floor of a large-scale computer project in China. Japan's NEC 
Corp., trading company Nissho Iwai, and the Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank have 
joined forces and won a deal developing a manufacturing computer and 
communications system based in Shanghai. The network, which is part of 
China's five-year development plan for the late '80s, will link local 
factories with distributors in six of China's eastern provinces. 

LONDON - Britain's ICL has become the first non-U. S. computer company to 
join the Corporation for Open Systems (COS) standards organization. A 
driving force behind the European Standards Promotion and Application 
Group (SPAG) set up in 1982, ICL also became a founder of SPAG Services, 
an OSI conformance testing company, in Brussels last month. The U. K. 's 
Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency joined COS in September. 

GENEVA -'After 10 months of wrangling, American and European trade ex
perts have agreed on a standard for electronic data interchange (EDI) 
designed to replace all the paperwork in international trading. The 
standard, to be adopted by the United Nations and ANS I in the U . S ., cov
ers terminology, syntax, trade data directories, and electronic messag
ing. With world trade close to $2 trillion a year, the U.N. estimates 
that the standard could help save as much as $20 billion. 

TOKYO - Without saying why, General Motors has backed out of a Tokyo
based international network company being set up to compete with Japan's 
overseas telecom carrier Kokusai Denshin Denwa. But the remaining part
ners, C. Itoh, Britain's Cable and Wireless, and Toyota, aren't too wor
ried. In GM's place have stepped Merrill Lynch and Pacific Telesis, and 
GM still has,the option to join later on. The group hopes to launch the 
new voice, data, and facsimile service by April 1988. 

TURIN, ITALY - Automaker Fiat has confirmed it is close to a deal with 
IBM to set up a joint company offering value-added network (VAN) ser
vices in Italy. IBM refuses to comment, but Fiat discloses it is also 
talking to around a dozen small Italian companies about getting in
volved. With a manufacturing systems deal already signed with Digital 
Equipment Corp., Fiat is the favored partner for U.8. firms in Italy. 

SYDNEY - Major U.S. suppliers including IBM, DEC, Wang, -and Amdahl are 
scrambling to take advantage of Australia's new rules for government 
contracts. The Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce (DITAC) no 
longer expects foreign firms to have local content worth 30% of bids for 
government systems. Instead, suppliers must sign a three-year technolo
gy transfer deal. Prime and Ericsson have already won DITAC approval. 
Others are offering software and R&D projects for a slice of the action. 

STOCKHOLM - The X/Open Unix support group, which includes DEC, Sperry, 
Hewlett-Packard, and seven European suppliers, has announced the first 
commercial internationalization interface definition for Unix. Based 
on work done by HP, the definition covers 8-bit character sets so that 
different languages can be supported. In the future, the interface will 
be extended to 16 bits to cope with Japanese and Chinese. 
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J [NA ET 
~OLUTION 

Have you heard about Honeywell's new Model 
4/66 Dot Matrix Printer? It's revolutionary. 

Quieter than any other 480 cps printer on the 
market. With paper handling versatility that is still on 
competitor drawing boards. 

No wonder the 4/66 is silencing the competition. 
There are at least three good reasons why. The unique 
print head is one. Designed to generate very low heat, 
the I8-needle head is encapsulated in an anti-noise 
shield. So it will make little more noise in an office than 
it does in this photograph. 

Look at the paper handling capabilities. It changes 
automatically from fanfold paper to single sheets. 

Together. we can find the answers. 

Honeywell Information Systems Italia 
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In addition, the 4/66 has automatic forms loading. Zero 
tear-offfeature. And all are capable of handling paper 
sizes from 3" to 17" wide. 

Print quality? Another reason the 4/66 stands out. 
With three modes (480 cps "draft", 180 cps "near letter 
quality", and 75 cps letter quality), up to 20 optional 
type fonts and one to seven colors for graphics output. 

If you're looking for a truly multifunctional printer 
that will quietly revolutionize your operation, you're 
looking at it now. The Model 4/66 from Honeywell. For 
details call Honeywell today at 415-974-6116, or write 
Honeywell Information Systems Italia, 390 Fourth St., 
San Francisco, CA 94107. 





Fulfilling your idea of the perfect peripheral involves 
an evaluation that goes deeper than what first meets 
the eye. 

In effect, it entails a peripheral that is right in 
terms of technology, price and performance. A product 
that guarantees integration and function, while also 
adding to the value of your own system. 

Getting everything right also involves evaluating 
your supplier's ability to deal with the special 
demands imposed by your operations and system 
solution. 

When evaluating a Facit Peripheral you should 
also look closely at the company behind the product 
At our organization, production capacity, quality con
trol, support and service. And - not least - assessing 
whether our technical. expertise and vision matches 
your business concept 

Then, our joint business-to-business operations 
can really take shape. We impose the most stringent 
demands on ourselves to earn and keep your confi
dence. In the long run, too. 

Our frank approach is aimed at establishing 
lasting relationships. And our open-door R&D policy 
offers you all the possibilities to influence the develop
ment of tomorrow's products. 

Nice words! But they are not just shallow 
promises. Our printers, plotters and video terminals 
already carry many Datamation 100 I.Ds. 

We would be proud to carry yours, too. 

CSB(bOu 
Your original peripheral equipment supplier 

Head Office: Facit AB, S-17291 Sundbyberg. Sweden. Phone: (8) 7643000. 
USA: Facit Inc. P.O. Box 334, Merrimack. NH 03054. Phone:(603)424-8000. 
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Twinax Compatible 
Impact's Laser is fully IBM 5219, 

5224, 5225 and 5256 compatible. 
The laser connects directly to IBM's 

twinax cable providing cable through 
and terminate facilities. 

5219 Compatibility 
Impact provides the most complete 

IBM 5219 emulation available in the 
market today. Just ask BIG BLUE! 

Impact provides 100% compat, 
ibility with IBM's Displaywrite/36. 

Impact's interface is internally 
mounted within the printer and 
communicates with the operator via an 
intelligent front panel- no clumsy 
external boxes with dip switches or 
difficult set,up procedures. 

Lightning Quick 
Impact's Laser 800 prints up to 8 

pages per minute! This is up to 20 times 
faster than the best letter quality 
printers. You can now forget about 
waiting for long reports and documents 
- they are now available on demand. 

Whisper Quiet 
Impact's Laser 800 is so quiet that 

you will wonder if it is actually 
switched on. The Laser 800's whisper 
quiet operation is ideal for the modem 
office. No longer will you have to buy 
expensive acoustic covers. 

Versatile and Creative 
Alternate fonts can be selected to 

distinguish report headings, 
subheadings, superscripts, subscripts, 
footnotes and you can even emphasise 
certain text by printing in italic mode. 
Not to mention graphics. Intermixed 
with your text you may print 
histograms, pie charts, bar charts, 
circles and other graphical 
representations. 

Fonts/Typefaces 
The Laser 800 contains the most 

powerful font processor in the industry 
today. The user is able to transform 
existing fonts into thousands of 
different fonts and typefaces by varying 
bolding, rotational and scaling aspects. 

PC Compatible 
Impact also manufactures laser 

printers that have RS232 and 
Centronics interfaces and are 
compatible with IBM Personal 
Computers. These printers emulate 
the HP LaserJet, Epson FXI00, Diablo 
630, Qume, NEC and Lineprinters. 
Impact's family of printers can be 
upgraded to 21/2 megabytes of memory 
supporting full bit map graphics 
applications. 

Impact 
Impact is an Australian company 

whose R&D activities commenced in 
1977. The Company has powerful 
shareholders like Citicorp, Westpac, 
Aetna Life Insurance, Security Pacific 
Bank, BT, Pratt, CDFC, Koitaki and 
Macquarie Bank. 

United Kingdom Tel 44,9,323 51531. 
France Tel 33,1,423 88199. 
Holland Tel 31,33,943 964. 
Distributor enquiries: 61,2,4066611. 
Telex AA 176123. Fax 61,2,406 6218. 

IMPACT SYSTEMS LIMITED, 7 GIBBES STREET, CHATSWOOD, SYDNEY 2067, AUSTRAUA. 

Doom ~ ~ 
DODO 

TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE FROM DOWNUNDER 
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by Edith Holmes 
The year 1985 was a banner one for end 
users looking for bargains in small systems; 
for them, the industry slump paid off by 
bringing prices down. But original equip
ment manufacturers and value-added re
sellers weren't thrilled: they had to sell 
more computers and peripherals to meet 
their revenue goals. 

These general conclusions are 
spelled out in a recently released survey of 
the oem/systems house market. To a large 
extent, the current year is little changed 
from the last. The annual survey by Tech
nical Publishing Co., publisher of DATA
MATION, shows that while the number of 
oems and vars participating in its study 
jumped from 2,011 to 4,256 firms, a 112% 
increase, the value of the systems they sold 
grew only 34%. For the majority of the 
companies in this market, the average value 
of each system sold fell more than $9,500. 

The survey-which represents 
roughly 75% of the total domestic oem/ 
systems house market-also shows that in 
1985 IBM stole the march on Digital Equip
ment Corp. in a minicomputer market that 
shrank 16% (see Fig. 1). In the meantime, 
IBM continued to outdistance its competi
tion in the booming oem micro market-a 
field that grew 71.6% (see Fig. 2). 

In 1985, the 4,256 firms included in 
Technical's 1986 edition of the Directory of 
Systems Houses and Computer Oems sold 
233,893 computer systems for $5.1 billion. 
A year earlier, the directory listed 2,011 
companies selling 155,574 systems for $3.8 
billion. The doubling of the survey's data
base makes many direct comparisons be
tween 1984 and 1985 data unwise, if not 
impossible. It isn't possible, for example, to 
deterrnine what improvement 1985 oem 
sales achieved over those in 1984. 

But the average system price of 

OEM EDITION 

Our annual survey shows oems and vars are selling 
more systems and making less money. 

MORE 
FOR LESS 

$21,804 in 1985, compared with $24,426 in 
1984, suggests that last year the industry's 
integrators and resellers could not afford to 
sit back and wait for customers to come to 
them. 

Indeed, other data indicate that 
many of these firms saw the value of the 
systems they sold drop far more than 
$2,622 between 1984 and 1985. Hardware/ 
product oems and systems houses and in
tegrators-companies that in Technical's 
survey account for 78% of the value of the 
systems sold, or nearly $4 billion, and 58% 
of the systems sold, some 135,658 comput
ers-sold their products for $9,585 less last 
year than they did the year before. 

Representing 22% of the survey 
sample, dealers, distributors, and commer
cial oems did better, actually increasing the 
average value of the systems they sold by 
$2,085. Software distributors and oems, 
20% of those surveyed, raised the value of 
their products by $160. 

SAME 
STATES 
IN LEAD 

The geographic distribu
tion of those surveyed re
mained the same at the 
top from one year to the 

next, with California holding on to 18.1 % 
of these oems and vars. New York kept its 
number two position, with 9% of these 
firms calling the Empire State home. Mas
sachusetts slipped to fifth place from third, 
hanging on to 5 % of the resellers polled, 
while Texas took over as number three 
with 6.2% and New Jersey came in fourth 
with 5.4%. 

In general, the Midwest and Mid
atlantic posted losses of oems and vars. 
Among these states are Virginia, Mary
land, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, and 
Minnesota. Florida showed a gain-to 
4.5% of the companies surveyed in 1985 
from 3.2% in 1984. 

In still another measure of the 

health of the oem market, the rate of new 
resellers entering the field remains low. De
spite the larger sample size, fewer new 
companies started up in 1985 than in the 
previous nine years. Only 162 firms were 
formed last year. Further, the rate of ex
pansion for this segment of the industry has 
dropped steadily to 4% today from a high 
of 20.2% in 1978. 

The survey's assessment of systems 
houses and oems by size suggests that 
much of the increase in the database is in 
small companies with sales under $10 mil
Ii'on and staffs of 50 or fewer employees. 
Nearly 92% of the firms in the survey sam
ple report revenues ofless than $10 million, 
and 88.5% have .staffs of 50 or less. 

In fact, the greatest growth in the 
industry, according to the survey, is in 
firms earning $1 million or less annually. 
The number of companies in this category 
grew to 58% from 46%. Oems and vars in 
the $1.1 million to $10 million category 
and in the $10.1 million to $100 million 
category lost 5.2% and 6.8%, respectively. 

Over half of the survey sample 
(55.2%) have 10 or fewer employees. An
other 23.3% of the sample have between 11 
and 25 employees. 

An examination of the end-user 
markets served by oems and vars shows a 
rise in the number of these companies sell
ing to the construction industry, to 7.3% in 
1986 from 3.4% in 1985. Similarly, fi
nance, insurance, and real estate markets 
were customers of 11.3% of the resellers in 
last year's survey,compared with 17.2% 
this year. 

Downturns appear in the number of 
oems and vars selling to manufacturers (to 
14.3% from 19.4%), retailers (to 6.7% 
from 9%), and public administrators (to 
3.5% from 6%). Services also fell sightly, 
to 31 % from 34.3%. 

Again, all of these data must be 
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Bridalveil Fall, Yosemite National Park, California c. 1927. 
Phororaphi by Ansel Adams. Courtesy of the Ansel Adams 
Pub lis ing ights Trust. All rights reserved. 

SOME OF THE GREATEST 
THINGS IN AMERICA 

NEVER CHANGE. SOME DO. 

Paying BeHer Than her. 
Through photography, 

Ansel Adams immortalized the 
unspoiled beauty of Bridalveil 
Fall for all America to see. 

Some things never change. 
But one great American 

tradition has changed-U.S. 
Savings Bonds. Now Savings 
Bonds pay higher variable in' 
terest rates like money market 
accounts. That's the kind of 
change anyone can appreciate. 

Just hold Savings Bonds 
for five years and you get the 
new variable interest rates. Plus, 
you get a guaranteed return. 
That means you can earn a lot 
more, but never less than 7Vz%. 

You can purchase Bonds 
at almost any financial institu, 
tion. Or easier yet, through the 
Payroll Savings Plan where you 
work. 

Buy Savings Bonds. Like 
the wilderness, they're another 
part of our proud heritage. 

For the current interest 
rate and more information, call 
toll,free 1,800,US,Bonds. 

Us. SAVINGS BONDS~ 
Paying Better Than Ever"'--

Variable rates apply to Bonds purchased on and 
after 1111182 and held at least 5 years. Bonds 
purchased before 1111182 earn variable rates when 
held beyond 10/31187. Bonds held less than 5 years 
earn lower interest. 
A public service of this publication. 
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FIG. 1 

MINICOMPUTER SALES VIA OEMS 
PERCENT SHARE OF MINICOMPUTERS SOLD 

VIA SYSTEMS HOUSES/OEMs 

MANUFACTURER 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

ADDS 1.3 
AT&T 1.9 
Burroughs 1.1 
Data General 21.5 11.5 6.1 3.4 4.3 
Datapoint 4.2 4.1 3.0 1.3 1.1 
Digital Equipment 48.4 42.8 28.4 39.4 28.9 
Hewlett-Packard 6.0 7.2 3.9 1.6 3.3 
IBM 3.2 4.7 14.5 28.4 31.0 
Motorola/Four Phase 2.4 
Prime 1.5 11.0 1.4 1.6 2.0 
Sperry Univac 1.1 
Texas Instruments 1.8 5.5 2.3 3.8 6.0 
Wang Laboratories 3.9 3.1 1.7 
All others 10.9 11.8 26.9 14.9 13.9 

Total Sample 14,463 13,440 20,424 40,567 34,084 
(units shipped) 

FIG. 2 

PERSONAL COMPUTER SALES VIA OEMS 

PERCENT OF PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
SOLD VIA SYSTEMS HOUSES/OEMs 

MANUFACTURER 1981 

Altos Computer 
Apple 37.9 
AT&T 
Atari 
Bondwell 
Columbia 
Commodore 6.5 
Compaq 
Convergent Technologies 
Corona Data Systems 
Cromemco 2.1 
Digital Equipment 
Hewlett-Packard 
IBM 3.7 
ITT Information Systems 
Leading Edge 
Sanyo 
Sperry Univac 
Televideo 
Texas Instruments 
Wang Laboratories 
Wyse Technology 
Zenith 
All others 40.9 

Total Sample 21,750 
(units shipped) 

evaluated with care, since this year's survey 
includes many new end-user markets not 
covered before. No less than 37 of the 77 
listed industries are new. 

Because more than twice the num
ber of companies responded to Technical's 
survey in 1985, it is not possible to de-

1982 

4.9 
20.3 

5.4 

2.4 
1.0 

11.3 

3.5 
3.3 

36.2 

1983 

4.6 
4.9 

10.3 

3.5 
4.9 

11.4 
1.0 
9.1 

8.5 
4.3 

21.1 

1984 

3.2 
7.1 

10.0 

2.2 
2.4 
6.2 
1.1 

21.4 

4.9 
5.7 
4.0 

1.2 
12.8 

1985 

5.3 
6.6 
3.6 
2.1 
2.5 
1.0 
1.8 
3.2 
1.4 
1.9 
1.1 
2.9 
1.3 

32.8 
1.8 
1.6 
1.8 
1.1 
4.0 
1.4 
1.1 
1.1 
5.2 

13.4 

36,792 67,732 115,007 197,346 

termine either the fastest-growing or fast
est-shrinking end-user markets. Overall, 
however, general business/accounting and 
specialized business/accounting applica
tions account for fewer of the total systems 
sold last year than they did the year before 
(see Fig. 3), yet they still account for nearly 
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one. It's a philos
ophyofdoingthings 
right. It's quick and steady 
growth, because we consistently hit 
the market running with competitive products. 

Now, if everything we do is so right, you might 
ask, how come you never heard of McDATA? 
Simple. We've done our job. If you're a good OEM 
supplier, your customers keep it quiet. If you're 
trouble, word gets around. 

Enough talk. We believe OEMs should be 
seen, then heard. So call us to set up a visit, before 
you hand your company name over to anyone else. 

You won't get prime rib. But you'll get a taste 
ot a company that Will leave you hungry tor more. 

,'v\cUt\IA Corporation, 2tJS Interlocken Boulevard, Broomfield, Colorado 80020, (303) 460-9200, ext. 698 
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Biggest news of the survey is the to-point drop in 
Digital's share of the oem minicomputer marketplace. 

half (46.2%) of all applications. Some of 
this drop may be owed to the bigger survey 
base and the addition of new group and 
subgroup categories not included before, 
such as the scientific and systems tools 
listings. 

Together with office automation ap
plications, business and accounting are still 
on top (see Fig. 4). Gains for office auto
mation may reflect the fact that word pro
cessing is finally being implemented by big 
corporations. The drop in earth resources 
applications may reflect the problems being 
experienced by the oil industry. 

Perhaps the biggest news from this 
year's survey is the lO-point drop in Digital 
Equipment Corp.'s share of the oem mini
computer marketplace, despite the in
creased sample size (see Fig. 1). In the 
meantime, IBM'S market share rose three 
points to take first place with 31 %. 

The oem minicomputer game still 
belongs to these two vendors, however. The 
survey shows a minor reshuffiing in rank 
for the other manufacturers of these com
puters. Texas Instruments is Digital Equip
ment's and IBM's nearest competitor with a 
6% share of the market. Wang Laborato
ries' share dropped by nearly half to 1.7%. 

IBM continues to lead in microcom
puter sales to oems and vars, as well, ex
panding its market share to 32.8% in 1985 
from 21.4% in 1984 (see Fig. 2). Zenith is 
the only other company to post an increase 
in share-to 5.2% from 1.2%. Zenith's 
performance may be owed in large part to 
the massive federal government contracts it 
has won in the past three years. 

The 11 companies new to the list of 
oems and vars selling personal comput
ers-among them AT&T, Compaq, and 
Leading Edge-managed to capture 21.2% 
of this market in 1985. All told, they sold 
more than 41,000 systems, enough to rouse 
IBM: recent IBM product introductions, no
tably the 286 XT, confirm the impression 
that the clone makers have captured Big 
Blue's attention. 

SEVERAL 
NEW 
FIRSTS 

In addition to the dou
bled database, this year's 
survey includes several 
other "firsts" -answers 

to questions that haven't been asked before 
in the eight-year history of the systems 
house and computer oem directory. Asked 
to classify the systems they sold in 1985, for 
example, a healthy majority of the 4,256 
companies responding (61.3%) list multi
user and standalone microcomputers. 

This figure lends weight to the gen
erally accepted notion that the third-party 
channel is, first and foremost, an outlet for 
micros. These data also may reflect the in-
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FIG. 3 
TOTAL VAR MARKET BY BROAD APPLICATION 
CATEGORIES-1985 

PERCENT OF TOTAL SYSTEMS SHIPPED 

MARKET 1982 1983 1984 1985 

General Business Accounting 35.58 28.04 31.47 16.39 
Specialized Business Accounting 27.22 23.67 23.46 15.83 
Office Automation/Productivity 8.69 7.80 8.25 9.78 
Manufacturing Production 11.81 14.03 13.42 13.20 
Industrial Automation 4.88 6.40 4.86 4.25 
Design Automation .75 .99 1.13 3.84 
Earth Resources 2.09 1.66 1.87 1.55 
Scientific 2.92 
Real-Time Data Acquisition 

& Control 2.22 2.53 1.89 3.51 
Graphics 1.58 2.04 1.98 3.20 
Communications 6.73 7.71 6.67 11.65 
Health/Medical Services .41 1.97 .88 2.84 
Laboratory 1.67 1.53 1.39 2.29 
Computer Aided Publishing .32 .34 .35 1.77 
Systems Tools 4.39 
Other Applications 2.05 2.29 2.38 2.59 

Total Systems 171,236 171,842 155,574 233,893 

*Not included in previous years 

FIG. 4 
TOP APPLICATIONS FOR VARS-1985 

APPLICATION 

Word ProceSSing 
General Ledger 
Accounts Receivable 
Accounts Payable 
Billingllnvoicing 
Payroll 
Database Management 
Order Entry 
Spreadsheets 
Sales Analysis/Forecasting 
Integrated (wp, DBMS, ss) 
Electronic Mail 
Graphics 
Management Information Systems 
Inventory· Control 

creasing focus of the entire industry on the 
desktop. Less than one third of the sur
veyed firms sold anything bigger. Only 
15.6% of these companies indicate they 
sold minicomputers, and just 11.7% report 
sales of superminis. 

'Technical workstations, too, have 
yet to be marketed in a big way through 
this channel; only 8.3% of the oems and 
vars polled sold them. Similarly, at the low 

1985 UNIT SHIPMENT 

308,242 
305,654 
302,482 
300,582 
295,028 
292,099 
291,743 
289,181 
274,047 
264,133 
246,009 
230,563 
228,404 
222,951 
213,966 

end of the spectrum, just 3.1 % of the re
sponding companies say they market board 
computers. 

When asked-for the first time in 
the directory's history-to describe the sys
tems they sold last year, the responses of 
those surveyed form a pyramid. Corporate 
resource computers serving more than 128 
users and costing in excess of $1 million are 
at the top, and work group and single-user 



FIG. 5 

PERIPHERALS SALES VIA OEMS 

QUANTITY SOLD VIA OEMS 

TYPE OF PERIPHERAL 1982 1983 1984 1985 % CHANGE 

PRINTERS 
Serial: Dot matrix 68,994 82,999 120,747 363,757 + 201.3 
Serial: Daisy, thimble 20,524 25,761 45,713 64,747 + 41.6 
Serial: Ink jet * * * 30,139 NA 
Serial: Thermal transfer 18,903 NA 
Serial: Direct transfer 6,142 NA 
Line: Thermal transfer 199 NA 
Line: Dot matrix 26,187 NA 
Line: Fully formed 11,524 NA 
Page printers (laser, LED, LCS) 116,590 NA 
Teleprinters 19,403 14,830 21,586 6,028 - 72.1 
Plotters: A4, 84 size 7,903 NA 
Plotters: Oversize 1,205 3,093 2,319 1,421 - 38.7 

GROUP TOTAL 110,126 126,683 190,365 653,540 NA 

DISK DRIVES 
3V2-inch floppy diskette drives 34,614 70,827 + 104.6 
5 V4-inch floppy diskette drives 92,388 398,560 + 331.4 
8-inch floppy diskette drives 27,424 NA 
5 V4-inch Winchester drives 86,713 NA 
8-inch Winchester drives 8,423 6,843 15,584 14,838 4.8 
14-inch Winchester drives 3,690 4,671 4,594 4,701 + 2.3 
Disk emulators * 1,615 NA 
Fixed disk drives 3,675 4,466 18,349 37,903 + 106.6 
Removable disk drives 8,958 7,610 19,234 31,226 + 62.3 

GROUP TOTAL 83,549 94,588 184,763 673,807 NA 

TAPE DRIVES 
Cassette/cartridge drives 6,708 8,106 10,454 47,484 + 354.2 
Reel-to-reel drives 4,296 6,463 6,256 65,460 + 946.4 

GROUP TOTAL 11,004 14,569 16,710 112,944 + 575.9 

CRT TERMINALS/MONITORS 
Alphanumeric, monochrome 242,394 NA 
Alphanumeric, color 37,231 NA 
Graphic, monochrome 72,881 NA 
Graphic, color 36,849 NA 

GROUP TOTAL 389,355 NA 

MODEMS 
Limited distance 67,969 NA 
Voiceband 52,416 NA 
Wideband 15,962 NA 
Acoustic couplers 7,708 NA 
Fiberoptic 2,049 NA 

GROUP TOTAL 146,104 NA 

CONVERTERS 
Protocol 4,718 NA 
Interface 11,763 NA 
Code/speed/mode 364 NA 
Terminal emulators 22,170 NA 

GROUP TOTAL 39,015 NA 

OTHER 
Memory expansion boards 14,643 7,558 31,276 172,763 + 452.4 
Multiplexors * * * 109,386 NA 

GROUP TOTAL 14,643 7,558 31,276 282,149 NA 

*Not included in previous years 
NA: not available 
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Unix's still-tarnished image in the marketplace may 
remain less than sterling. 

computers supporting between one and 10 
users and selling for $5,000 to $25,000 are 
at the bottom. 

Just 3.4% of the oems and vars sold 
big corporate resource computers, while 
59.1 % of these companies marketed their 
solutions to single users and work groups of 
two to 10. 

Vars and oems selling 11- to 20-user 
departmental computers for between 
$25,000 and $75,000 comprise 19.8% of 
the sample. Next up the pyramid are the 
11.3% of those surveyed who sold large de
partment computers aimed at between 21 
and 64 users and priced between $75,000 
and $250,000, followed, on top, by the 
6.4% who sold business unit computers for 
groups of 65 to 128 users and at a cost of 
$250,000 to $1 million. 

Again, the emphasis in the systems 
house/computer oem market is on small 
systems for small groups of people. The 
survey data also suggest that this is an in
dustry of small businesses that sell to small 
business. 

In other firsts, the directory's oems 
and vars were asked to specify the I/O bus 

standards and operating systems that their 
products support. At least seven firms are 
contenders in the race for most used I/O bus 
standard. 

S·I00 BUS 
STANDARD 
IN LEAD 

The S-100 bus standard 
currently holds the lead 
with the commitment of 
16.6% of the responding 

companies, followed closely by the STD 
standard at 14.5%, Multibus-I at 13.3%, 
and Q-bus at 12.4%. The YME standard has 
the support of 6.4% of those surveyed, 
while Versabus is at the bottom of the heap 
with 1.6%. Another 28.5% of the oems 
and vars adhere to "other" standards not 
listed by name in the survey questionnaire. 

Together, MS/DOS and PC/DOS, the 
Microsoft Corp. operating system for mi
crocomputers and its IBM PC incarnation, 
are sold and supported by nearly half 
(48.1 %) of the 4,256 companies covered in 
the survey. CP/M continues to have a pres
ence in the oem/systems house market 
with a 12.4% share of these firms. 

AT&T'S Unix operating system, mean
while, is used in some form by 21.8% of the 

responding vars and oems. Its still-tar
nished image in the marketplace may re
main less than sterling, however, so long as 
its total market share is divided among 
Unix bsd 4.2 (3.3%), Unix Systems III and 
V (9.0%), and Microsoft's Xenix (9.5%). 

For the first time, Technical Pub
lishing tried to assess software purchases by 
the oems and systems houses in its data
base. As expected, the data show this field 
to be hotly contested. The industry lead
ers-Microsoft, Lotus Development Corp., 
and Ashton-Tate-are on top in that order 
with less than 5% of the market each. 
Here, IBM holds a 2.9% oem market share, 
behind Softsel (3.6%), MicroPro (3.2%), 
and MBsI/Realworld (3.0%). 

The oems and vars surveyed sold 
nearly 2.3 million peripheral devices in 
1985 (see Fig. 5). Once again, however, 
comparisons with 1984 data must be made 
carefully, considering the expanded survey 
sample. 

In addition, comparisons to past 
years are often not possible at all. As with 
end-user applications, many new peripher
al categories are tracked that were not in-

You'll see a lot of this family 
on the IBM Channel. 

OW300 Channel Monitor 

The DW300 Channel Monitor is a 
unique logic analysis tool designed 
especially for monitoring the IBM 
and compatible mainframe I/O 
Channels. 

The DW300 attaches quickly and 
safely with standard Bus and Tag 
serpentine connectors. It includes 
predefined protocol triggers and also 
allows user-defined triggers to speed 
your error tracing. The DW300 can 
be operated remotely for Field 
Service, thus eliminating costly travel 
expenses. Other applications include 

OWIIO PACE Channel Simulator System 

The PACE is a compact simulation 
system which emulates an IBM 
mainframe I/O channel. 

The PACE runs at full channel 
speeds and allows you to test 
370-compatible peripherals quickly 
and easily, without tying up a large, 
expensive mainframe. PACE is user
programmable and executes its own 
CCWs. Applications include Design, 
Manufacturing, QA, Field Service, 
and Trade Shows/Product Demos. 

OWSOO VMEGATE 

The DW500s are a set of card-level 
IBM-compatible control units or I/O 
channels for OEMs. 

The DW50X provides an off-the
shelf, high-performance solution for 
direct attachment to IBM mainframe 
I/O channels. Device emulation is 
accomplished by microcode. The 
DW55X provides an I/O channel to 
attach to IBM-compatible devices. 

VMEbus card sets are available now 
with other popular buses to follow. 

Design and Manufacturing. 

-----------DataIY!JI!~,-Nc. ----------
4204 Sorrento Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121 Tel: (619) 453-7660 TWX: (910) 335-2066 

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 
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The oems and vars surveyed sold nearly 2.3 million 
peripheral devices in 1985. 

cluded before, like modems and converters. 
Out of 2,296,914 peripheral devices 

sold in 1985, disk drives top the list at 
673,807 units, followed by printing devices 
at 653,540 units. The data suggest that the 
products to watch in these categories are 
3 ~ -inch floppy diskette drives and page 
printers, whether laser, LED, or LCS. 

Oems and vars report they sold 
70,827 of the 3~-inch drives and 116,590 
of the page printers last year, perhaps re
flecting the. personal computer industry's 
move to the smaller drive and the prom
ise-if not yet the reality-of desktop pub
lishing. Meanwhile, the market for plotters, 
dominated by Hewlett-Packard, is plung
ing, a fact unmitigated by the survey's dou
bled sample size. 

Shugart lost more than half of its 
1984 29.6% share of the 3~-inch floppy 
drive market to several new players, includ
ing Canon, Fujitsu, Sony, and 3M. Apple 
now leads the field with a 14.9% share, 
although it fell five percentage points be
tween 1984 and 1985. Texas Instruments 
commands the page printer market with an 
86.5% share. The company's nearest com-

petitor in this field is Hewlett-Packard with 
a 4% share. 

The industry workhorses in the 
printer and disk drive categories-the se
rial dot matrix printer and the 5~-inch 
floppy diskette drive-continue to domi
nate their fields, posting 1985 oem/var 
sales of 363,757 units and 398,560 units, 
respectively. 

Okidata is king in dot matrix print
ers with a 45% share of the market. The 
company leads several other printer catego
ries in the survey, too, including serial ther
mal transfer printers, where it has 79.4% of 
the market, and line thermal transfer print
ers, where it boasts a 38.2% share. 

Olivetti has a firm hold in 5~-inch 
diskette drives, meantime, with a 25.1 % 
market share. Otherwise, both the dot ma
trix printer and 5~-inch diskette drive 
markets are quite fragmented among sever
al contenders, with a number of firms post
ing an oem market share for the first time 
in 1985. 

Monochrome devices still comprise 
the bulk of oem/var crt terminal and moni
tor sales. The combined total of quantities 

ASCII PRINTER INTERFACES 
IBM 34/36/38 Interface supports the footprint of most printers 

Impact provides emulations for IBM minimising the amount of desk space 
5219, 5224, 5225 and 5256 printers. required. 

Device addresses can be set on the 
interface and the interface supports cable Impact 
through or terminate designations. Impact is an Australian company 

whose R&D activities commenced in 
IBM 327413276 Interface 1977. The Company has powerful 

Impact's 3274/3276 interfaces provide shareholders like Citicorp, Westpac, 
complete IBM 3287 printer emulations. Aetna Life Insurance, Security Pacific 
Interface Design Bank, BT, Pratt, CDFC, Koitaki and 

Impact's interfaces are available in Macquarie Bank. 
small robust external interface boxes or Distributor enquiries: 61,2,4066611 
alternatively very practical slim line Telex AA 176123 Fax 61,2,406 6218 
interfaces that have a large base plate that e IBM is a registered lrademark of IBM Corporation. Inc. 

IMPACT SYSTEMS LIMITED, 7 GIBBES STREET, CHATSWOOD, SYDNEY 2067, AUSTRALIA. 
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sold in 1985 for alphanumeric color and 
graphic color terminals and monitors-
74,080 units-doesn't even begin to ap
proach the 242,394 alphanumeric mono
chrome displays sold. 

The big player in this sizable market 
is Wyse with a 35.7% share. Wyse's nearest 
competitor in alphanumeric monochrome 
devices is IBM with 10.7% of the market. 
The market for color alphanumeric termi
nals and monitors is led by Thomson with 
18.8%, followed by DEC with 10.1 %. 
Thomson dominates the graphic color ter
minal and monitor market too with a 
13.6% share. 

The modem and converter catego
ries are driven by their standard product 
offerings, as well. Limited' distance and 
voiceband modems (totaling 120,385 units 
last year) and terminal emulators (at 
22,170 units) lead oem/var peripheral sales 
in these areas. 

Not surprisingly, Hayes is the name 
to know in modems with a 20.9% share of 
the limited distance market segment and a 
16.4% share of the voiceband segment. 
Hard on Hayes's heels in voiceband mo
dems, however, are Anchor Automation 
with 14.8% of the oem market and Racal
Vadic with 14.7%. DCA comes out on top 
in terminal emulators with a 27.5% market 
share, as it does in protocol converters with 
24.1 % of the field. 

As in the past, memory expansion 
boards continue to sell briskly. Some 
172,763 units were peddled by resellers in 
1985. In this area, AST Research continues 
to be the primary oem vendor with an 
18.7% market share. Its closest competitor 
is Quadram with 7.1 % of the oem market. 

Like so much of the industry, oems 
and vars clearly felt the continued slump in 
the market for computers during 1985. 
While the number of companies polled 
went up, the total value of the systems they 
sold went down. IBM's performance in mi
cros and minis and the continued strong 
showing of leading oem vendors in other 
product segments, however, indicates that 
the reseUer market is stable. From such a 
base, oems and vars stand a better chance 
of benefiting from the upturn when it 
comes. 

The three-volume 1986 Directory of 
Systems Houses and Computer 
Oems lists 4,256 companies in alpha
betical order, by location and oem/ 
var category, by applications offered, 
as well as by cpu vendors and types 
of peripherals sold. Priced at $795, it 
is available from Technical Publishing 
Co., 199 Wells Ave., Newton Centre, 
MA 02159, (617) 964-8890. 
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Announcing Higgins 
ream Productivity Software 

For Your PC LAN 

Higgins Makes Office 
Teamwork a Reality 
Higgins is the first software product to 
use PC Local Area Networks to connect 
isolated PC users so that working together 
becomes a reality. With Higgins, team 
players use an Information Manager built 
on a relational database to share files, 
check and maintain schedules, send and 
receive mail, track projects and record 
expenses. 
And security is never a problem with 
Higgins. Password protection and 
encrypted text files insure the confiden
tiality of management information. 
Higgins connects your team with other 

groups by linking servers. And extends 
your reach by tying your networks 
together into a coherent wide area system. 
And to help you administer your net
work, Higgins makes user and resource 
lists available at each server. 
Teamwork Means More 
Yardage Per Play 

When the players on your Lt\N use 
Higgins for time management, electronic 
mail, group scheduling, resource shar
ing-even integrating appOintments with 
ToDo lists and Rolodex information 
with project and account status-they'll 
be making the kind of forward progress 
that puts your company in the lead. 
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Higgins runs on any of the advanced PC 
LANs induding those from 3Com, Novell, 
IBM, AT&T, Banyan, AST Research, Sperry, 
Ungermann-Bass and many others. 

Conetic Systems, Inc. 
14 70 Doolittle Drive 
San Leandro, CA 94577 
415-430-8875 
Outside Calif. Call Toll Free 
800 -854 -2807 
Ask for Lanny 
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For growing work loads, smart organizations are 

loading up with smarter computers. 
The NCR Tower.TM 
Texas has the second largest number of licensed 

drivers in the country. To speed up traffic in its 
statewide licensing offices, the Lone Star State 
installed eighty Towers. 

Airborne Express, the overseas delivery 
service with the sky-high growth record, employs 
a network of Towers in the Far East to keep track of 
thousands of international shipments every day. 

Obviously, the Tower is a very versatile 
computer. 

© 1986 NCR Corporation 'UNIX System V is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories. *RM/COS is a registered trademark of Ryan McFarland Co 



The NCR Tower is actually a family of computers, 
ranging from a 2-4 user system to a departmental system. 
Or from a small business network to an international network of 
hundreds of users. Memory capacity ranges from one to sixteen MB. 
And for disk storage, from 25 MB to over 5.5 gigabytes. Networking 
and communications are easy because the Tower supports all 
major protocols, including SNA, X.25. 

The NCR Tower offers a choice of operating 
systems: UNIX System V* and RM/COS:r. And 
every Tower is designed with open systems 
architecture to work with industry standard hard
ware and software. 

What's more, NCR backs the Tower with one of 
the world's largest service organizations. With 16,000 
engineers on call, expert NCR service is as close as the 
phone. Which ~s another reason the Tower is a smarter 
choice. And why smart businesses have already chosen 
more than 22,000 NCR Towers. 

Find out how the Tower can help your business take 
off. Dial1-800-CALL NCR. 

• 
Ir orne 

-...-xpress 
lTIove SlTIoot er 
overseas. 
The NCR Tower. 
Because smart businesses need smarter computers. 
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Departmental computers are destined to 
become the shippers of corporate information and 

other resources. 

NEW PORTS 
OF CALL 

by George F. Colony 
With the mainframe and personal comput
er marketing games virtually over and won 
by IBM, the user focus in large companies 
has shifted to networks of midrange sys
tems. These medium-sized computers will 
be the bridge between the microcomputer 
and the mainframe. Ultimately, they will 
become a means of harmonizing large pop
ulations of pcs with corporate information, 
especially centralized databases. 

Some have argued that departmen
tal computing is little more than rehashed 
distributed data processing-that tarnished 
icon of the late '70s. Yet the primary force 
fueling the departmental computing drive 
is the pc, which was certainly not around in 
the days of distributed dp. Today, micro 
users are beginning to demand integra
tion-integration that enables their desk
top machines to tap into corporate 
resources including databases, networks, 
and server-based software. 

Departmental computing will be the 
best means of delivering that pc integra
tion. In this computing context, depart
mental systems will act as pc "servants," 
doling out resources such as software and 
database information to micros on demand. 
These systems can thus be thought of as de
partmental resource processors (DRPS). The 
DRP is not a traditional timeshared mini
computer. It is an evolved version of the 
mini, cast in the new role of pc servant. 

At a minimum, the DRP is a 32-bit, 
multitasking engine. Simply stated, it sits in 
the intermediate space between the micro
computer and the host, acting as a gateway 
from the department to mainframe. It 
bridges laterally to other departments on a 
peer-to-peer basis and also controls depart
ment resources such as databases. The DRP 
balances shared data such as corporate in
formation with personal data like a Lotus 
1-2-3 spreadsheet. 

Few, if any, terminals attach to the 
DRP. Micros are connected over a high
speed local area network to the depart men-

tal computer. In addition to the evolved 
minicomputer, the DRP engine could also 
be a pox/hybrid a la the Northern Telecom 
(Mississauga, Ont.) Meridian/Dv-l; an ad
vanced file server with communications 
and database like Westboro, Mass.-based 
Banyan System Inc.'s Virtual Network Sys
tem; or a specialized system like Los Gatos, 
Calif.-based Britton Lee Inc.'s database 
server. 

In its role as pc integrator/slave/ad
junct, the departmental resource processor 
will provide the following functions to mi
cro users: 
• Communications control: linking with a 
diverse set of nodes within the corporation, 
such as the host computer, and with the 
outside world through public databases like 
Dow Jones; . 
• Distributed databases: the local database 
running on the DRP will be closely tied to a 
superset version at the mainframe and to an 
individual version located on the pcs; 
• New generation of office systems: provid
ing decision support, text filing, and group 
scheduling through polled pc-based cal
endars; 
• Pc software distribution: provided from 
the mainframe to the DRP and down to each 
pc, which eliminates costly manual soft
ware administration and distribution; 
• Support for departmental, vertical appli
cations: as the minicomputer grows into its 
DRP role, it must continue to run such em
bedded applications as order entry, general 
ledger, and word processing. 

FOUR 
BASIC 
BENEFITS 

From a user standpoint, 
the DRP has four basic G 
benefits. First, it provides 3 
access to a wide variety of ffi 

corporate information. Second, DRP imple- ~ 
<t 

mentation parallels corporate structures s 
that are based around departments. The de- Eo 
partmental computer also satisfies a user's ~ 
psychic need for independence. Finally, ri 
DRPS give middle management a more ac- 25 
tive role in technology management. 5 

Personal computers appeal to U.S. ~ 
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It remains to be seen whether IBM's 9370 will break 
DEC's lock on the DRP market. 

corporate users because the machines stand 
alone, unencumbered by the scr~tiny or 
formal rules of the MIS department. Pre
sented within this framework, pcs pose a 
minimal threat to the status quo. 

Over the past two years, micro users 
have demanded to be assimilated into the 
corporate information structure. The fast 
growth in the installation of 3270 emula
tion boards attests to this. New user 
networking requirements have reached a 
critical mass as personal computer popula
tions have expanded at the departmental 
level (see Fig. 1). 

The primary raison d' etre for de
partmental computing is its promise of im
proving company communications. The 
obvious tool for making that improvement 
is the microcomputer, which is underuti
lized in many firms. Users looking for a 
way to leverage their pc investments are 
prime candidates for DRP. Integration by 
means of a DRP would extend micro muscle 
by giving users a way to share files easily 
without having to move diskettes around 
manually, thus eliminating "sneakernet." 
Users would also have a means of linking 
with and building. departmental databases, 
giving users access to reports and corre
spondence that were formerly stuck away 
in file cabinets or buried in an unwieldy MIS 

"green bar" report. In addition, depart
mental processing provides more efficient 
use of pc software by tightly coupling it 
with the DRP database. 

FIG. 1 
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Departmental resource processing 

closely matches the organizational struc
ture within large companies. This can be 
determined by examining the type of infor
mation pc users in those companies want to 
access. An informal survey by Forrester 
Research Inc., Cambridge, Mass., found 
that 60% of that information is located 
within the user's department, 25% is some
where else in the user's site, 10% is at a 
remote location in the company-most 
likely in a mainframe-and 5 % is in a pub
lic database like Dow Jones. 

SERVICE 500 MANUFACTURING 500 FORTUNE 1000 

Micro-to-mainframe links assume 
that pc users are oriented to host-based in
formation. Unfortunately, this approach 
overlooks the critical mass of information 
that is contained at the department or work 
group level. With micro-to-mainframe con
nections, intradepartmental correspon
dence must go "around the horn" to the 
mainframe to reach a nearby desk. 

The micro-to-mainframe route also 
puts end users right back in their predica
ments of old---;being subject to the whims, 
rules, and backlogs of centralized, main
frame/batch-oriented MIS management. 
The DRP, on the other hand, meets users' 
psychic requirements for autonomy. They 
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D AVERAGE NUMBER OF PCS AT SITE, 1985 

can set their own priorities and manage in
formation based on departmental time
tables and, even more important, they 
don't have to fight with the MIS department 
to get their work done. The DRP gives user 
departments the independence to own and 
ultimately control their own data, free of 
the corporate demands placed on that 
information. 

PROBLEMS 
STILL TO 
BE SOLVED 

While distributed re
source processing offers 
much promise for the fu
ture, there are still prob

lems-technical as well as nontechnical
that must be resolved before the concept 
can be successfully implemented. These 
problems come in the four main areas of 
security, distributed database, incompati
bility, and organizational resistance. On the 
security side, the distribution of data 
among many departmental computers will 

I] AVERAGE NUMBER OF PCS AT SITE, 1987 

SOURCE: FORRESTER RESEARCH INC. 

make it far more difficult to track, manage, 
and protect sensitive information. In the 
end, securing data that are fragmented on 
many departmental systems could become 
the most critical factor blocking full imple
mentation of DRP. 

There are other distributed database 
concerns as well. To make DRP work, data
bases must be divided into three parts: one 
small portion at the pc, a departmental ver
sion at the DRP, and a corporate superset at 
the mainframe. This type of fragmented 
database is not currently available, except 
in a more general form in the Focus soft
ware from Information Builders, New 

. York: 
The incompatibility issue is the 

third trouble spot. PC/DOS, minicomputer 
operating systems like VMS, and mainframe 
systems like MVS share no compatibility. 
These big differences between machines 
will hamper the cooperative relationship 
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envisioned by distributed resource process
ing. Attitudes inside the user organization 
could also stymie the development of DRP. 
At the end user's end, micro managers may 
protest because they'll feel that departmen
tal processing will erode their hard-won au
tonomy from the MIS department. MISers 
wedded to the IBM way may fight DRP be
cause Big Blue's offerings in this area are 
weak. 

RULES OF 
GAME WILL 
CHANGE 

There is no doubt that de
partmental computing 
will change the rules of 
the game for IBM and oth

er systems suppliers such as Digital Equip
ment Corp. and Wang. The old image of 
the minicomputer as atimeshared facility 
will have to be discarded in the new era of 
departmental computing. Terminals· will 
become much less important and vertical 
solutions/software will have to be reconfi
gured to fit with distributed database and 
other DRP-based systems. 

To get an idea of current positioning 
in the DRP market, Forrester conducted a 
survey of 300 Fortune 1000 companies, 
asking them to rate 20 vendors as providers 
of pc integration products. The respon
dents to the survey were primarily high
level computer, office automation, or 
communications planners who had such ti
tles as director of data processing, director 
of MIS, and director of communications. 
The survey results are shown in Fig. 2. 

The vendors in the DRP market can . 
be divided into four groups: the Leader, the 
Challengers, the Longshots, and the Burn
outs. There's no surprise who's leader of 
the pack. Despite its continuing problems 
at the midrange level, IBM is still perceived 
to be the primary vendor to large users. 
IBM'S 4.41 score was much better than its 
nearest competitors, Wang and Digital 
Equipment, each of which had a 2.33 rat
ing. The company's continuing support 
from users will give it time to regroup its 
midrange efforts for a full frontal assault on 
Digital. IBM'S salient weapon? It's a scaled
down 4300. 

N ext come the Challengers, headed 
by DEC. The company's micro integration 
rating is surprisingly low. Digital's recent 
moves to improve pc attachment to its v AX 
line, including offering DOS services under 
VMS, should make the company a closer 
competitor to IBM in the short term. 

In spite of recent difficulties, Wang 
has held onto the confidence of its custom
ers. If its problems persist, however, Wang 
can be expected to quickly fade into the 
league of Longshots. Ranking very close to 
both DEC and Wang is AT&T. While AT&T 
continues to lose an unprecedented amount 
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FIG. 2 

USER RATING OF VENDORS AS PC INTEGRATION 
PROVIDERS 

IBM 

DEC 2.33 THE' CHALLENGERS 

WANG 2.33 

AT&T 2.31 

ROLM 2.23 

COMPAQ 2.12 
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TELECOM 
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of money in its attempts to crack the com
puter business, the company still scores rel
atively high grades from users. 

Rolm rated well because it was able 
to ride on IBM'S coatt~ils. In fact, a number 

/ of survey respondents directly equated 
Rolm with IBM, grading the PBX vendor ac
cordingly. Last but not least comes Hous
ton-based Compaq, the most surprising 
member of the Challengers. The company's 
good user rating is an indication of its 
strength as a pc supplier to the Fortune 
1000. 

There are four companies in the 

3 

THE LONGSHOTS 

THE BURNOUTS 

4 5 

STRONG 

SOURCE: FORRESTER RESEARCH INC, 

Longshots list. First come the regional op
erating cQmpanies, which are the wild 
cards in the DRP market. Then there's Hew
lett-Packard, which offers a rich mix of de
partmental products. Nevertheless, the 
California company's sales force continues 
to be oriented toward the scientific/engi
neering environment. 

Northern Telecom also has some 
marketing problems. The firm's Dv-l, 
which is conceptually targeted at the de
partmental computing domain, has users 
confused about whether the system is really 
a small PBX or a pc integration vehicle. 
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Our Competiti 
'Mythed' The Point ,.; 

There Is Another Choice In 3270 Terminals 

For years now, our competition has been perpetuating offers the flexibility of multiscreen formatting, and color 
. the myth that there are only two choices in 3270 systems. in one terminal. Now your 3180 applications' can have the 
Think again. Think Harris. added productivity of color at a competitive price. 
The Smarter Alternative In 3270 Terminals Besides offering support for the widest array of printers 

We've been providing data ne~ork s.olutio?s for more ~ /1 in the industry, iflcluding dot-~at;rix 
than 20 years. Our long-term expenence m addmg value to ."'"~'~1;#------", and shuttle-matrix lme 
IBM networks has culmi~ated in our Challenger family ':::,') !",,,,,,~,, ,;'"'r-~~~~---- printers~ Harris is 
of controllers a.nd termmals. . . iII;"~'---/_-::-" al~o the first sup-

Challenger IS a plug-compatible, full-function 3270' "'" " pher to offer the 
system that we call the Smarter Alterna- latest laser output 
tive, for the value-added features it technology in an 
brings to the 3270 mar- 8-ppm printer, 
ketplace. {or presentation-

Our full line of con- quality business 
trollers supports many .documents. 
advanced features, in- Mutual 
eluding DFT with up to Coexistence 
four host sessions and Challenger 
windowing on your 3270 both local and 
PC. Want graphics sup- remote configurations 
port for your IBM under SNA and BSC proto-
3179-G displays? You've cols, while allowing coexistence 
got it! If you need IBM with IBM's controllers, displays 
host access from your and printers. You can replace your 
ASCII terminals, Chal- IBM 3270 system with a Harris 
Ienger supports ASCII! Challenger or simply integrate it 
3270 protocol con- within your existing network. 
versions. Add Harris' service and support to 

Additional value- the· value-added Challenger system and 
added features in elude you can be confident your decision will prove 
56Kbps transmission speed, to be a hit, not a myth! 
NPDA and IBM RTM support, on-line Thke the Harris chatlenge by allowing us to 
configurability and unmatched upgrade fl'exibili- prove that we are the Smarter Alternative. Compare 
ty, which means Challenger can easily accommodate Challenger's controllers, displays and printers on your 
changes in your system requirements. network on a trial basis. For more information on Harris 

Challenger's broad range of IBM-compatible displays Challenger, caIlI-800-4-HARRIS, ext. 5000. 

Harris Challenger: The Smarter Alterpative 
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If IBM does not strike back with a viable midrange 
offering, DEC will have a lock on the DRP market 
over the next two years.' 

Next comes Massachusetts mInI maker 
Data General. On the departmental scene 
early with its CEO system, DG has not fol
lowed through with a complementary pc 
integration strategy. 

The Burnout companies have seen 
their fortunes with the Fortune 1000 ebb 
and flow. Xerox,Prime, Tandem, NCR, 
NEC, Apple, Honeywell, Four Phase, Sper
ry, and Burroughs have been relegated to 
filling niches or trying to hold on to their 
limited installed bases. Forrester sees Xe
rox, NEC, NCR, and Prime as the only ven
dors capable of boosting themselves into 
the ranks of the Challengers. 

The Challengers, of course, are all 
IBM's closest rivals. That closeness is a 
function of IBM's strength, which will be 
greatly enhanced if it can get its act togeth
er at the midrange level. In that case, the 
mighty company's domination of the 
microcomputer and mainframe markets 
would act as a pincer against other DRP 
suppliers. It. remains to be seen whether 
IBM's new midrange offering-the 9370, 
unveiled in October-will be enough to 
break Digital Equipment's current lock on 
the DRP market. 

AT&T, Data General, Wang, Hewlett
Packard, Prime, and Northern Telecom 
could also emerge as important players in 
the departmental computing realm. Other 
companies such as NEC, NCR, and Sperry 

must hit a home run if they hope to avoid 
niche roles in the Fortune 1000 firms. 

In those top firms strategies for har
monizing pcs remain elusive. The relative 
immaturity of IBM'S token ring network 
and the failure of the System/36 as a pc 
integration vehicle have hampered the har
monization effort. So have minicomputer 
vendors that have come up with unfocused 
solutions to the problem. The high cost! 
low functionality of micro-to-mainframe 
links has also not helped users in their 
quest for pc harmonization. 

What could help users in that quest 
is the departmental computer, which will 
be the key to tying pcs with corporate net
works. That bridging function will be just 
one of the chores performed by the DRP. In 
fact, the greatest strength of the DRP is its 
ability to play many roles, evolving over 
time from a cost-effective local processor 
into a pc servant/communications hub. 

The departmental computer will 
have a broad impact on how medium-sized 
and large-sized companies manage technol
ogy. In the future, central information 
resources that are based around the main
frame will be pushed out into departments. 
As a result, the central site will lose some 
programmers and operations personnel, 
who will be moved out to maintain and 
manage departmental computers. A part of 
the central database will also be transferred 

"None for Richard. Alcohol activates his reptilian brain." 
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into departmental systems that are closer to 
users. In addition, some end-user applica
tions development will be distributed. 

The host will playa diminished role 
as peer-to-peer networks proliferate. Main
frames, however, will not go away. The 
host will continue to run large transaction 
processing systems, applications that re
quire a high level of security, and some jobs 
that lend themselves to centralization such 
as corporate ledgers. Mainframes will also 
carry the corporate database, acting as the 
main repository for information distributed 
in departmental computers. 

As resourc.es become more highly 
distributed in Fortune 1000 companies, a 
new model of information management 
will be required. In this new management 
mode, centralized, vertical information 
management will flatten out, becoming 
more horizontal in structure. The MIS de
partment will have less of a direct role in 
equipment acquisition. Instead, it will be
come more of a consultative entity, setting 
broad strategic goals for the company. Di
rect control of information systems will be 
transferred to "mini-MIs" organizations in 
departments or at sites. 

Under this envisioned management 
model, the MIS department will set stan
dards for a top-down architecture. This ar
chitecture will likely include IBM's SNA and 
DISOSS, database standards, and other 
broadly defined resources. Meanwhile, the 
mini-MIS operation, functioning as a grass 
roots group, will define bottom-up require
ments such as pC/DRP applications, local 
databases, and local area networking. 

These bottom-up requirements 
would interlock with the top-down archi
tecture. Also, in most companies, the top
down architecture will, to a certain extent, 
channel the general direction of bottom-up 
requirements. Nevertheless, the MIS battle 
plan must still be flexible and responsive to 
end-user needs. 

Answering those needs is crucial, 
because ultimately only end-user depart
ments can understand how computer and 
communications systems can be used to 
gain a specific competitive advantage. In 
this sense, ~ini-MIs will guide the tactical 
use of technology inside the corporation. 
The MIS department will then become the 
corporate technologists, ensuring that the (j) 

strategic technology plan squares with the z 
corporate strategy. They may also manage ~ 
what's left of that vestige of the '70s-th~ ~ 
mainframe. @ ~ 

An analyst in office systems and commu
nications, George F. Colony is president 
of Forrester Research Inc. in Cambridge, 
Mass. 
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Nobodys chartitu! new courses 
in interactive viaeo like AS!. 

Last year it was fifty course modules. Now it's over one 
hundred. Next year, two hundred. 

Mounting evidence points to the !VI leader. 
Advanced Systems, Inc. (ASI) is today's number one source for 
interactive video instruction. For training audiences from DP 
professionals to end users. For training needs from MVS/XA to 
lDtus 1-2-3. And ASI has channeled $6 million and a sixty-person 
stafftowards continuing that leadership. 

You'JI chart better IVI results. 
Consistently exacting design standards at ASI result in higher 
quality IVI. Courseware that fully utilizes the interactive capabili
ties of computer, video disc and touchscreen monitor including 
IBM's new InfoWindow System. So it's even more interactive, 
more involving, more individualized than most. And that means 
dramatically improved learning time and learning retention. 

AS! backs you up with more than numbelS. 
Client Technical Support Services is a group of 20 ASI training 
professionals available through our toll-free IVI Hotline. And 
because no single training method can answer all your training 
=======~needs, ASI is there with micro and main

frame CBT, video courses and live 
instruction, too. 

A lot of people are talking about the 
~!!~~J:> training potential ofIVI. But to help you 

realize it, nobody goes as far as AS!. 
For more information or a complete 

course listing, call 1-800-238-2626 today. 

The Professionalltaining Resource 

ADVANCED SYSTEMS, INCORPORATED 155 EAST ALGONQUIN ROAD ARUNGTON HEIGHTS, IWNOIS 60005 \-800-238-2626 
Lotus 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corporation. © 1986, Advanced Systems, Incorporated 
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When you offer a Unix-based system this fast, 

Introducing the XPS-IOO. 
Honeywell's new XPS-IOO family of products 

with 32-bit virtual memory capability has the kind 
of high performance users dream about. Packed 
with power. Fast. And designed for use in any size 
department. 

With three models, the X-IO (with an optional 
expansion cabinet), the X-20, and the dual-processor 
X-40, the XPS-IOO team offers you compact modu
larity with MC68010 and MC68020 technology 
under the hood. 
Hard Driving Hardware 

The XPS-IOO family, with up to 3.7 MIPS of 

power, can seat up to 20 megabytes of memory. And 
can provide gigabytes of disk storage. 

It also features the IEEE standard, 32-bit 
VMEbus you'd expect in a state of the art product, so 
you'll get all the flexibility you need to get the job done. 
Supercharged software 

Based on UNIX* System V, the XPS-IOO fam
ily's operating system offers you a platform that pro
vides the universal standards you want and lets you 
take advantage of a wide range of commodity soft
ware packages. More importantly, beyond the stan
dard utilities, Honeywell has added a variety of 
additional tools. Databases like Unify. Integrated 



the whole team wants to get into the picture. 

office automation systems like Uniplex II + . And 
a variety of languages: C, COBOL, FORTRAN, 
PASCAL, BASIC and more. 
Fast Track Networking 

The XPS-100 family is also incredibly well con
nected. With comprehensive multivendor communi
cation capabilities. 

Its modularity makes it easy to connect up to 64 
users. And users can communicate just as easily 
across continents as corridors. Using LANs, public 
data networks, or traditional remote communica
tions. Protocols include Ethernet, ASYNC, BSC, 
SNA, X.25, X.28. X.29. X.30. VIP, and TCP/IP. 

World Class Crew Support 
With all this, it's no wonder that everyone at 

Honeywell wants to get into the picture. 
Every system is backed by Honeywell's world

wide TotalCare customer service program that helps 
your system perform to your requirements. 
Bring a winner into your company. 

Why don't you get in the picture too? Call 
Honeywell, toll-free, 1-800-328-5111 ext. 2776, 
today and ask about the XPS-100 family. Or write 
Honeywell, 200 Smith Street, MS512, Waltham, 
MA02154. 
*UNIX is a trademark of AT&T. 

Together" we can find the answers. 

Honeywell 
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DB2, IDMS/R, DATACOM I DB, SUPRA
Combine their advantages into 

one DBMS and what have you got
CA-UNIVERSE:* 
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Some say that the ma
jor factor influencing your 
DBMS decision should be 
adherence to a true im
plementation of the re
lational model. Others 
advocate application de
velopment and production 
database capabilities. 
Some promote migration 
capabilities and others 
promote a 3-schema archi
tecture and referential 
integrity. 

While each argument 
has its merits, we won
der why a prospective 

It takes 4 competitors combined 
to do what CA-UNIVERSE can do. 

DBMS buyer must choose 
between which of these 
functions are important to 
him when he can have 
them all in one product. 
CA-UNIVERSE offers a prac
tical implementation of the 

In Database Systems, too 

relational model, a true 
3-schema architecture, pro
cedural and non-procedural 
application development 

Ready for anything-only 
CA-UNIVERSE comes fully equipped. 

lih · C~ *CA-UNIVERSE is a trademark of Computer'Associates Interna-
tional, Inc., DB2 is a trademark of International Business 
Machines Corporation, IDMSIR is a trademark of Cullinet e way IS ~~:~~=:;:::::kof""""""," 
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capabilities and advan
ced migration facilities. 

The others; each has its 
strengths, each has its 
weaknesses. But none 

will fulfIll all your needs 
like CA-UNIVERSE. 

LET US PROVE IT 
Bring us a tape of your data 

and let us create your applica
tion prototype right before 
your eyes in one half day or 
less. It's the meeting of rela-

_ _ . tional theory and practical im
plementation the' others talk 
about . . . but won't offer to 
show. 

Arrange for your application de
velopment demonstration today 
by calling Dana Williams at 
800-645-3003. 

(;OMPUTER 
nSSOCIATES 
Software superior by design. 

711 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, N. Y. 
11530-4787 

© 1986 Computer Associates International, Inc. 



by Martin Herbert 
and Curt Hartog 
What are the key issues facing MIS manag
ers? What are the major effects of the rapid 
increase in end-user computing? To find 
out, the Center for the Study of Data Pro
cessing (CSDP) of Washington University, 
St. Louis, in conjunction with DAT AMA
nON conducted a survey of Fortune 1000 
companies throughout the U.S. 

The results of the survey are quite 
diverse, but two conclusions stand out. The 
end-user "revolution," as seen by MIS man
agers, is over, and a counterrevolution 
aimed at winning the hearts and minds of 
top management has begun. The three top
rated issues-alignment of MIS with busi
ness goals, data utilization, and education 
of senior personnel-portray a major repo
sitioning of MIS management attitudes. 
Gaining control of end-user computing 
now appears less important than demon
strating to top management the value of a 
responsive MIS in accomplishing business 
goals. 

These are the key findings from a 
two-part questionnaire sent to 1,500 man
agers identified as "key man on-site" in 
their companies. Six hundred question
naires were returned-a solid response rate 
of 40%. Within the survey population, 
manufacturers were most heavily repre
sented (42%, about one third of whom 
were computer manufacturers). Finance, 
trade, utilities, and government were each 
represented on from 8% to 12% of the 
questionnaires returned. 

Although the companies were 
large-half of them had billion-dollar sales 
or revenues-50% of all respondents (and 
40% from the billion-dollar companies) 
worked at sites with no more than 20 dp 
employees. About half reported that their 
companies had chief information officers 
(cios) or their equivalents. 

The overall rankings from the 23 
questions comprising the first part of the 
questionnaire are represented in Fig. 1. 

The significance of alignment's 
number one position cannot be overstated. 
At a time when competitive pressures are 
squeezing many organizations and forcing 
cuts of personnel and unproductive busi-

A new survey says the end-user revolution is over; 
the action has moved to other battlefields. 

MIS RATES 
THE ISSUES 

ness units, MIS managers are shifting their 
horizons from technical management and 
planning to the business objectives defined 
by top corporate leadership. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the second
highest rating went to data utilization. On 
first glance, the importance of this rather 
narrow and technical issue is not apparent. 
Yet, in conjunction with the high ranking 
of alignment, the overall sense is clear. 
Alignment means assuring that data are 
made available to the right person in a, 
timely manner, the crux of data utilization. 
From another angle, data utilization is both 
the goal of alignment and the means to in
crease it. 

The third-ranked issue, educating 
\ senior personnel, follows the same pattern. 
Its intrinsic value is not obvious, but, given 
the number one and two rankings of align
ment and data utilization, the importance 
of communicating MIS'S role and its poten
tial contribution to senior management 
makes sense. 

Increasingly, MIS management seeks 
to coordinate key decisions about informa
tion technology with corporate strategic 
and tactical objectives. For example, in 
converting from DOS to MVS, many MIS 
managers may focus on discovering corpo
rate strategic plans in order to inform man
agement better about the business conse
quences of the conversion. . 

STRATEGIC 
VIEW 
OFMIS 

Taken together, the three 
highest-ranked issues 
comprise a strategic view 
of an MIS function more 

oriented toward business objectives. MIS 
managers, traditionally viewed as good 
technical leaders, indirectly portrayed 
themselves in the survey as being (or wish
ing to be) part of the top corporate manage
ment team. Hence, the top issues reflect an 
emphasis on MIS effectiveness instead of 
efficiency. 

Despite this strategic sense of their 
mission, respondents predictably ranked 
software development and productivity 
very high (fourth and fifth, respectively). 
Software development is MIS'S traditional 
bread and butter role, the activity that, for 
better or worse, characterizes dp to the rest 
of the corporation. Productivity focuses 

mainly on how well MIS performs that soft
ware development role. 

In fact, the emphasis on software 
development productivity overlaps one as
pect of the current strategic emphasis: re
sponding quickly to changing business 
needs. The combination of intense competi
tive pressures and the availability of infor
mation technology in user departments 
makes business managers less inclined to 
queue up for new, MIs-developed systems
to become part of the backlog. In turn, po
litically savvy MIS managers are seeking 
major improvements in productivity. 

In any case, the five highest-rated 
issues reveal two patterns: a strategic focus 
on top management and a traditional em
phasis on building information systems. 
Planning, ranked sixth, lends itself to both. 

Three of the four issues that round 
out the top 10 suggest another grouping: 
integration of technologies, telecommuni
cations technology, and office automation. 
Together, these illustrate the growing role 
of information technologies outside of the 
traditional MIS shop and the backbone role 
of telecommunications in distributing Hie 
benefits of automation. 

A major surprise is the absence of 
end-user computing (ranked 12th) from the 
top group. Comments made in the second 
part of the questionnaire do not suggest 
that all the problems are solved, but that 
opinion about the impact of end-user com
puting is divided. 

The lower-ranked issues fit into four 
categ9ries: narrowly focused items, such as 
CIM, centralization, and measuring produc
tivity; leading edge technical topics, such as 
expert systems and artificial intelligence, 
and fourth generation languages; issues 
that are apparently losing importance as 
they lose their newness, such as informa
tion centers and telecommunications dereg
ulation; and leading edge alignment topics, 
such as decision support systems, strategic 
systems, and external data. 

It is wise to remember" that in taking 
a first sweeping glance at the results, the 
ran kings do not measure the absolute im
portance of any· given issue. Importance 
varies according to industry categories, size 
of company, and many other variables. In a 
deeper sense, the ranking of the issues is an 
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A major surprise is the absence of end-user 
computing from the top group of issues. 

indication of the managerial bias of the sur
vey population. The lower ranking of 
newer or more narrowly focused items re
flects accurately the character and con
cerns of managers as opposed to technical 
practitioners. Given the strong orientation 
toward aligning MIS with corporate goals 
revealed in. the survey's top-rated issues, 
the lower ranking of many items is even 
more understandable. 

The strong response rate lends 
weight to the survey findings and encour
ages comparisons with prior surveys. In 
particular, comparisons with the 1985 CSDP 

Opinion Survey and another published by 
the MIS Quarterly (September 1984) elicit 
some significant trends. 1 

Because the actual sampling for the 
1984 survey was done over a six-month pe
riod in 1982-83, the trends uncovered by 
comparison with current findings cover al
most four years. Fig. 2 compares rankings 
from the three surveys. 

These can be examined in several 
ways. Easily overlooked are the eight issues 
that have remained relatively stable across 
the three studies. Using the 1986 rankings, 
that group is shown in Fig. 3. 

THREE 
CLUSTERS 
OF ISSUES 

The issues group them
selves neatly into three 
clusters near the top, 
middle, and bottom of 

the rankings. The top cluster, of course, re
flects MIS'S traditional mission, as discussed 
earlier. The middle group, significantly 
lower, represents MIS'S initiatives toward 
end-user computing. The bottom group 
contains largely new or narrowly focused 
technologies that have not yet reached the 
mainstream. It should be noticed that Ex
pert Systems and Artificial Intelligence had 
a much higher average rating in 1986 than 
in 1985, when it was far below all other 
issues. 

Issues that have increased or de
creased are described in Fig. 4. 

Some items stand out dramatically, 
such as end-user computing, which has 
dropped precipitously. Even more interest
ing is the reversal in the positions of plan-

'Curt Hartog and Martin Herbert, 1985 CSDP Opinion Survey 
(St. Louis: Washington University, 1985); Gary W. Dickson, 
Robert L. Leitheiser, James C. Wetherbe, and Mal Nechis, "Key 
Information Systems Issues for the 1980's," MIS Quarterly, 8 
(September 1984), pp. 135-59. 

'E.W. Martin, "Critical Success Factors of Chief MIS/Dp Exec
utives," MIS Quarterly, 6 (June 1982), pp. 1-9. 

'W.F. McFarlan, J.L. McKenney, and P. Pyburn, "The Informa
tion Archipelago: Plotting a Course," HBR, Jan.-Feb. 1983, pp. 
145-56; M.E. Porter, Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sus
taining Superior Performance (New York: Free Press, 1985); R. 
J. Benson and M.N. Parker, '.'Enterprise-wide Information Man
agement: An Introduction to the Concepts" (IBM L.A. Scientific 
Center, May 1985). 
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FIG. 1 

AVERAGE RANKINGS 
Respondents rated issues as not important, somewhat important, fairly 
important, or extremely important. The overall rankings are derived from the 
average rating across all respondents, with not important scored as 1, and 
extremely important as 4. 

RANK ISSUE AVERAGE RATING 

1. Aligning MIS with Business Goals 3.54 
3.49 
3.33 
3.31 
3.26 
3.25 
3.21 
3.17 
3.16 
3.09 
3.06 
3.00 
2.91 
2.82 
2'.82 
2.81 
2.70 
2.63 
2.59 
2.57 
2.42 
2.25 
2.21 

2. Data Utilization 
3. Educating Senior Personnel 
4. Software Development 
5. Productivity 
6. Planning 
7. Integration of Technologies 
8. Telecommunications Technology 
9. Quality Assurance 

10. Office Automation 
11. Data Security 
12. End-user Computing 
13. Recruiting and Training 
14. Information Centers 
15. External Data 
16. Decision Support Systems 
17. Centralization 
18. . Telecommunications Deregulation 
19. Measuring Productivity 
20. Fourth Generation Languages 
21. Strategic Systems 
22. CIM 
23. Expert Systems and Artificial Intelligence 

ning and alignment since the 1984 survey. 
Because they are so closely related, the ex
change suggests that alignment has re
placed planning as the key issue for MIS 
management. In the earliest study that 
mentioned the alignment issue ("support of 
the objectives and priorities of the parent 
organization"), it ranked sixth. 2 

Planning, of course, has always 
aimed at coordinating MIS objectives with 
corporate goals, but the popUlarization of a 
more strategic and "competitive" view of 
MIS has recently gained currency through 
the work of Warren McFarlan, Michael 
Porter, and enterprise studies like the an
nual CSDP-IBM conferences on Enterprise
Wide Information Management. 3 At the 
same time, the notion of making MIS more 
integral to senior management through a 
cio has gained wider acceptance. Half of 
the 600 survey respondents indicated that 
their organization had a cio. Hence, the hy
pothesis is that generic MIS planning has 
been displaced-or replaced-by the much 
more specific notion of alignment. 

Looking at the other issues that 
have increased or decreased in importance, 
it is likely that the shift to an alignment 
perspective has had a clear "pulling" effect. 

Items like data utilization and education of 
senior personnel are pulled up sharply, one 
reflecting a technical and the other an orga
nizational consequence of an alignment 
strategy. Telecommunications technolo
gy-again, an issue with strategic ramifica
tions beyond its technical parameters-also 
can be seen as pulled up by alignment. In 
fact, decision support systems, which may , 
have been pulled up by the alignment strat
egy, registered the largest gain in average 
rating from 1985 to 1986. 

Turning from the alignment hy
pothesis to issues that dropped in impor
tance, end-user computing and data 
security stand out above the rest. Why they 
have dropped is not 'obvious. To a great de
gree, end-user computing may appear a less 
monolithic issue, and addressing its compo
nent parts separately may decrease its over
all importance. Managers may also feel 
more control over some of the components, 
which could explain the drop of data secu
rity. Finally, the two issues may simply be 
falling into line with the perceived impor
tance of related issues, such as information 
centers and office automation, clustered in 
the middle of the rankings. 

Other changes seem more obvious. 
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Line Printer. 
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The drop in recruitment and training could 
be explained by market factors, while the 
decline in telecommunications deregulation 
may reflect an issue becoming less impor
tant because its effects are better known. In 
any case, the trends reveal MIS managers as 
more politically aware and more like busi
ness managers than is sometimes assumed. 

End-user computing. The second 
section of the survey, which examines end
user computing's impact on the MIS func
tion, partially supports the alignment 
hypothesis. For example, in describing how 
the MIS function has changed as users have 
undertaken more application development, 
63% said MIs·had assumed a more advisory 
role and 40% said that MIS was more stra
tegically postured. (Many of the questions 
allowed multiple answers, so the percent
ages do not add up to 100%.) 

IMPORTANT 
PAnERN 
RESULTS 

Pursuing the alignment 
hypothesis obscures 
equally important pat
terns in the results. One 

very striking view emerges when the ques
tions are grouped into four categories: 
Training, Data, MIS Roles, and Effects of 
End-user Computing. 

In each of.the four, the results can 
be examined by company revenues, size of 
dp shop, type of industry, and presence ofa 
cio function. Results for certain questions 
were also classified according to responses 
on other questions. 

Training. The results portray a di
versity of approaches to the training of us
ers. Responses to a question about how 
training should be delivered were almost 
equally divided among the following: in an
ticipation of user demand, as users request 
courses, and in assisting users to develop 
their own courses. Similarly, responses to 
inquiries concerning the ways MIS uses its 
staff for training also divide equally be
tween "assign full-time staff' and "create 
liaisons to user management" 

There were also significant varia
tions among respondent types. Those who 
thought MIS had less power and that plan
ning had become harder because of in
creased user participation were more likely 
to choose reactive approaches to training. 
That. is, they were more likely to develop 
training and consulting on an "as needed" 
basis. 

Another question asked for the ob
jectives of the information center. Each of 
the six objectives listed was chosen by at 
least a quarter of the respondents, with 
"consulting help on specific problems" and 
"training in hardware and software pack
ages" chosen by more than half. 

Interestingly, a question that asked 
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FIG. 2 

ISSUES RANKED BY YEAR OF STUDY 
ISSUE 1984 RANK 1985 RANK 1986 RANK 

Planning 
End-User Computing 
Integration of Technology 
Software Development 
Productivity 
Alignment 
Recruiting and Training 
Data Utilization 
Decision Support Systems 
Office Automation 
Telecommunication Technology 
Data Security 
AI and Expert Systems 
Educating Senior Personnel 
Quality Assurance 
Information Centers 
Telecommunications Deregulation 
Measuring Productivity 
Fourth Generation Languages 
Centralization 
External Data 
CIM 
Strategic Systems 

"Issue not included in prior surveys. NA: not asked 

for the areas in which MIS should educate 
users drew high numbers (60% to 70%) for 
such traditional MIS areas as "requirements 
definition" and "backup and recovery tech
niques." This suggests two interpretations: 
either MIS managers are willing to let users 
develop their own applications, or MIS 
managers have been forced to relinquish 
applications to users yet still feel account
able for the results. 

These high numbers also suggest 
that MIS managers are willing to let go of 
users who have been entrusted with the 
crucial role of developing applications. 

Data. The results in this category 
contain few surprises. MIS tends to set stan
dards either for all corporate or for some 
departmental systems. Access to corporate 
data is in turn governed more by MIS or 
corporate policies than by technical re
straints. Smaller business units (revenues 
less than $25 million) and smaller shops 
(fewer than 20 dp employees) were more 
likely than others to choose departmental 
standard setting and technical constraints 
to data access. 

MIS frequently, but not universally, 
had the overall responsibility for assuring 
the quality of corporate data. Each of the 
aspects listed (security, timeliness, integri
ty, etc.) was chosen by 60% to 77% of the 
respondents. These numbers were lower for 
smaller shops and business units. 

MIS roles. Questions grouped under 
MIS roles indicate the ferment now occur
ring in the field. Predictably, the MIS direc
tor was most frequently chosen as the job 
category most responsible for managing 
technology changes in the organization, 
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1986 
ISSUE RANKING 

Software 
. Development 4 

Productivity 5 

Quality Assurance 9 
Office Automation 10 
Information Centers 14 

Centralization 1 7 
CIM 21 
Expert Systems and AI 23 

but only 38% chose that response. Ten per
cent chose no one, and respondents who 
made this choice were more likely to think 
that MIS had less power and that planning 
was harder. They were also more likely to 
work in companies that had no cio. Re
spondents in the Trade and Finance catego
ries were less likely to say no one; those in 
the Utility category were more likely to 
choose that response. 

A question about future MIS roles as 
users assume more responsibility for tech
nology found the highest number (74%) 
viewing MIS in a consulting role to depart
mental systems. The percentage is even 
higher in the Trade category. The percent
ages across all the other response categories 
are relatively modest, yet the categories de
scribe MIS'S traditional, central roles. For 
example, only 58% said that developing 
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DATA. 
NOW SEND IT 

QUICKER, 
CLEANER, 
SMARTER. 

Estrated by noisy dial-up 
lines and leased lines that cost too 
much? You need DATA ACCESS 
LINES* from Pacific Bell. 
Higher speed. Fewer errors. 
DATA ACCESS LINES are high, 
quality analog lines which connect 
you to the Public Switched 
Network. They are provisioned, 
tested and maintained to meet 
specially stringent transmission 
standards. With them, you can 
send data at faster rates and with 
fewer errors. 

Less cost. More flexible. 
A DATA ACCESS LINE is less 
expensive than a leased data line, 
and can be used for voice as well 
as data transmission. It combines 
the flexibility and affordability 
of a dial,up line with the quality 
and reliability of a leased line. 

For example, DATA ACCESS 
LINES let you transmit voice 
by day and data by night, when 
rates are lower. They also serve 
as excellent back,up lines. 

*On/y available to Pacific Bell customers with 
Measured Rate Service. 

Get the most from your 
modems. 
Why pay more for high,speed 
modems if you're not getting 
high, speed transmission? Some 
modems let you transmit at 9600 
bps over dial,up lines, but drop 
to 4800 bps or slower when 
there's noise on the line. 

DATA ACCESS LINES provide 
you with the assurance of a clean 
local loop. No matter what type of 
modems you have, these high, 
quality lines make sure you always 
get maximum performance out 
of them. 

Access an entire network. 
Unlike leased lines, which can only 
connect to a limited number of 
locations, DATA ACCESS LINES 

can connect you to virtually any 
telephone in the world. . 

Guaranteed standards. 
Pacific Bell guarantees that DATA 
ACCESS LINES meet stringent 
technical standards for: 
• Attenuation Distortion (slope) 
• C,Message Noise 
• Impulse Noise 
• Envelope Delay 
We will test and, if necessary, 
"condition" the local loop to as
sure that these standards are met. 

Call for more information. 
If you'd like to learn more about 
why DATA ACCESS LINES are 
the smarter way to transmit your 
data, call your Pacific Bell Account 
Executive, or call us toll, free today. 

1800 PAC-BELL, Ext. 801 
1 800222-1699, Ext. 800 {outside California} 
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A Pacific Telesis Company 
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MIS managers are more politically aware and more like 
'business managers than is sometimes assumed. 

FIG. 4 
core business systems would be a major MIS 
role, and only 49% said that operating core 
business systems would be. Five years ago, 
these rates would probably have been much 
closer to 100%. When the focus moves to 
smaller shops, the percentages drop into 
the 30s. 

ISSUES THAT CHANGED RANKS 

, SEE MIS 
FUNCTIONS 
CHANGING 

Clearly, MIS managers 
view their departments' 
roles and functions as 
changing in fundamental 

ways as a result of users acquiring informa
tion technology. When asked how their de
partments' roles and functions have 
changed as a result of users acquiring infor
mation technology, 40% said their depart
ments were more strategically postured, 
while 33% said they were more operation
ally oriented. This contrast suggests that 
the impact of users has been felt in widely 
differing ways. Other new roles were em
phasized; among them, MIS's telecommuni
cations responsibility was seen as 
increasing sharply as a result of micro-to
mainframe links and LAN products. 

Effects of end-user computing. The 
most interesting results appear in this cate
gory. Responses to a question identifying 
the MIS roles most affected by the transfer 
of information technology to users did not 
point dramatically to the MIS director 
(19%) or department head (15%), though 
they were chosen most frequently. 

The most dramatic division of re
sults occurred in response to an item asking 
how the power of the central MIS depart
ment has been affected by users undertak
ing more applications development. About 
half (46%) said the department was not af
fected. The remaining half divided almost 
equally: 24% said less powerful, while 27% 
said more powerful. Smaller business units 
within this half gave more of the latter re
sponse and fewer of the former, possibly be
cause MIS professionals are closer to users 
in smaller organizations. By industry cate
gory, Utilities were more likely to choose 
less powerful; Trade, Finance, and Govern
ment were more likely to choose more 
powerful. 

The same sharp division of opinion 
emerged in an open-ended question that 
asked how the climate of MIS planning 
changed as a result of increased user partic
ipation. About 25% of the responses were 
classified as better or more cooperative, 
and another 25% as harder. Another 15% 
indicated that the climate was unchanged, 
and together these three categories com
prise about two thirds of all responses. 
Only 7% said that the planning climate 
had a more strategic flavor. 

Comments help to bring out the 
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ISSUE 

UP 
Alignment 
Data Utilization 
Educating Senior Personnel 
Telecommunication Technology 
External Data 

DOWN 
Planning 
End-User Computing 
Integration of Technology 
Recruiting and Training 
Telecommunication Deregulation 
Fourth Generation Languages 

range and intensity of the responses. One 
respondent wrote, "Users have participated 
for the past three to four years. Each year 
the process has become more integrated 
and better tuned as awareness increases. 
We statt earlier, we gather more informa
tion, and top management plays a role in 
the final approval or deferral of automation 
objectives. MIS operating and capital bud
gets come from this process." 

Another responded, "Planning is 
shifting toward user requirements. Instead 
of telling the user what he or she will be 
using, we ask users what will make them 
better decision makers." 

In the same vein, "User participa
tion is real world, an eye-opener to the flex
ibility needed in today's environment. But 
changes in old ways of thinking are slower 
than needed." 

Some comments are less positive. 
"We are becoming package installers and 
data custodians, not report writers"; "Plan
ning eliminated"; "More confused"; and 
finally, "Greater dysfunctional centraliza
tion of decision power. The blind leading 
the sighted." 

USERS 
NOT 
COMPETENT 

When we asked what the 
single most difficult prob
lem created by user par
ticipation was" user 

incompetence or intransigence was Plost 
frequently mentioned (19%). Complaints 
about users ran the gamut from ignorance 
to arrogance to lack of commitment. "Ig
norance of the complexities and lack of 
good tools," wrote one respondent. "Every
thing they read makes it appear simple"; 
"Everyone is an expert," another noted. 
"They know the 'perfect' answer to meet 
their needs"; "False presumption of exper
tise and consequent disputes over IS strate-

1984 RANK 1985 RANK 1986 RANK 

7 2 1 
9 4 2 

8 3 
13 10 8 

18 15 

1 1 6 
2 4 12 
3 7 7 
8 15 13 

13 18 
16 20 

gy." Only about one third of those who 
identified user incompetence as the major 
problem had a cio, vs. 55% of all others. 

Resentment of users is hardly news, 
of course, but considering that the respon
dents were predominantly managers, it is 
interesting that no other category drew 
more than 11 % of the answers. About 11 % 
indicated that control of standards was 
more difficult, and another 9% said that 
providing education or training was a ma
jor problem. Another 10% pointed to add
ed cost or effort, and 10% mentioned data 
(access, security, integrity). 

One question asked how technology 
transfer has worked in reverse-from users 
back to MIS. It was the least understood 
item in the survey: many did not answer, or 
gave inappropriate answers. The intention 
of the item was to see if technology transfer 
has begun to come full circle, from MIS to 
users and back to MIS. 

For some respondents, the item was 
again an opportunity to blast the enemy: 
"Users seldom present a coherent require
ment. They want 'packaged' software on 
pcs, but don't want to accept limits and re
,strictions of the software. MIS is expected to 
'plug in a few changes' "; "When a user so-
lution doesn't work or user staff changes, 
especially when the guru leaves, MIS must 
be able to step in and take over, frequently 
on short and hostile notice." For others, it 
was a chance to reassert eternal verities, 
such as taming the wild user: "At a given 
level of frustration the user will give back 
system responsibility. The user then is 
more sympathetic and patient with MIS 
problems"; "The micro originally created a 
barrier for the end users, but now they are 
crawling back to MIS for expert help instead 
of going to salesmen." 

Those who understood the item-
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Versatile laser devices that can pinpoint targets for laser-homing weapons, conventional artillery, 
and naval gunfire are being delivered to the U. S. Marine Corps. Modular Universal Laser Equipment 
(MULE) can designate targets for all laser-guided weapons, induding Laser Maverick, Hellfire, laser
guided bombs, and cannon-launched laser-guided projectiles. MULE is a portable tripod-mounted unit 
that consists of three modules: a laser designatorirangefinder, an instrument that finds true north, and 
a stabilized tracking tripod. The designatorirangefinder can be detached from the tripod and aimed 
by hand. The tripod displays range, azimuth, and angle of elevation of targets. MULE can combine 
azimuth, elevation, and range information into a digital message that can be sent to an automatic 
tactical fire control center. MULE is in production at Hughes Aircraft Company. 

Military commanders at separate headquarters can share up-to-the-minute information, thanks to a 
new automated message processing system for Command and Control Information Systems (eelS). 
The system, developed by Hughes, handles a wide range of formatted and unformatted messages as 
specified in the Joint US/NATO military reporting system. It will dramatically lessen the time needed 
to update planning, intelligence, and force status information in command and control systems. The 
system can receive messages over a variety of digital links. Messages can be drawn automatically 
from complex relational databases, or be used to update information automatically. Information can 
be displayed on screens in a variety of formats, and be modified by commanders. 

A new infrared viewer combines numerical temperature readouts and thermo-electric cooling to 
spot heat leaks and other energy losses more efficiently. The device is the latest motlel of Probeye® 
viewers from Hughes. As all units in the line, the Model 699 viewer sees heat the way a camera sees 
light and instantly converts it to a visual image. It can be used for pinpointing heating and cooling 
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temperatures of objects in degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit. All-electric cooling eliminates the need for 
argon gas or liquid nitrogen, thereby cutting weight, making it easier to use, and removing restrictions 
by airlines and other common carriers on transporting pressurized devices. 

Static electricit)j which can damage sensitive microelectronics even in small doses, is being combatted 
on missile manufacturing lines at Hughes. The production lines in Tucson, Arizona, are being 
equipped with conductive floor tiles and new work benches that have anti-static tops. These steps 
have been completed for the air-to-surface IR Maverick, parts of anti-tank TOW, and the central circuit 
card assembly areas. In addition, all assembly, test, and inspection employees are required to wear new 
anti-static ground straps and lint-free smocks. Static electricity can cause reliability problems with 
sensitive electronics and optical components in the missiles built in Tucson. 

Support Systems in Southern California designs, develops, and manufactures some of the most 
sophisticated training simulators and a wide array of automatic and manual test systems. In addition, 
field engineering and technical support of a wide range of electronic systems keep Hughes' systems 
operating at top efficiency worldwide. Opportunities are available for a variety of engineers qualified 
by degree or extensive work experience. They include systems engineers, radar engineers, and software 
and hardware design engineers. Please send your resume to Lowell Anderson, Professional 
Employment, Dept. S3, Hughes Aircraft Company, P.O. Box 9399, Long Beach, CA 90801-0463. 
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Respondents attach much less importance to 
end-user computing than was true several years ago. 

admittedly a subjective jUdgment-gave in
teresting answers. "MIS serves as an infor
mation clearinghouse," one commented, 
"and users are field testing programs and 
equipment." Another tied the item directly 
into MIS productivity needs: "Technology 
transfer has broadened the traditional pro
grammer's tool kit. Programmers are now 
using end-user tools [hardware and soft
ware] to increase productivity, speed of de
velopment, and the quality of the finished 
product." Another attributed the benefit to 
better communication: "I feel that in our 
business the transfer is just getting started. 
I also feel that it has helped MIS to see real 
business needs of the user. There is more 
communication between user departments 
and MIS, which helps to solve the real 
problem." 

NEW VIEW 
OFMIS 
ROLES 

Most interesting are the 
answers pointing to a 
new view of MIS roles and 
capabilities: "Technology 

transfer has caused us to look again at our 
productivity tools and how we measure 
productivity"; "Users have discovered 
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ways of using existing systems of technolo
gy that we were not aware of'; "Yes, users 
have forced improvements. Users are more 
expert in some query and analysis pack
ages, such as SAS"; "The users provide and 
test the knowledge base of what's new and 
useful"; "We have several users doing 
things we are not able to stay abreast of." 

Still more on new MIS roles: "Tech
nology transfer has made us more aware of 
the user's needs, constraints, and interests 
in the automation process. I believe it has 
created a closer working relationship be
tween the persons utilizing data processing 
services and MIS personnel, as compared to 
the earlier days of automation." 

In 1986, MIS managers are seeking 
to align MIS with corporate strategic plans 
and objectives. To succeed, they must both 
educate senior management and manage 
data utilization as effectively as possible. In 
addition, they must perform MIS's tradi
tional mission of software development to 
the satisfaction of users, ideally with in
creased productivity. In general, the overall 
ranking of the issues portrays respondents 
as more politically astute and business ori-

ented than is often thought. 
On the whole, the respondents at

tach much less importance to end-user 
computing than was true several years ago. 
The pc may be a star, but most managers 
are not hitching their dp wagons to it. 

The broad picture, then, conveys a 
decidedly managerial outlook, with MIS 
managers clearly focused on the main 
chance. Yet, in looking up to alignment 
with senior management, managers may 
overlook the productivity potential of some 
lower-rated issues, such as fourth genera
tion languages, and the continuing power 
shifts occurring around end-user comput
ing. The counterrevolution may be under 
way, but the enemy is still alive and kick
ing. As noted in one comment, "Users have 
little or no past to be prisoner of." @ 

Martin Herbert is a senior associate and 
Curt Hartog is an assistant director of the 
Center for the Study of Data Processing 
at Washington University in St. Louis. 
Hartog has previously contributed to 
DATAMATION. Herbert is currently conduct
ing research in systems development. 

Corporate giving. 
Without it, a lot of important things 

might go out of business. 

A lot of organizations 
in a lot of different 
fields could barely 
exist without help 
from corporations. 

To their credit, a 
great many companies 
realize this. 

Every year for the 
past ten years, corpo, 
rate giving has gone ways a corporation 
up. And that's some' can give. So many 
thing the entire cor, ways to lend a hand. 
porate community can The fact is, when 
take pride in. cor p 0 rat e g i v i n g 

There are so many thrives, so do the orga, 
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Four pages of memory even 
with 132 columns 

Page lengths up to 96 lines 

Maximum graphic flexibility 

Calculator integrated with 
host functions 

Alarm clock/calendar 
interactive with host 

Built-in accommodation 
for custom logic board 

Function keys differen
tiated by look and feel 
to eliminate user error 

OptionallBM'; enhanced 
PC keyboard 
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BASIS enables users to define applications with menus, 
screens and a help facility. Most appbcations-no matter how 
demanding-can be written by nOVIces. No code. And no pro
grammers to write it. 

Not only is the DP staff freed for other tasks, but BASIS 
applications are productive auicker. 

And BASIS gives you the power and flexibility to altei YOUi 
applications as your needs change. Unforeseen requirements can 
be accommodated at the user level. 

With all that, you still don't have to give up a thing. Not power. 
Not the ability to tailor the applications to your particular needs. 
BASIS' end-user orientation is just a 
very important plus. 

BASIS-the information system 
that gives you what you want. As you 
want it. 

Call1-800-DATA MGT for 
product literature and seminar 
mformation. 

655 Metro Place SOllth 
Dublin, Ohio 43m7-1396 
In Ohio (614)761-7300 collect 
i-800-DA7Jl MGT 

A SuhsitiiUlT of Battelle 

BASIS runs on DEC VAX®, IBM, Prime and Wang VS mini and super minicomputers; on IBM, CDC and DEC® mainframes. 
UNIX version also available. DEC and VAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

Offices in Columbus, Cleveland, Chicago, New York, Washington, DC, Boston, San Diego, London, Paris, Frankfurt, Geneva. and Milan. 
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The bigger they come, 
the harder you fall. 

Good news: Sorbus® now services the big IBM® 308X series~ 
So you can enjoy all kinds of power, without enduring all kinds of trouble. 

It only makes sense. We already maintain more IBM equipment 
than anyone but IBM. And we do it so well that a recent reader survey 
by Data Communications judged us the "Best Service Organization." 
Period. (Our price/performance ratio had been the best for years anyhow.) 

And now our two- hour average response time, our 230,000 
part-number inventory, and our quality on-site service are all available 
for your 308X. And for just about any peripheral you might have connected 
to it, including StorageTek™ hardware. 

The bigger your mainframe, the more you need Sorbus. S~.~ •• S ® 
Call today. 1-800-FOR-INFO. ., • ., .. ~ 

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. 

StorageTek is a trademark of Storage Technology Corporation. 

* Available in most major metropolitan areas. 
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The Silent 700™ Data Terminal Series from Texas Instruments. 

It pays to get good C0111111ectlioTh§o 
Tl's line of portable data terminals 
leads the market in keeping people 
connected to their operations no mat .. 
ter where they are, or where they're 
going. • 

For 15 years, whether you've needed 
to keep in touch with satellite offices, 
supply your field sales force with com, 
munications tools, access a remote data 
base or eliminate telephone tag, TI has 
always had the right data terminals for 
the job. They're easy to operate. Rug, 
ged. Selfcontained. Lightweight. 
Affordable. And quiet. 
The TraveIMate T\\ Portable 
Terminal. 

The latest addition to the Silent 700 
Series brings the convenience of both a 
desktop display and printer to a P(1rt8hle 
terminal. The TravelMate comes with 
huilt,in editing capability, and an easy, 
to,read, pop,up LCD display so you 
can see what's happening before you 

transmit, or as you receive. Its printer 
control key allows you to print selec, 
tively on its quiet printer. Of course, all 
the communications capabilities are 
built,in, and you can choose ::1 300 or 
30011200 baud internal modem. There's 
even a model designed for direct con, 
nection to your computer. 

Programmed to do your business. 
Personalized Application Cartridges 

arc what make TI terminais custom, 
izable. They can be programmed with 
features and functions that satisfy your 
specific communications, data entry 

and retrieval needs. Application,spe, 
cific cartridges can be developed for 
remote sales (lutumation, data base 
inquiry, or electronic mail, to name 
a few. 

So no matter what your application, 
if your people need to stay in touch, TI 
has the right connection. For more 
information on TI's family of Silent 700 
Series Portable Data Terminals, call 
toll,free 1 .. 800 .. 527 .. 3500. 

TEXAS 
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by William Stallings 
You're having a network management 
nightmare: you're up to your ears in de
partmental LANS. You didn't buy them, but 
you've got to figure out how to hook them 
all up to each other and to your company's 
database. While you're trying to sort 
through this mess, department managers 
nip at your heels, begging for interconnecti
vity. Down the hall, your boss is yelling 
about keeping costs down. You wake up, 
and the most frightening part of the night
mare hits you: this isn't just a bad dream, 
it's your job. 

Network managers in today's cor
porations are faced with an assortment of 
departmental LANs that have been pro
cured by various managers and are used in 
different ways. All must be interconnected 
for effective distribution of information 
throughout the company. Protocols are re
quired to provide end-to-end communica
tions across the collection of LANS. 
Conventions are needed for things such as 
file formats and file access mechanisms. On 
top of that, personnel may have to be 
trained to use the various network operator 
interfaces and the sundry procedures for 
fault diagnosis and repair. Caught in the 
middle is the network manager, who, like a 
puppeteer, is pulling the strings of depart
mental LANS to put together the best show. 

The departmental LAN cannot stand 
alone. Studies of the distribution of infor
mation within a corporation show that 
roughly half of the data generated within a 
department is distributed within that de
partment only. Forty percent goes to other 
offices in the same building, while 10% is 
distributed outside, either to other parts of 
the company or to customers and suppliers. 
Clearly, the departmental LAN must be 
connected to other LANS both inside and 
outside the building. 

The obvious solution would appear 
to be a single LAN that covers the entire 
building and hosts all the other devices. 
While this approach would clean up net
work management problems, it may not be 
the most flexible or cost-effective 
alternative. 

A better strategy is for the central 
network planner to design and coordinate a 

Hardware standards help network managers avoid 
nightmares over departmental nets. 

MASTERPLAN 
FORLANS 

hierarchy of LANs to accommodate the 
wide range of departmental equipment that 
must be interconnected. Usually included 
are microcomputers, either single-user pcs 
or multi-user workstations, that must 
exchange small data packages, such as mes
sages, word processing files, and spread
sheets. These kinds of interactive 
applications require modest data rates-
9,600bps per user is adequate and 56KBpS is 
heavenly. Such low data rate requirements 
mean that these departmental micros can 
be serviced by a relatively low-perfor
mance, inexpensive LAN. A data rate be
tween IMBpS and 5MBpS is adequate. It is 
desirable, as well as possible, to buy a con
nection for a few hundred dollars. 

Some larger departments or divi
sions may use a single LAN to hook up 
equipment requiring higher speeds. For ex
ample, minicomputers and facsimile ma
chines need faster LANS to keep up with the 
longer files and bulk data they transfer. For 
larger departmental LANS, expect to pay al
most a thousand dollars. Also, look for 
data rates between 5MBpS and lOMBpS. 

The lay of the LAN is much different 
in larger organizations. There, multiple 
mainframes are the core of the central dp 
operation that supports large databases and 
applications, such as modeling, that require 
heavy computing power. These mainframes 
are tied together for data exchange and for 
the creation of backup files. 

If each department has its own LAN, 
then the LANs themselves have to be con
nected. Since half the data generated by 
each department leaves that department, 
the volume of interdepartmental traffic 
may be substantial, which results in high 
data rate requirements. 

BACKBONE 
LAN FOR 
LINKING 

To link multiple LANS, a 
backbone LAN is neces
sary. There are two gen
eral approaches: multiple 

channels that provide relatively low data
rates (5MBpS to 10M BpS), or a single chan
nel that offers a relatively high data rate 
(50MBpS to 100M BpS). The multiple chan
nel backbone LAN can be used with a 
broadband local network, but make sure 
that bridges are provided between channels 
for full connectivity. Those bridges must be 

carefully designed to avoid bottlenecks. A 
good high-speed backbone LAN is an opti
cal fiber ring system that operates in the 
80M BpS to 100MBpS range. 

If you are tempted to dispense with 
the department-level LAN altogether and 
use only the backbone LAN to connect de
partmental gear, keep in mind that there 
are several drawbacks to this approach: 
with only a single LAN on premises, even a 
short service interruption could result in a 
major disruption for users. Even a high
capacity backbone LAN that carries both 
intradepartmental and interdepartmental 
traffic could become saturated as the num
ber of devices attached to the net increases 
over time. 

Another alternative that sounds 
good in theory but doesn't work in practice 
is the back-end network that connects large 
computer systems and data storage devices. 
Such back-end LANs are not suitable back
bones, because they work best hosting a few 
devices situated within a short distance of 
each other. A backbone LAN by definition 
must support many devices over long 
distances. 

The hierarchical LAN method al
lows the network planner to optimize a 
networking facility for cost and perfor
mance. Once the multiple-LAN system is in 
place, the real trick is to successfully man
age and exploit it. From a software point of 
view, standardized distributed application 
software-in such areas as database man
agement, electronic mail, document inter
change, and file transfer-is necessary. 
Unfortunately, standards in these areas are 
slow to develop and slow to mature. 

In the area of hardware, standard
ized solutions do exist, many of them from 
IEEE'S 802 series of local network commu
nications systems standards. The network 
planner can choose LAN equipment that 
conforms to accepted standards, allowing 
the development of a hierarchical system 
with a limited number of different network 
types. This should help keep the manage
ment and maintenance of the network 
within reasonable bounds while ensuring 
compatibility with equipment that's bought 
at a later date. In most cases, products that 
conform to the standard are available, or 
soon will be. 
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A hierarchy of local networks may provide the most 
effective and flexible solution. 

For small departmental LANS, there 
are several choices. The first to be stan
dardized was the carrierband system, 
which is based on broadband technology 
and is part of the IEEE 802.4 token bus 
broadband standard. Developed primarily 
to meet factory environment needs, carrier
band could also be used in the office. 

Two more recent standards includ
ed in the IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CO baseband 
standard were developed specifically for 
the office environment. One is very similar 
to Ethernet. The other-referred to as 
Cheapernet-is similar to Ethernet but is 
less expensive because it uses thinner, more 
flexible, coaxial cable. This simple change 
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allows the use of less expensive electronics 
in the transceiver. The disadvantage is that 
Cheapernet supports fewer devices over 
shorter distances than Ethernet. 

Another standard developed as part 
of IEEE 802.3 is StarLan-a IMBpS twisted
pair system designed to use the unshielded 
twisted pair that already exists within the 
building. StarLan is a very low cost system 
with correspondingly low performance. 

For larger department-level or divi
sion-level systems, the IEEE 802 standards 
also provide a variety of alternatives. The 
original IEEE 802.3 standard for a lOMBpS 
baseband LAN is based on Ethernet. That 
means that many of the Ethernet vendors 
are able to otTer this standard at about the 
same cost as Ethernet. 

Another option for large depart
ments is the IEEE 802.5 twisted-pair token 
ring standard. Although the speed of the 
token ring is a modest 4MBpS, its perfor
mance is considerably more efficient than 
the CSMA/CO protocol used by Ethernet 
and 802.3. The result is that the token ring 
is about as etTective as the Ethernet type of 
system in meeting peak demands . 

In addition to providing carrier
band, the IEEE 802.4 token bus standard of
fers a broadband system. This system can 
meet the needs of large departments or di
visions and, by using mUltiple channels, 
can serve the backbone function as well. 

A backbone alternative to the token 
bus broadband is a new optical fiber stan
dard being developed that otTers high ca
pacity and electromagnetic isolation from 
the environment. Referred to as Fiber Dis
tributed Data Interface (FOOl), this stan
dard specifies a 100MBpS optical fiber ring. 
The FOOl standard should be finalized by 
ANSI by year-end and products should be 
available before the end of 1987. 

The explosive and largely un
planned proliferation of dp equipment 
within organizations dictates the need for 
effective networking facilities. The very na
ture of the distributed environment makes 
it unlikely that an organization will end up 
with a single LAN per company. 

Cost and performance consider
ations suggest that a hierarchy of local net
works may provide the most effective and 
flexible solution. Fortunately, local net
work standards exist that span this hierar
chy, giving the network planner the 
opportunity to design a rational master 
plan for local networking. @ 

William Stallings, who is president of 
Comp/Comm Consulting, Great Falls, 
Va., is a frequent contributor to DATAMA

TION and the author of Networks, Second 
Edition, recently released by Macmillan. 
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Letter Quality text at 45 cps. 
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what we preach. The OS 180 and 
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The Application ConnectionT
• by Lotus®is aline of vendor-independent 

connection products which enhance your existing investment in corpo
rate information systems. 

T-A-C increases productivity of end users and technical support staff . 
by allowing them to better exchange information residing in multiple 
applications. 

T-A-C gives PC users the ability to put data in -and pull data out of
IBM® mainframe packages including SAS, FOCUS, RAMIS, NOMAD2~ 
SQLlDS, ADRS2, and others. 

That's the brief introduction. If you want the complete story, just call 
1-800-554-5501 and ask for T-A-C information. In Massachusetts call 
1-617-253-9172. 

Lotus The Application Connection 
One product line of PC and mainframe software from Lotus 

connecting many existing PC applications, micro-mainframe links and 
mainframe applications. 

© 1986 Lotus Development Corporation. Lotus. 1·2·3, Symphony and DlF are registered trademarks of Lotus 
Development Corporation. The Application Connection is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation. IBM is a 
registered trademark oflnternational Business Machines Corporation. NOMAD2 is a registered trademark ofD & B 
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But you need a magnifYing 
glass to read them. 

Not so with the TeleVideo® 
955. That's because we 
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a machine with an incredibly , 
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just 9" x 12!' The result is 
a terminal that meets all 
the human factors stan
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for adoption by the 

, American National 
Standards Institute. 

For more information 
, about the TeleVide0955, 

call the nearest TeleVideo 

regional office listed below, 
and we'll give you the name 
of your nearest distributor. 

The TeleVideo 955.!t's 
a real eye·opener. 
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Why American Express customer service reps can 
make account adjustments so quickly. 

AMEX DESIGNS 
AN OLTP SYSTEM 
by Barbara Elazari 
Designing an on-line transaction process
ing application, a programmer-analyst 
once told me, is like painting a picture: 
there's a lot of inspiration required. Still, a 
tp application is developed in specific and 
defined stages. In this article I will lead you 
through those stages by describing events 
that occurred during the development of an 
account adjustment system at American 
Express. 

First, a little background. In the 
mid-1970s, it became obvious that the con
tinued manual handling of American Ex
press's credit card operations would put a 
cap on the otherwise healthy growth of that 
business. By 1976, the company had made 
IMS the backbone of its data processing fa
cilities, setting the stage for our efforts to 
automate the operations areas. This wide
ranging project came to be known as Mod
ernization, and it was realized in all its 
phases by 1984. 

One phase, of the Modernization 
project dealt with customer service activi
ties. The goal here was to automate all the 
clerical work performed in support of cus
tomer accounts-activities such as account 
maintenance, ordering microfilm of state
ments and charges, writing letters, and fi
nancial adjustments. The rather cryptic 
name for this phase of the Modernization 
project was Lift Memo, and it is the devel
opment of the financial adjustment portion 
of Lift Memo that I will trace here. 

Determining the business need. The 
broad mandate of the adjustment process
ing project was to provide an on-line IMS 

facility to capture, edit, process, and report 
on internally generated adjustments to 
cardmember accounts. The system would 
have to be available seven days a week, es
sentially 24 hours a day. A project team 
was formed, and the first phase within the 
project life cycle-gathering of the business 
requirements-was started. It became ap
parent early in the process that the applica
tion was not as straightforward as it 
originally seemed. 
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Because American Express stresses 
customer service, we found the customer 
service representatives were performing 
from 25 to 30 different types of account ad
justments, each with its own unique data 
elements and methods of processing. To 
further complicate matters, the work flows 
surrounding many of these adjustments 
were different from each other and would 
require specialized system support. For ex
ample, account adjustments to give a card
member credit for a magazine subscription 
would have to trigger a process for advising 
the magazine that the cardmember was 
canceling the subscription. 

Another type of adjustment-for 
returning a credit balance to a card
member-required an interface to a printer 
that could print the check. I call this the 
Pandora's box syndrome. It seems relative
ly innocent on the outside, but once you 
open it up-watch out! 

Even worse is the phenomenon of 
"moving the rock." The idea is that most of 
us work like ants under a rock: conditions 
may not be ideal, but as long as the rock 
doesn't move we find a way to live with it. 
So it is with users and their operating envi
ronment. Change it, and they'll swarm 
around trying to adapt. Our project team 
moved the rock in working with users to 
gather requirements, and we were inundat
ed with all kinds of requests, many of 
which were related to adjustment process
ing only by a real stretch of the imag
ination. 

The process of gathering require
ments became very much a process of fil
tering out the false leads in order to get to 
the real thing. 

DEFINING 
USERS 
NEEDS 

Dealing with multiple us
ers. Having completed 
our preliminary analysis, 
we needed to review our 

findings with the user community. When 
we started the project in 1980, there were 
five operations centers with approximately 
800 users providing customer service in the 
U.S. and Canada. By the end of the project 

in 1982, there were six operations centers 
and 1,000 users. In this kind of dynamic 
environment, determining user require
ments becomes a monumental and often 
frustrating task. 

One of the first business issues we 
had to address was whether to build one 
system to support all centers, or multiple 
systems, each unique in its processing, to 
reflect the fact that each operations center 
had its own procedures. 

In the end the decision was to en
force conformity upon the centers and 
build one system. In general, we were suc
cessful in gaining consensus on points in 
dispute; the adjustment transactions, how
ever, are peppered throughout with special 
code for one center or another. 

The agreements were forged by a 
team of users comprising several represen
tatives from each center, with the authority 
to make decisions on the requirements. The 
team was led by a remarkable man, by 
turns a benevolent dictator and an ancient 
philosopher, who was able to gain commit
ment on all manner of disputed issues. His 
roots were on the user side, and his deter
mined leadership proved absolutely essen
tial to the implementation of such a 
broad-scale project. 

The business requirement document. 
With the analysis completed and a user 
team in place, the next step was the publi
cation of the business requirement docu
ment. Also known as the bible because it 
was the final word on disputed items, this 
document progressed through three 
stages-general requirements, detailed re- 0 

quirements, and, finally, signed-off require- u:J 
ments. ~ 

Each stage required a marathon ~ 
user meeting lasting several 10-hour days ~ 
and producing copious lists of open items. § 
Tired users stumbled home to their centers, u:J 
only to be barraged by memos and phone ~ 
calls from the team leader reminding them ~ 
that due dates on their research tasks had ~ 
come and gone. 

At this point in the process, the 
project team decided to address only the 
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FIG. 1 

LOGICAL MODEL OF MANUAL ADJUSTMENT PROCESSING SYSTEM 

CLERK 
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ACCOUNT #, BILL 
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COMPLETED 
SPREADSHEETS 

CLERICAL FUNCTIONS 

DATA ENTRY FUNCTIONS 

60% to 70% of adjustments that had com
mon elements. The automation of special
ized types of adjustments was not cost 
beneficial; their volume was too small. 

The signed-off business requirement 
document had full definition: graphic dis
plays of (ransactions; description of each 
data element with optional, required, or 
not-allowed values; definition of all editing 
against data elements; and representations 
of report formats. 
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The change control process. At some 
point in the project life cycle, a cap has to 
be put on new requirements in order to al
low the project team to finalize a design ap
proach. Ideally, this should occur when the 
detailed business requirements document is 
officially signed off. Unfortunately, we 
learned that lesson the hard way; we con
tinued to take new requests for seemingly 
simple changes. The result was confusion 
among the programming staff as to what 

CONTROL 
REPORTS 

they were really supposed to be doing. 
The change control process is noth

ing more or less than an attempt to freeze 
requirements so that the best possible de
sign approach can be determined and cod
ing can be accomplished as efficiently as 
possible. All new requests were submitted 
by the users in writing; the project team 
sized them and determined whether they 
could be incorporated into the project. Re
quests that could not be included were doc-
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umented for inclusion in future phases. In 
1985, three years after the adjustment pro
cessing facility was implemented, we were 
still working on change controls submitted 
during the original requirements phase. 

The analysis process. Analysis, an 
instructor once told me, is "the study of a 
business system prior to changing the es
tablished relationships of people, machines, 
and methods." The importance of the anal
ysis phase cannot be overstated; it is crucial 
to the development of transactions that are 
user friendly, efficient, and functional. 

Once the general business require
ments were published and agreed upon by 
the user community, the project team be
gan the system analysis phase. This consist
ed of three steps: studying the current 
system of physically doing business; deriv
ing a logical model of the current business 
system; and creating a logical model of the 
desired new business system. 

Fig. 1 depicts the logical model for 
adjustment processing before any changes 
were made. Fig. 2 shows the new logical 
model, which became the basis for our de
sign. The advantages of the new model over 
the old are four: 
• All rejected adjustments are caught in the 
first pass, which eliminates downstream 
rejects. 
• The majority of the functions are com
bined within the application, ensuring data 
integrity and reducing human error. 
• The adjustment process takes only 24 
hours, as opposed to the the original two to 
three days. 
• There are productivity gains in the cleri
cal areas, as staff are freed up for other 
duties. 

DATA 
ELEMENT 
ANALYSIS 

With the modeling com
pleted, the next step for 
the project team was data 
element analysis. We 

looked at all adjustment types for which 
analysis had been performed and found 
that 60% to 70% of them fell into one of 10 
categories. We then proceeded to identify 
all data elements associated with these cat
egories. Some data elements were common 
to all types of adjustments, while others 
were unique to only one type. The list of 
data elements we used is shown in Fig. 3. 

Although not all elements were 
common to all adjustment types, we deter
mined that five elements were used in every 
case, and these became the processing 
key-account number, bill code, originator 
10, adjustment amount, and adjustment 
date. 

The critical aspect of the analysis 
phase was to identify all data elements and 
their interrelationships. At this point, we 
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FIG. 2 

LOGICAL MODEL OF AUTOMATED ADJUSTMENT 
PROCESSING SYSTEM 
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confronted a catch-22. By limiting the 
scope of the project to 70% of known ad
justment types, we deliberately overlooked 
additional data elements that would be re
quired for the remaining adjustment types 
and their integration into our model. We 
made this decision in order to be able to 
deliver a system in under 12 months' devel-· 
opment time. 

On the other hand, we also knew 
that the definition of new elements would 
require record layout changes, file expan
sions, and database expansions and conver
sions. These become monumental efforts in 
a complex IMS environment with a multi
plicity of transactions, programs, data
bases, and users being affected. 

In retrospect, we believe we made 
the right decision; changing business needs 
dictate changes to systems that cannot al-

ways be predicted when deriving logical 
business models. This was just one of many 
tradeoffs that have to be made at every step 
of the process. 

The system design. At this point we 
had completed approximately 50% of the 
project life cycle. The system design phase 
is the point where the project team was able 
to move from logical models to physical 
models. 

The system consists of an on-line 
component and a batch component. The 
on-line portion (see Fig. 4) is composed of 
10 on-line transactions, which perform 
data editing, validation, and collection. Ac
cepted transactions are written to a spool 
database for subsequent processing by the 
batch component. 

In addition, several other databases 
are updated in a real-time mode with infor-
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Whatif. .. 
THERE WAS A DESKTOP PUBLISHING SYSTEM 
THE WHOLE COMPANY COULD USE? 

People are screaming for high-quality, pro
fessional-looking printing. 

Accounting needs to print spreadsheets. Secre
tariesneed memos/letters and reports. And the 
folks in public relations need to print newsletters. 

Butthere's only one printer of its kind that can 
give YOQr company what it needs, right now: 
the Hewlett-Packard Laser Jet Desktop Printer. 

Consider this: it connects easily to most PC's I 
(including the HPVectraPC and mMPC's) and it 
runs over 300 software programs that are available 
now. Since there's a whole family ofHP Las erJets, 
(with starting prices around $3,000) you won't 
be limited by hardware choices, either. The 
HP LaserJet 500 Plus works nicely for high
volume printing needs. And the original LaserJet 
is ideal for individuals and sm~ work groups. 

Combined with our very fast, ' r--:; 
very versatile HP Vectra PC (it's fru'~Tl 
IBM PC/AT compatible) and the ~ 
software of your choice,.the ".-~'":a 
HP LaserJet makes a complete ,-~ 
desktop publishing solution. 

For a detailed brochure, HPVectra PC 

call us at 18003'67-4772, Dept. 275I. 
Print, somples produced on 0 laserJet Plus wilt! the following software packages: Studio Software, Spellbjnder~ DeSl\top 
PublISher, MlcroPro WordS!or" 2000, lOtus \·2'3 $ and FormMakef l\~ HP Vectra PC IS a trademark of Hewlett-Packard. 
IBM PC ISO registered trademork. of International. BuSiness Mochines Corp. © 1986 Hewlett-Packard Co. 
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improvement yet to the industry 
standard-the new COMPAQ 
DESKPRO 386:M It reaches far 
higher levels of speed, compati
bility, performance and expand
ability than have ever been 
possible in personal computers. 
At the heart of this breakthrough 
is the new high-speed, 32-bit, 16-
MHz Intel® 80386 microprocessor 

Introducing the new COMPAQ DESKPRO 
TM 

The !P.~ advanced personal 
,r""-

COMPAQ" is a registereq trademark; COMPAQ DESKPRO 386™ is a trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporation. Intel' is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation. Microsoft' is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
Lotus· and Lotus 1-2·3' are registered trademarks; SymphonyTM is a trademark of Lotus Corporation. dBAsE III PLUS· is a registered trademark of Ashton·Tate. ©1986 COMPAQ Computer Corporation, all rights reserved. 



advanced-technology 
computers 

that runs industry-standard 
software 2-3 times faster 
than ever before. But the 
chip is just the beginning of 
this story. We surrounded it 
with dozens of features and 
enhancements to create the 
most advanced personal 
computer in the world. 

Each component 
the very best 

Every component has 
been optimized to The Intel 80386 micro
take advantage of the processor is faster and 

increased speed more powerful than its 

and power of 
predecessors. 

the 80386. We offer, for 
instance, more stor-

!"loll, age, up to 130 Mega-
1\ bytes, with access 

~ ~:;t ~~:~el:~h~~ 
most computers. 

. Plus you get the 
flexibility of up to 
four storage de
vices. But that's 

just the beginning. 
We give you more 

memory. Enhanced 
color graphics. Even a 

built-in expanded mem-
ory manager that breaks the 

640K barrier of current operating 
systems. We improved the key
board, quadrupled the capacity 
of the internal fixed disk drive 
backup to 40 Megabytes and 
made it twice as fast as before, 

then went on to add a host of 
other features. Combined, 
they make this the first PC to 
offer a true minicomputer 
level of performance in a ver
satile, industry-standard desk
top computer. 

The winning numbers 

The new COMPAQ DESKPRO 
386 features advanced 32-bit 
architecture that processes 
twice as much information as 
16-bit computers in the same 
amount of time. Coupled with 
its impressive 16-MHz pro
cessing speed, it radically im-

proves the responsiveness of 
spreadsheets, databases and net
works as well as the ease of 
multi-tasking. 

It runs thousands of business 
programs as well as all the popu
lar engineering software, achiev
ing an unparalleled 
level of performance, 
and making it a replace
ment for expensive 
dedicated engineering \ 
and scientific work
stations. 

And because it's 
so compatible, 
there's no other 
personal com
puter more con
nectable. As a 
result, you can 
use industry
standard expan-

computer in the world 

sian boards to network, communi
cate with mainframes and mini
computers, or even support several 
terminals. 

History in the making 

The COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 
combines superior technology 
with COMPAQ innovation to let 
you do things once thought im
possible or impractical with PCs. 
There may be companies that copy 
one or two of its features, but it will 
be years before they can copy 
them all. It's clearly the computer 
of choice for today's and tomor
row's most demanding users. From 
the company with the highest 
user satisfaction ratings in the in
dustry. For the Authorized Dealer 
nearest you, or to obtain a bro
chure, call 1-800-231-0900 and ask 
for Operator 27. In Canada, call 
416-449-8741, Operator 27. 

Industry-standa rd 
software now performs 
2-3 times faster than 
ever before. 

It simply works better. 
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mation about the adjustment. 
The system is available 24 hours a 

day, except for a daily period of about half 
an hour when it is taken off-line. During 
this period captured transactions are ex
tracted from the spool and processed 
through the batch component for update to 
various billing systems. A discussion of the 
batch side is beyond the scope of this 
article. 

In the analysis phase, as previously 
stated, there are 10 types of adjustments. 
The project team opted to create individual 
transactions for specific types of adjust
ments, rather than develop one or two ge
neric screens. There were several reasons 
for this. 

First, we wanted to build intelli
gence into the system in order to reduce op
erator error. In order to achieve this the 
system had to know that only certain bill 
codes (a bill code further defines the nature 
of the adjustment) were valid for specific 
transactions. Therefore, the transaction 
name became the control point for a great 
deal of editing. 

MAKING 
SYSTEM 
FRIENDLY 

An~ther reason for mul
tiple transactions was to 
make the system user 
friendly. Typically a cus

tomer service representative reviews the 
cardmember request and decides what type 
of adjustment is required. She (or more and 
more these days he) will then select the ap
propriate screen, and all required or op
tional data elements will be presented. The 
representative does not have to remember 
which data elements to use, or skip over 
many unnecessary fields. 

Finally, multiple transactions can 
facilitate future development if some 
unique processing is required for one type 
of adjustment, or if a new type of adjust
ment is needed; a specific transaction can 
be enhanced without affecting the others. 
There is also a drawback here: if a new data 
element is required for all types of adjust
ments, then all 10 screens have to be 
changed. That, in fact, did turn out to be 
the case, and even as I wrote this article we 
were adding ticket number as a data ele
ment to all transactions. How much sim
pler it would have been at the beginning! 

A word about why we decided not 
to design a fully real-time system with on
line update of adjustment details as well as 
on-line inquiries. 

Because of the financial nature of 
the transactions, our controller did not fed 
comfortable with direct update of the card
member database. In case of any database 
failure and subsequent recovery and restore 
procedure, the risk of losing or failing to 
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FIG. 3 

DATA ELEMENTS LIST 

• Account number • Bill code • Adjustment amount 
• Adjustment category • Originator 10 • Adjustment date 
• Stutter code • Payable to • Mailing address 
• lata code • Ledger account # • Transmittal # 
• Reter to 10 • Case type • Authorization level 
• Receipt date • Case # 

AUDIT TRAIL INFORMATION 

• Statement month/yr • Item amount • Item capture date 
., Item sequence # • Item ,capture centre • Item batch # 

• Item service establishment number 

recover any transactions, no matter how re
mote, was unacceptable. 

A key consideration in the system 
design was the location of the data. As seen 
in Fig. 4, the data are derived from four 
places: 
• on-line transactions, 
• multiple databases, 
• other transactions (via message switch), 
and 
• multiple tables. 

Just as in the analysis phase, it was 
crucial for the project team to determine 
where the required data resided and in 
what form, be it database, table, file, etc. 
This in turn dictated the specific structure 
of the application. 

As Fig. 4 indicates, the adjustment 
system is designed with multiple database 
reads and updates. Information is retrieved 
from various databases in order to perform 
the numerous edits and validations re
quired; when the transaction has completed 
executing, other databases are updated 
with the appropriate details. 

The volume of transactions to be 
put through the system was a key design 
consideration. A year ago, approximately 
60,000 adjustments were processed 
through two cpu sites in a 24-hour period, 
each accounting for approximately half the 
volume. An interesting point was that the 
80/20 principle applied; 80% of the 
throughput was executed by 20% of the 
transactions. In this case, two transactions 
were invoked approximately 800,000 times 
a month in one cpu, while the remaining 
transactions accounted for approximately 
200,000 executions. 

Note that there were more transac
tions executed than adjustments written. 
This was because around 30% of all adjust
ments go through a review process called 
overlimit; the transaction is written to the 
overlimit database from which it is subse
quently processed. 

Throughput was a mitigating factor 
in the decision not to design a real-time fi
nancial update system. The critical factor 
was response time. At American Express, 
the on-line system service levels were set at 
95% availability, with three- to five-second 
response time per transaction. In fact, 
many of the on-line transactions perform 

well under this level (three seconds is about 
average) and the user community has come 
to expect it. 

SPLIT 
SECONDS 
COUNT 

For this reason, the num
ber of database reads and 
writes was an important 
aspect of the system de

sign. A fraction of a second makes a big 
difference when dealing with these levels of 
throughput and response time. 

The system design also had to con
sider the hardware necessary for data col
lection. Since the adjustment processing 
facility was the second phase in the Mod
ernization process, there were already a 
great many terminals throughout the oper
ations centers. Because of the sensitive na
ture of these financial transactions, tight 
controls were in effect; every service agent 
needed a dedicated terminal for data entry. 
Today there are more than 1,200 employ
ees involved in customer service through
out the United States and Canada, and 
each one has a terminal. 

There were many walkthroughs 
during the design phase; this was one meth
od of ensuring that we were not straying off 
the main path. We continually checked our 
design against the business requirements to 
ensure we had covered all its aspects or 
documented what could not be supported. 
We had walkthroughs with the project 
team, the database administration group, 
and'the business requirements people. 

Transaction design. With the system 
design phase finalized, the project team 
could get on with the task of laying out the 
program flow. Although there are many 
parts to this process, the pivotal point is de
signing the transactions. 

Screen layout was straightforward. 
We took the data elements required for 
each transaction and laid them out on the 
screen, starting top to bottom and left to 
right. In general, we put required elements 
first and optional fields later in order to 
save skipping over fields. This is because 
the cursor moves through the screen in the 
same manner-top to bottom and left to 
right. 

All fields are edited to ensure entry 
of valid data; required fields must contain a 
value specified as valid, optional fields may 



AT&TISINA 
SURVIVAL KIT. 

I f a critical area of your operations 
broke down, how would it affect 

your company? 
More than likely; sales would drop 

off, customer service would decrease 
and you would probably suffer a major 
profit loss. 

To avoid a nightmare like this, it 
makes sense to take advantage of 
AT&T Crisis Management solutions. 

It's just like having your own 
business survival kit. 

Because AT&T prepares your 
business with a complete plan to 
minimize impact or even forestall a 
crisis situation entirely. 

So if something does go wrong, 
you'll be equipped with accurate and 
reliable solutions to help you recover 
from a natural disaster, mechanical 
failure or even intentional 
destruction. 

For instance, we work with "Hot 
Site" vendors to supply your company 
with backup facilities that mirror 
©1986 AT&T 

your computers' normal operations. 
Which means you would be able to 
maintain the flow of your business 
even if crucial data processing capa
bility were destroyed. 

What's more, our AT&T 
ACCUNET® Family of Digital Ser
vices provides a communications link 
between your remote facilities and 
your terminals at speeds of up to 
1.544 megabits per second, insuring 
fast recovery. 

We can hook you up with our 
AT&T 800 Service and AT&T Dial-It® 
900 Service as emergency numbers. 
So, for example, in the case of a 
product recall, you can easily address 
consumer concerns. 

We can help you implement a 
telemarketing center backup 

system,just in case your telemarket
ing system overloads or goes out. 
Or if you need to have an emergency 
conference in the U.S. or internation
ally; we'll connect you with AT&T 

Business Video, AT&T ALLIANCE® 
Teleconferencing Service and more. 

All told, AT&T offers you a cus
tomized business survival kit of 
services, personal assistance and 
advanced technologies to ensure 
smooth operations. Even if circum
stances seem to dictate otherwise. 

For more information about our 
Crisis Management solutions 

talk with your account executive at 
AT&T. Or one of our sales repre
sentatives at 1800 222-0400. 
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ATaT 
The right choice. 



FIG. 4 

FINANCIAL ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM (ON-LINE COMPONENT) 
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or may not contain values specified as val
id, and not-allowed fields must be blank. 
Cross-field edits describe optional fields 
where edit restri~tions vary according to 
the values assigned to certain required 
fields. For example, if a certain value is in 
the bill code field, then a specific value 
must also be in the case-type field. 

The program was designed to exe
cute all functions in one pass and return a 
positive acknowledgment to the screen 
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when completed. In case of an error, a mes
sage indicating the type of error is returned 
to the screen, the cursor is positioned at the 
field in question, and the field is highlight
ed. If multiple errors are present, the cursor 
is returned to the first required field in er
ror and all error fields are highlighted. 

It was important to prevent abends 
in the on-line transactions. If the program 
is editing correctly, as is normally the case, 
there will be no abends. But sometimes a 

SERVICE LETTER 
NAME, EST ABLlSH- TEXT 
ADDRESS MENTS TABLE OVER-LIMIT 

program can get so confused that it does 
not know what to do. To prevent an abend 
in this situation, we designed a mechanism 
to write two messages: a technical message 
to a special system output device for the 
programmer, and a user message to the ter
minal, advising the operator to try later. 

As shown in Fig. 4 these transac
tions can receive data from and pass them 
to other transactions. For this reason some 
data are carried on the screen but are not 



TANDY.:. Better Agairi
M 

The 3000 HD is compatible with 
the IBM PC/A'f®, offers greater hard 
disk storage (40 megabytes vs. the 
PC/AT's 30), yet is priced at only 
$4299 (vs. $5295 for the PC/AT). 

Based on the 16-bit Intel 80286 
microprocessor, the Tandy 3000 HD 
(25-4001) operates at 8 megahertz-
33 % greater than the industry stan
dard. The Tandy 3000 HD features 
640K main memory and a high
capacity 51/4" slim-line floppy disk 
drive which has been designed to 
read both 1.2-megabyte and 360K 
formats, allowing it to run either IBM 
PC/AT or IBM® PC software. 

The high-performance design of 
the 3000 HD makes it a natural for 
use in a local area network such as 
ViaNet®. ViaNet can link together 

The New 
Tandy 3000 HD 
A powerful workstation 
with networking and 
multiuser capacities. 

multiple MS-DOS® computers into a 
powerful office automation system. 

The Tandy 3000 HD also uses the 
forthcoming XENIX® System V 
multiuser operating system. Up to 
five users with low-cost display ter
minals are capable of tapping the 
power of the Tandy 3000-
permitting each to work indepen
dently on such projects as 
accounting, word processing and 
electronic filing. Each remote user 
has all the power of a fully confi
gured computer system ... for the 
price of a terminal. 

The Tandy 3000 HD is quality
designed and built by Tandy in the 
U.S.A. We back the 3000 HD with 
full support, nationwide service, 
commercial leasing and professional 
training. Come see it today! 
CIRCLE 57 ON READER CARD 

Available at over 1200 
Radio Shack Computer Centers and at 

participating Radio Shack stores and dealers. 
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In 1985, we were still working on change controls 
submitted during the original requirements phase. 

displayed to the user. These non displayed 
data can be passed to a subsequent transac
tion as part of its input data area. 

Because the transactions have to 
handle the creation' of financial records, a 
system of double security was designed. 
First, any operator attempting to process a 
transaction has to have an ID that is cleared 
for access to the transaction name. Second, 
authority levels were created to control the 
dollar amount limit an operator can pro
cess. If the dollar amount is exceeded, the 
adjustment is routed to someone with a 
higher authority level for approval. All this 
data is stored in specialized databases. 

PROJECT'S 
SHORTEST 
PHASE 

Code. test, and release to 
production. Although 
this was the phase that 
actually produced the ad

justment processing system, in fact it ac
counted for the shortest period of time 
within the project's life cycle. (This, of 
course, was as it should have been; lack of 
space prevents me from saying anything 
else about this crucial phase.) 

Implementation. Finally we were 

ADVERTISING OFFICES 
Francie Bolger, 
Eastern Regional Sales Manager 
Eastern District Managers: 
John M. Gleason, Kathleen A. Murray 
New York, NY 10022 
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New England District Managers: 
Ed Rappaport, Michael W. Andrea 
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Southern District Manager: 
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Midwest District Manager: 
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Flossmoor, IL 60422 
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(312) 381-1840 

-
James E. Fillatrault, 
Western Regional Sales Manager 
Western District Managers: 
Janet Engelbrecht 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
2680 Bayshore Frontage Rd., Suite 401 
(415) 965-8222 
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ready to implement the system in the user 
community. During the testing phase we 
had a core group of users involved, much 
the same as during the business require
ments phase. In their respective centers, 
they became the local experts on the func
tioning of the system. 

The team created a master imple
mentation plan covering a multiplicity of 
tasks. Some of the major items were 
• Work flow changes. There were major 
changes in the way work was received and 
passed on. 
• User training. A self-paced audiovisual 
training package was developed and 
administered. 
• Modified job functions. Some jobs had in
creased responsibilities while others were 
practically eliminated. 
• Retraining. Because of modified job func
tions, some people required retraining in 
other jobs. 
• Hardware. We had to make sure that ev
eryone who needed a terminal would have 
one when training was completed. 
• On-site support. Project team members 
and the user testing team had to be avail-

Robert J. Rielly 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 
1801 S. LaCienega Blvd. 
(213) 559-5111 

William M. Wilshire 
Irvine, CA 92715 
2061 Business Center Dr., Suite 111 
(714) 476-2511 

Southwest District Manager 
Thomas C. Rousseau 
Dallas, Texas 75243 
9330 LBJ Freeway, Suite 1060 
(214) 644-3683 

Postcard Inquiry Service/Recruitment! 
Marketplace: 
Shirley Stirling 
(212) 605-9733 
Toll Free (Outside N.Y.) (800) 223-0743 

able at initial implementation to answer 
questions and solve problems. 
• Internal public relations strategy. We used 
videotapes, employee newspaper articles, 
and group meetings to allay any fears. 

Within a two- to three-month peri
od, all centers had completed their training 
and were using approximately 90% of the 
new system. Some problems were solved 
within the operations area by work flow ac
commodations; others were funneled back 
to the project team for software changes. 

The adjustment processing facility 
was implemented in 1982. The majority of 
its users no longer remember the paper
based method of processing account adjust
ments. We feel that this fact, in itself, 
points to the success of the system. @ 

Barbara Elazari is a project manager in 
the business systems development de
partment of American Express in Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla. She has been involved 
with the Modernization project since its 
inception and' has worked both in the 
business requirements area and, more 
recently, in project management. 
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A lot of our customers have 
felt for a long time that IRMA TM 

ought to be in pictures. . 
And now IRMA is. With more 

graphics solutions in more com
munications environments than 

OvernigqtIRMAhas 
become tfi:~ hi1!e:estpicture 

makerm.Am.enca. 
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IRMA 3279 Graphics IRMAX PS Graphics IRMAXAPA Graphics 

anyone else on the market IRMA 
has products that download, save, 
redisplay and print mainframe 
grapliics right on the PC. 

For example, with 3270 CUT
technology controllers you can 

use IRMA 3279 Graphics TM; users 
with DFT controllers can also 
choose IRMAX APA Graphics™or 
IRMAX PS Graphics.™ 

With IRMAcom APA Graphics™ 
you can easily turn remote PCs into 

IRMA,.IRMA 3279 GraphicsJRMAX PS Graphics, IRMAX APA Graphics, lRMAcomAPA Graphics. and IRMALAN APII Gn"~Ii<~ II". /r •• I, ... ",ks of and DCA is II n'[;('II:red /r; 



IRMAIAN APA Graphics 

mainframe graphics workstations. 
And now with IRMALAN 

APA Graphics,1M PCs onyour mM® 
Token-Ring or other NETBIOS
compatible LAN can all be doing 
great work in pictures too. 
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All our graphics products 
are compatible with the latest 
GDDM host software product on 
the mainframe side and mM PCs, 
XTs,ATs and AT&T 6300s on the 
personal computer side. 

For more information on 
DCA's graphics solutions, call us 
today at 1-800-241-IRMA, ext. 507 
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SYSTEMS· 
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OR OFFICE 
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LET US SHOW YOU WHY. 
CALL 800-345-1942. 

In California, ca11800-237-4552. -
OFFWEPOWER systems nm fully integrated office automation on ultra-fast, UNIX-based 
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communications and database management options. Our technology base is built on 

years of success in large fault-tolerant database systems closely coupled to communications networks. 
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OFF·LINE 
In a recent market research 
report on the display termi
nal market, Da taquest Inc. , 
San Jose, predicted the dis
play terminal industry is 
entering a "pivotal period," 
and that 1987 will present 
new market opportunities. 

Dataquest divides this 
market into four functional
i ty segments: terminals sup
plied by minicomputer 
manufacturers protocol-spe
cific to IBM S/3Xs i termi
nals protocol-specific to 
Burroughs, Honeywell, or 
Sperry mainframes i termi
nals protocol-specific to 
the IBM 3270; and nonproto
col-specific terminals 
supplied by independent 
vendors. 

Dataquest says the fac
tors that will make 1986 piv
otal include a move away from 
systems specific to the sec
ond segment listed to the 
systems of other manufactur
ers, notably IBM and Digi
tali a move toward communi
cating pcs, which offer a 
less expensive alternative 
to high-priced mainframe 
terminals; price sensitiv-
i ty in all segments; and the 
impact of the Intel 80386 
processor and the systems 
buil t around it, which will 
usher in new mul ti-user sys
tems and spur the shipment of 
display terminals. 

Dataquest also projects 
growth in IBM PC-compatible 
terminals which provide more 
multi-user capability. Pro
cessing terminals will slow
ly take hold, but Dataquest 
believes IBM or Digital must 
first "legitimize" this mar
ket with product. 

Finally, Dataquest sees 
some terminal manufacturers 
seeking alliances or major 
contracts, and others 
searching for new technolog-
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ical breakthroughs. 
Of the more than 2.5 mil

lion units Dataquest pre
dicts will be shipped in 1986 
(a 10% increase over 1985) , 
independent manufacturers, 
the fourth segment, will be 
the fastest growing and most 
active as far as new technol
ogy is concerned. Dataquest 
notes that Wyse Technology, 
San Jose, continues to hold a 
lion's share of this segment, 
with over 28% of shipments. 
Wyse is also ranked the num
ber two terminal vendor in 
the U. S. in all categories. 
Its nearest competitor in 
the fourth segment is Tele
Video, also of San Jose, with 
a 12% share. 

While Wyse and TeleVideo 
appear entrenched in their 
positions, Dataquest sug
gests that three companies 
in this segment should be 
watched closely--Link Tech
nologies of Fremont, Calif. i 
Ampex of Redwood City, 
Calif. i and Kimtron of Santa 
Clara, which are ranked sev
enth, eighth, and ninth, 
respectively. 

Link Technolgies, for ex
ample, has risen in the Data
quest ranking-s from number 
29 in 1984, to ninth in 1985, 
to its present ranking of 
seventh. Link recently in
troduced its latest product, 
the MC3. This "multiple con
cept" terminal, which allows 
communica tion with mul tiple 
host computers (IBM compati
ble, ANSI compatible, or AS
CI I compatible), has three 
communications ports and 
supports mul tiple key
boards. Link is also offer
ing a three-year warranty on 
the MC3 ; it claims this is 
unprecedented among inde
pendent terminal manufac
turers. Link is promising 
more products in the MC se
ries this year. 

HIGH·END DESKTOP 
Rexon has introduced a ninth model to its 
Rexon Five Family of supermicrocom
puters. The Rx305 is based on a 10MHZ 
Intel 80286 processor and is a general 
purpose version of the Rx305-TX Xenix
based machine· introduced in early Au
gust. Rexon says the Rx305 and 
Rx305-TX are its most powerful desktops, 
supporting up to 16 users and providing 
total disk capacity of over 380MB. The 
Rx305 is a less expensive model since it 
does not include some Unix-specific fea
tures of the TX model. 

In a standard configuration, the 
Rx305 includes four serial and two paral
lel ports, 512KB of main memory, a 60MB 
cartridge tape drive, and a 191MB hard
disk drive with an average access time of 
20msec. The system can be configured 
with Xenix System V or with Rexon's 
Business BAsIc-compatible Recap operat
ing system. Options include a second disk 
drive, an internal 5~-inch floppy disk 
drive, a 1,600bpi half-inch tape drive, 
memory expansion up to 4MB, an 80287 
coprocessor, and expansion up to 16 seri
al and five parallel ports. Available now, 
the Rx305 is priced at $19,990. REXON 
BUSINESS MACHINES, Culver City, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD 

UNIX·BASED SYSTEMS 
Honeywell's recently introduced xps-100 
Series of Unix-based systems features 
three models: the X-lO, X-20, and X-40. 
All three have an operating system based 
on Unix System V, Release 2. The X-20 
and X-40 are configured around the Mo
torola Mc68020 and the X-lO uses the 
Mc6801O. All incorporate standard bus 
structures and support asynchronous, 
bisynchronous, and IBM SNA connections, 
as well as Ethernet LANS and public data 
networks. 

The X-lO supports up to 16 users 
at a rate of .41MIPS to .56MIPS. It has a 
Multibus-1, .5MB to 6.5MB of main memo
ry, 120MB maximum disk storage, 16 seri
al ports, a parallel printer port, and 60MB 
quarter-inch streamer tape drive. The X-
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20 can support up to 20 users and features 
1.7MIPS to 2.1 MIPS, a VMEbus, 2MB to 
10MB main memory, 435MB of disk stor
age, 32 serial ports, four parallel printer 
ports, and 60MB tape drive. The X-40 sup
ports up to 64 users and features 3.7MIPS, 
dual Mv68020s, a VMEbus, 4MB to 20MB 
memory, 870MB of disk storage, 64 serial 
ports, eight parallel printer ports, and 
60MB disk storage. The X-20 can be field 
upgraded to the X-40. The X-lO and X-
20 are source code compatible. The X-20 
and X-40 are object code compatible. 
Base prices for the models are: $7,475 for 
the X-lO, available now; $16,580 for the 
X-20, available fourth quarter; and 
$41,630 for the X-40, available first quar
ter next year. HONEYWELL, Billerica, 
Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 301 ON READER CARD 

NEW MAINFRAMES 
Honeywell introduced new models in the 
DPS 88 mainframe family that the compa
ny says are designed for mixed workload 
environments comprising on-line and tra
ditional batch processing. Six models of 
the DPS 88 replace the DPS 88/40 and 881 
80 series. The DPS 88/890 series includes 
a dual-redundant tandem DPS 88/892T, a 
dual-processor 88/892, and a single-pro
cessor 88/891. The DPS 88/860 series in
cludes the DPS 88/862T, 88/862, and 881 
861. The DPS 88/860 models deliver two 
thirds the performance of the full-capaci
ty DPS 88/890, according to Honeywell. 
All models will be available fourth quar
ter and the prices range from $1,740,000 
for the single-processor DPS 88/861 to 

HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT 

MULTI-USER COMPUTERS 
Texas Instruments has added to its line of 
System 1000 multi-user computers the 
System 1100, available in three models, 
and the Model 1515-1. 

The System 1100 features cache 
memory management, 1MB RAM expand
able to 15MB in 512K increments, a sys
tem monitor, eight terminal ports, and a 
60MB tape backup. System 1100, Model 
1105 has a 48MB Winchester disk; the 
Model 1110 has an 87MB disk; and the 
Model 1115 has a 140MB disk. Up to two 
140MB disk drives can be combined in the 
Model 1115 to provide up to 280MB of 
mass storage. An eight-port multiplexor 
is standard on the 1100 and an additional 
eight-port multiplexor can be added to 
expand to 24 terminals. The prices for the 
computers range from $15,000 to 
$22,000, and they will be available in the 
first quarter of 1987. 

The Model 1515-1 is designed to 
support 30 or more users and is a single
processor model of the multiprocessor 
System 1500 announced in March. It uses 
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$4.5 million for the dual-redundant 
DPs88/892T. HONEYWELL INC., Phoenix, 
Ariz. 
FOR DATA CRCLE 302 ON READER CARD 

NONIMPACT PRINTER 
Eastman Kodak Co. entered the nonim
pact printer market recently with the Ko
dak Ektaprint 1392 printer. Kodak says 
the product can generate text and graph
ics at 92 images per minute using a light
emitting diode (LED) array image writer 
and has a resolution of 300 by 300dpi. Up 
to five type styles, proportional and mon
ospace, and a variety of pitch and point 
sizes are available. Two paper drawers, 
accommodating 3,500 sheets of paper, are 
featured. 

The unit can run continuously in 
the simplex mode, process transparencies, 
and perform slipsheeting and cover inser
tion. The 1392 can be linked to the KEEPS 
electronics publishing system, allowing 
users to recall or create documentation 
electronically and print the desired num
ber of copies, and also interfaces with the 
Kodak Telassistance network for remote 
diagnostics and repair. Available by April 
'87, the 1392 will be priced at under 
$200,000, and will also be available to 
oems. EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, 
N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 304 ON READER CARD 

PUBLISHING SYSTEM 
NBI Inc. has introduced the NBI 5000S 
Pro-Publisher, an electronic publishing 
system that features a 17-inch crt and has 
a resolution of 1,024 by 1,440, equivalent 

the same NuBus chassis, peripherals, and 
expansion options as other 1500 models, 
and can be expanded to support up to 128 
users. Also featured are a system monitor, 
2MB of RAM, a 140MB Winchester, a com
munications carrier board with an eight
terminal port option and a 60MB tape 
backup. The 1515-1 is availble now for 
$50,000. 

Also new from TI is the Model 945 
intelligent workstation, which can be at
tached to any TI multi-user computer as a 
terminal using TI 931 emulation. It can 
run IBM PC, MS/Dos-based productivity 
software. The Model 945 is available now, 
for $1,495. 

TI plans to have TI System V, the 
company's version of the Unix System V 
operating system, available for the System 
1100 and the multi-user Business-Pro in 
the first quarter of '87. It's now available 
for the System 1500 as is COBOL System V 
from Micro Focus, which will also be 
available for the System 1100 in '87. TEX
AS INSTRUMENTS, Dallas. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD 

to 120dpi. The display is designed to 
show a full 8.5-by-ll-inch page of text 
with margins and text endings, and is' a 
noninterlaced screen, which eliminates 
flicker. The Pro-Publisher is priced at 
$12,990; current NBI customers using the 
14-inch 5000S Integrated Workstation 
can purchase Pro-Publisher for $1,795. 

NBI also introduced the NBI 908 
graphics laser printer, which features an 
NBI-designed, Postscript-compatible ras
ter image processor. The 908 prints eight 
pages per minute with a resolution of 300 
by 300dpi. Several interfaces for non-NBI 
customers are being offered. Available 
this fall, it is priced at $6,995. NBI, Boul
der, Colo. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 305 ON READER CARD 

LAPTOP 
GRin Systems Corp. has added two en
hanced models to its GRiDCaSe line of lap
top computers. The two models are 
available with enhanced yellow LCD or 
light-emitting plasma displays, and can be 
configured with either an internal 3.5-
inch floppy disk drive or an internal 10MB 
internal hard-disk drive. Features of both 
models are: a 71-key keyboard, up to 1MB 
of programmable ROM, an optional 10MB 
internal hard disk, and a connector for 
GRiD'S new 1.5-pound Pocket Floppy. 
The keyboard has been redesigned for 
these models to include a separate row of 
function keys and a numeric overlay key
pad. Additionally, Fll and F12 function 
keys are featured. These, says GRiD, are 
useful for IBM-mainframe communica
tions. Users can equip the GRiDCaSe Plus 
with 640KB of RAM, serial and parallel 
ports, internal 1,200baud Hayes-compati
ble modem, RGB video output, and IBM PC 
expansion box to access LANs. Available 
now, prices start at $2,750 for the model 
with internal 3.5-inch floppy; $975 for the 
internal hard-disk option; and $295 for 
the Pocket Floppy. GRID SYSTEMS CORP., 
Mountain View, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 307 ON READER CARD 

-Theresa Barry 



NEC'S PINWRITER P5XL HAS MADE BLACK 
A PRIMARY COLOR. 

Our Pinwriter® P5XL printer has changed forever the way people look at dot matrix printing. 
It's the first 24-pin dot matrix printer to use a letter-quality multistrike film ribbon-the same 

ribbon used in typewriters and letter-quality printers, such as our Spinwriter~ So for the first time 
in computer history there is a printer that honestly does everything. A printer that produces 

... dI!_Il!l~~~~~~_:important letters and documents with crisp, black, true letter-quality 
-<I;;. printing. But with all the speed and graphics capability dot 

Dear\Mr{··Slack: 

Actual line printed 
with a Pinwriter P5XL printer. . 

,- .~~;i..; ~ 

matrix printers are known for. 
Fast, black letter-quality printing will be the primary 

reason many people will buy a P5XL printer. But there are 
plenty of other good reasons. In fact, it's the most versatile printer 

ever created for personal computers. 
It can use an optional ribbon to print seven other colors plus black. And it has the best graphics 

resolution of any impact printer you can buy; due in part to our advanced 24-pin printhead. Plus it 
can print more type faces automatically than any other dot matrix printer. And it's quiet and fast. 

You can also expect a P5XL printer to turn out millions of characters before it will need 
service because it has the highest reliability rating in the industry: And there's a nationwide network 
of NEC Customer Service Centers to take care of maintenance. 

Now, while the Pinwriter P5XL performs a little black magic, you won't have to go in the 
red to buy it. 

The Pinwriter P5XL is the latest addition to the most advanced and extensive family of 24-pin 
printers available. See it at your dealer or for an information package that includes 

::.~ :f..,~':,.;._" 
..... ,. actual print samples, call 1-800-343-4418 (in MA 617-264-8635). 

Or write: NEC Information Systems, Dept. 1610, 
1414 Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough, MA 01719. 

NEC PRINfERS. THEY ONLY STOP 
WHEN YOU WANTlHEMTO. 

The chevrons and serpentine designs are registered 
trademarks of Binney and Smith Inc., used with permission. 

I~f.rr;(r 
&~) ( .. 1~ 
NEe Information Systems, Inc. 
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These days, more corporations 
than ever are putting their software eggs 
in one basket. 

No longer are they buying packages, 
one at a time, from several vendors. They're 
buying whole families of packages from a 
single full, line vendor. 

Buy all this software from the right 
source and you win big. In one stroke, you 
vastly improve DP productivity. 

BASKET 
INDUSTRY 

Buy it from the wrong source and you've 
got a very expensive omelette. 

Given these two distinct possibilities, 
there's never been a better time for you to find 
out about McCormack & Dodge. And the 
unique safeguards we offer the long, term 
software purchaser. 

Safeguard number one is our Millennium 
integrated environment, the acknowledged 
leader in borderless application technology. 

MCCormack & Dodge 

No imitation even comes close. 
Safeguard number two is our world, 

wide support. We're on call in 33 countries. 
Worldwide support takes resources, 

which leads us to safeguard number three, 
Dun & Bradstreet. No American company 
has enjoyed longer financial stability. 
Nearly 150 years of it. 

Keep this in mind next time you go 
shopping for golden eggs. 

DB a company of 
The Dun &: Bradstreet CorporatIon 

McCormack & Dodge Corporation, 1225 Worcester Road, Natick, MA01760, 1-800-343-0325 
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UPDATES 
One problem MIS departments 
have in developing end-user 
mainframe applications is 
the restriction imposed by 
3270-type screens, which do 
not provide the ease of use 
that micro-based software 
does with its windowing 
capabilities. 

D&B Computing Services of 
Wilton, Conn., is planning 
for January 1987 release 
what appears to be the first 
mainframe windowing prod
uct. Nomad Windows will be an 
integral part of D&B's Nomad2 
4GL/DBMS, which is used in 
IBM-mainframe operating 
system environments. D&B 
claims there are over 
100, 000 Nomad users. 

Wi th Nomad Windows, D&B is 
predicting improvements in 
communication between users 
and Nomad2 and in applica
tion development. 

Nomad Windows is written 
in assembler code and is mod
eled after IBM's TopView. In 
Nomad, the windowing capa
bility is invoked by a "win
dows on" command. With 
Windows, applications de
velopers can keep track of 
all valid entries, allowing 
them to create "histories" 
of their work. D&B claims 
that Nomad Windows will make 
other design options avail
able for mainframe screen
driven systems: screen 
layouts can be larger than 
the screen, several windows 
can be updated simul taneous
ly, forms can be cascaded, 
pop-up windows and boxes can 
be used and removed, forms 
can be used directly wi th in
teractive commands, and new 
commands for automatic 
menuing and scrolling are 
provided. 

D&B claims that error han
dling becomes much simpler 
and quicker wi th windowing 

SOFTWARE 
AND SERVICES 

because it cuts down on the 
user's need to guess what the 
error is and to retype. Even 
when a user goes back to. the 
3270 screen and types an er
ror, an error window will pop 
up. 

D&B is also planning a pc 
version of Nomad for release 
in January. Pc Nomad is also 
modeled after TopView and 
D&B claims it will be com
pletely menu driven and com
pa tible with the new release 
of Nomad2 with windows. 

Nomad2, Release 4 00, with 
interactive Nomad Windows 
will be available in January 
and will be a normal upgrade 
wi th no pr ice increase for 
current Nomad users. Nomad 
Windows within user applica
tions, with procedural win
dows and wi th additional 
edi ting features, will be 
available wi th the next ver
sion of Nomad2, slated for 
mid-1987 release. 

Bruce Edwards, a systems 
analyst at a division of a 
major oil company based in 
Texas, is a Nomad user who is 
very enthusiastic about this 
upcoming release of Nomad. 
"It [the windowing capabili
ty] will take me a long way, " 
he says. Edwards feels the 
product will allow the ap
plications developed on a 
mainframe to have more of a 
pc feel and look, which is 
what most users are familiar 
with. "Applications will 
look more slick, with less 
effort on my part. Windowing 
will merge mainframe and pc 
environments so that users 
won't know the difference. " 

Some mainframe software 
vendors, including ADR, 
Princeton, N. J., and IBM, do 
have mainframe products that 
allow users to work on up to 
three systems on one screen, 
but do not provide true 
windowing. 

DB2PRODUCT 
Dylakor's DYL-DB2, Release 1.5, is an in
formation retrieval and management sys
tem that is said to allow DB2 data to mix 
with data from other sources, including 
standard IMS, QSAM, VSAM, DAM, Total, 
ADABAS, and Datacom/DB database files. 
It was designed to work with Dylakor's 
4GL information management systems 
DYL-280 and DYL-280 II. Working within 
them; DYL-DB2 provides embedded SQL 
syntax support for DB2 statements, and is 
able to use their report-writing functions. 
The product is also compatible with DYL-
270, Dylakor's information management 
and extraction tool. 

DYL-DB2 runs on the IBM 370, 30xx 
Series, 43xx Series, and pcm machines 
running MVS and MVS/XA under TSO. It 
requires 150KB of memory. With DYL-20, 
the price is $17,380; with DYL-280 II, it's 
$21,380; alone, it's $6,380. The productis 
available now. STERLING SOFTWARE INC., 
DYLAKOR DIV., Granada Hills, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 325 ON READER CARD 

RASTERIZER 
The KMW RIP-200xi is a rasterizer/com
pressor that offers IBM mainframe users 
with Xerox laser printers the ability to 
prepare graphics without the overhead of. 
cpu-intensive image processing. 

The product is designed to replace 
the Xerox Electronic Printer Image Con
struction (EPIC) software and combines 
the processIng power of a dedicated raster 
image processor with the communica
tions speed of a direct channel interface to 
provide users with the capability of com
bining business graphics, charts, and me
chanical drawings with text. 

Graphic elements are rasterized 
by the device at speeds of up to 46nsecs 
per pixel and stored in an internal bit 
map, according to KMW. The bit map im
age is compressed and transferred back to 
the mainframe as a binary image file, 
which can then be merged with text 
stored on the laser printer to create a 
complete page. 

The RIP-200XI costs $26,000 and 
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runs under MVS, VM, and DOS. KMW SYS
TEMS CORP., Austin, Texas. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 326 ON READER CARD 

WANG·IBM·CULLINET 
Wang Laboratories has introduced PACE/ 
Cullinet Connection, which gives Wang 
vs users access to Cullinet's IDMS/R data
bases and IBM VSAM files via C/ICMS, and 
allows nonmainframe users to access ex
tracts of VSAM files and of IBM IMS, IBM 
DL/S, Cincom Total, and ISMS/R produc
tion databases. Users make their requests 
for information through the menu selec
tion screens provided by the query facility 
of Wang's Professional Application Cre
ation Environment (PACE). The queries 
are translated into a format that allows 
Cullinet's C/ICMS to supply the informa
tion, which is then presented to the user 
in PACE format. Users can format the data 
into reports, convert it into a vs 20/20 
spreadsheet or a Wang Office message, 
create a PACE table, transform it into a 
Wang Word Processing document or a 
graph via vs Graphics Facility. 

Available in December, the pack
age is priced at $5,000, $7,500, and 
$15,000, depending on the vs system on 
which it's installed. WANG LABORATO
RIES INC., Lowell, Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 327 ON READER CARD 

GRAPHICS COMMUNICATION 
TeleVision from LcslTelegraphics is a 
new software package that enables IBM PC 
and compatible users to send and receive 
both images and text through electronic 
mail systems. It uses data compression 
and encoding techniques to reduce the 
size of images and binary data files, al
lowing ,them to be transferred through 
text-based hosts. 

TeleVision is a mouse-driven, 
icon-activated program. Included is an 
integrated graphics editor. Color graphics 
can be captured from other programs, en-

,hanced, and then transmitted. Prepro
duced images can be downloaded from 

SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT 

DESIGNAID FOR THE VAX 
Nastec Corp. has announced an expanded 
version 'of DesignAid for the DEC VAX
station product family. DesignAid/vs, 
which supports the early phases of the 
software engineering life cycle, is geared 
toward the defense and engineering com
munities. The program allows users to 
trace requirements in compliance with 
MIL STD 2167. Documentation facilities 
include integrated graphics and word 
processing and the ability to link and or
ganize documents. DesignAid interfaces 
to DEC's WPS Plus and DEcpage and in
cludes structured analysis and design sup
port for Y ourdon/DeMarco and Wer-
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on-line databases and merged with locally 
created graphics. TeleVision can emulate 
DECVT-100/102 and vT-52, and tty termi
nals, and supports file transfers with 
Xon/Xoff flow control, line-oriented pro
tocols, xModem, and the Hayes verifica
tion protocol. TeleVision runs on the IBM 
PC, XT, AT, and compatibles with 256K 
RAM, a color graphics adapter, a mouse, 
and a Hayes-compatible modem. It is 
priced at $99. LCS/TELEGRAPHICS, Cam
bridge, Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 328 ON READER CARD 

WP CONVERSION 
New software and hardware products 
from Principal Systems Inc. allow for the 
conversion of word processing documents 
from one format to another. PC Switch al
lows for converting among popular IBM 
PC word processing packages, PC Switch 
Card is a printed circuit board with soft
ware that plugs into an IBM PC and sup
ports conversion of 5~-inch disks from 
dedicated word processing systems, and 
PC Switch Drive is a half-height disk drive 
that is able to accommodate eight-inch 
disks from older word processing 
systems. 

Dedicated word processors and PC 
word processing software packages sup
ported by Principal include the Lanier No 
Problem, LTE-2, and Shared System; CPT; 
Wang OIS; IBM Displaywriter, 5520, and 
os/6; Micom 2000/3000; Redactron; Xe
rox 850/860; IBM Displaywrite III; Word 

nier/Orr diagrams. 
Additional features of DesignAid/ 

VS are a multi window interface imple
mented within the standard DEC window
ing convention, central development 
database files accessible via DEC'S distrib
uted networking architecture, support for 
DEC printers, and ASCII file compatibility 
with DesignAid files on the IBM PC or 
Convergent IWS workstation. DesignAid/ 
vs was developed in cooperation with 
Digital Equipment Corp. and RCA Aero
space and Defense. It is priced at $9,900 
and is available now. NASTEC CORP., 
,Southfield, Mich. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 333 ON READER CARD 

Perfect; MicroSoft Word; WordStar; 
Multimate; and Samna. 

PC Swich in a software-only configu
ration is priced at $495, PC Switch Drive 
is $895, and PC Switch Card is $2,795. 
PRINCIP AL SYSTEMS INC., Norcross, Ga. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 329 ON READER CARD 

SNA EXTENSION 
IBM has extended the function' of the Net
view/pc software program to locate prob
lems in Systems Network Architecture 
devices available from non-IBM vendors. 
The new version of Netview/pc can also 
monitor voice communications products 
and devices attached to IBM'S token ring 
LAN. Independent vendors can program 
their sNA-compatible devices to use the 
program's application programming in
terface. Designed to run on IBM XT or AT 
computers, the software gives a central 
network operator the ability to track 
problems as they occur and log them for 
later analysis. The Netview/pc software 
carries a one-time charge of $2,000 and is 
scheduled to be available in the second 
quarter of next year. An associated token 
ring network manager program will be 
available at about the same time for a one
time charge of $1,495. IBM CORP., Ar
monk, N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 336 ON READER CARD 

EXPERT SYSTEM 
Case Communications Inc. recently in
troduced the 501OES-DCX, calling it the 
initial product in its planned Case 5000ES 
Series of expert systems' for data commu
nications network management. Created 
for Case DCX datacom processors, the 
product is based on ops-83 AI software, 
developed at Carnegie-Mellon University, 
Pittsburgh. ops-83 is programmed in C 
and runs under Unix, enabling 5000ES us
ers to utilize, existing standard computer 
hardware instead of AI computers. The 
software allows users to determine the 
network configuration for their specific 
requirements and to reconfigure DCX net
works when equipment is added or net
work requirements change. 

Users enter network information 
into the 501OES-DCX'S terminal by select
ing menu options and answering a series 
of questions that are posed by the expert 
system. The 501OES-Dcxcompletes the 
configuration process. The resulting net
work description, a configuration map, 
can then be loaded directly into the DCX 
network. A user can define part of the 
configuration to specify unique condi
tions of an existing network that need to 
remain unchanged. The price for 501 OES
DCX is $15,000 and it's available this 
quarter. CASE COMMUNICATIONS, Colum
bia, Md. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 338 ON READER CARD 

-Theresa Barry 



CA-Top Secret. " 
Because in security there's no 2nd choice. 
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You're either safe 
or sorry. 

CA-TOP SECRETTM represents a major 
advance' in MVS and VSE security systems. 
Its comprehensive scope, exceptional 
auditing capabilities, intelligent design, ease 
of implementation and ease of use make it 
without question the system of choice over 
anything else available on the market today. 

You get total security. And you get total 
support as well-on-site consulting and on
line HELP-and tutorials when you buy it as 
part of CA-UNICENTERTM, the modular system 
designed to automate all data center functions. 
CA-TOP SECRET and CA-UNICENTER
total security within a total
ly automated data center. 
A complete solution and 
only Computer Associates 
can deliver it today. 

Be safe instead of 
sorry. Call Dana Williams 
at 800-645-3003 . 

. (AOMPUTER 
r.SSOCIATES 
Software superior by design

T
•
M 

! 711 Stewart Avenue 
Garden City, N. Y. 11530-4787 '"------'~ 
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For Better Security 

ThewayisCA 
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The Marketplace ... 

SOFTWARE 
CONVERSION 
SOLUTIONS 

Dataware provides the software transla
tion system for your complex conversion 
problems. Over 18 years of conversion 
experience has resulted in thousands of 
satisfied customers, worldwide. 

• COBOL to COBOL 
Circle No. 500 

• AUTOCODERISPS to COBOL 
Circle No. 501 

• EASYCODERITRAN to COBOL 
Circle No. 502 

• BAUALC to COBOL 
Circle No. 503 

• DOS/ALC to OS/ALC 
Circle No. 504 

• PLI1 to COBOL 
Circle No. 505 

• RPGIRPG II to COBOL 
Circle No. 506 

• RPGIRPG II to PLI1 
Circle No. 507 

• DOS to MVS 
Circle No. 508 

Dataware offers services & software to 
meet your needs. For more information, 
call or write today. 

cat:aware, Inc. 
A Computer Task Group Company <::::rG 

3095 Union Road 
Orchard Park, NY 14127-1214 
Phone: (800) 367-2687 
TELEX: 510-100-2155 
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JOB MARKETPLACE, SOFTWARE 
SERVICES, BUY, SELL, LEASE 

-NOW AVAILABLE

Authoritative, Unbiased 
Third Party Evaluation Reports 

ofDBMSs 
OM from Information Dimensions, 

Subsidiary of Battelle 
(also known as 1M/OM from CDC)-$95 prepaid 

OMRS from Intergraph-$95 prepaid 

Applicon DBMS from Schlumberger-$45 prepaid 

Written by: 
Dr. Gordon C. Everest 

Internationally known expert on 
Database Management Systems 

GEMS Education & Management Services 
Box 13182, Dept. M, Roseville, MN 55113 
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FREE ... 
layout and typesetting of your copy 
with your Marketplace ad. 

Call Shirley Stirling at 
(800) 223-0743 (outside NY) or 
(212) 605-9732/33 (in NY) to 
reserve your space in the next issue of 
DATAMATION. 
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When you invest in a communications system, you 
don't want one you have to grow into, and you certainly 
don't want one that you might grow out of. You want one 
that fits now. One that will continue to fit every step of 
the way along your business's growth path. 

With the AT&T System 75, you can take one step at a 
time to put together a system that's best suited to your 
needs. You can start with a basic voice system that 
includes messaging features like Leave Word Calling and 
enhanced Call Coverage to make sure messages are 
taken and calls get through. 

If and when you need to, you can add data capabilities 
as well. When you do, you won't have to start from 
scratch, because voice and data transmission are inte
grated over regular telephone wire. 

Also, AT&T is committed to making System 75 com
patible with emerging standards and technologies. 
That's just one more step we're taking to ensure the 
investment you make today is protected tomorrow. 

For a free brochure about how 
AT&T can help you put together 
the communications system that's 
right for you, call us at 1 800 247-
1212, Ext. 499. 

-, ,=,;-. \ ATs.T 
l ___ . J 

~ .. - //The right choice. 
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A high-speed LAN is ideal for file 
transfer, distributed processing and 
CPU-to-CPU communications. 
But using it for terminal traffic can 
cause problems. 

You may be tying up bandwidth. 
Low-speed terminal traffic on a high
speed network can rob bandwidth 
where it's needed most. That means 
slow file transfers and sluggish 
response for all network users. The 
protocol overhead required for a 
terminal to send small data packets 
across an Ethernet® link can mean 
that only 10% of the 10 Mbps band
width is available. 

By connecting your terminals through 
an Equinox® Data PBX and connect
ing your computers together with 
Ethernet, your LAN runs at top effi
ciency. An Equinox Data PBX dedi
cates a full 12 Mbps to terminal data 
traffic. More than 1300 devices can 
run continuous 9600 bps data at the 
same time, providing the best possi
ble response through the network. 

You'll tie up about $500 per terminal. 
When you consider the cost of 
Ethernet Terminal Servers, Taps, and 
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Think again! 
Cable, Ethernet can cost between 
$300 and $800 per terminal. An 
equivalent solution using an Equinox 
Data PBX with our 8-channel Terminal 
Servers and twisted pair wiring is 
about $100 per terminal. 

You could tie up your computer. 
Some Ethernet LANs handle terminal 
switching by running special software 
in your computer. So adding terminal 
traffic means your computer spends 
more time running the network and 
less time running applications. An 
Equinox Data PBX requires no special 

Terminals 
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software and handles all terminal net
work processing without disturbing 
the host. It even allows you to monitor 
the network load and provides addi
tional security for access control. 

We won't tie you down. 
Putting your terminals on an Equinox 
Data PBX provides more terminal 
switching features for less money 
with greater efficiency, so you can get 
the most out of your LAN. And be
cause it works with all types of com
puters and terminals you're not tied to 
a one-vendor solution. 

Don't think twice. Call Equinox. 
1-800-DATA-PBX 
In Florida Call (305) 255-3500 

Equinox Systems Inc. 
12041 S.W.144th Street 
Miami, FL 33186-6108 

Equinox is a registered trademark of Equinox 
Systems Inc. Ethernet is a registered trademark 
of the Xerox Corporation. 
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We Make The Right Connections. 
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